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MD285

MD285-1 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

A period of 60 days was allowed for public comment on the SPD Draft EIS, 

and DOE accepted comments submitted by various means: public hearings, 

mail, a toll-free telephone and fax line, and the MD Web site. Although it did 

not extend the comment period, DOE did consider, to the extent possible, 

comments received after the close of that period.  

MD285-2 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for reducing the nuclear 

weapons stockpile, and opposition to using either immobilization or the MOX 

approach to surplus plutonium disposition. DOE has extensively studied 

technologies for this purpose, and in the Storage and Disposition PEIS 

identified and evaluated a number of potentially acceptable technologies.  
However, many of these technologies were determined to be unacceptable 

for reasons of complexity, the cost or time for implementation, and the degree 

to which the resulting form met the Spent Fuel Standard. The Spent Fuel 

Standard, as identified by NAS and modified by DOE, is to make the surplus 

weapons-usable plutonium as inaccessible and unattractive for weapons 

use as the much larger and growing quantity of plutonium that exists in spent 

nuclear fuel from commercial power reactors. Based on these analyses and 

other available information, the ROD for the Storage and Disposition PEIS 

reduced the number of technologies that would continue to be considered to 

those evaluated in this SPD EIS: immobilization in either a ceramic or glass 

form, and MOX fuel fabrication and irradiation. This SPD EIS evaluates the 

potential impacts of waste generation for each of the proposed alternatives.  
As described in Sections 2.18.3 and 4.28.2.8, additional spent fuel and other 

wastes would be produced by using MOX fuel instead of LEU fuel in domestic, 

commercial reactors. Spent fuel and waste management at the proposed 

reactor sites is not expected to change dramatically due to the substitution 

of MOX assemblies for some of the LEU assemblies. Likewise, the additional 

spent fuel would be a very small fraction of the total that would be managed 
at the potential geologic repository.
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SCD93-3 Waste Management

The plutonium that is the subject of this SPD EIS is surplus weapons-usable 
plutonium that could be relatively easily used to build a nuclear weapon and 
must therefore be converted into a form that meets the Spent Fuel Standard.  
This weapons-usable plutonium is typically greater than 50 percent weight 
plutonium. The Spent Fuel Standard, as identified by NAS and modified by 

DOE, is to make the surplus weapons-usable plutonium as inaccessible and 

unattractive for weapons use as the much larger and growing quantity of 
plutonium that exists in spent nuclear fuel from commercial power reactors.  
The plutonium in the impure residues and scrub alloy (all of which contain 
less than 50 percent plutonium by weight) that are the subject of the Final 
Environmental Impact Statement on Management of Certain Plutonium 
Residues and Scrub Alloy Stored at the Rocky Flats Environmental 
Technology Site (DOE/EIS-0277F, August 1998) are not in the same form and 
present a lower proliferation risk.
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SCD93-1 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the pit conversion 
facility at SRS based on transportation concerns. As indicated in the revised 
Section 1.6, SRS is preferred for the pit conversion facility because the site 
has extensive experience with plutonium processing, and the pit conversion 
facility complements existing missions and takes advantage of existing 
infrastructure. As indicated in Section 2.18, no traffic fatalities from 
nonradiological accidents or LCFs from radiological exposures or vehicle 
emissions are expected. Decisions on the surplus plutonium disposition 
program at SRS will be based on environmental analyses (including analyses 
of transportation risks), technical and cost reports, national policy and 
nonproliferation considerations, and public input. DOE will announce its 
decisions regarding facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium 
disposition in the SPD EIS ROD.  

SCD93-2 Waste Management 

Regardless of the site chosen, D&D would have to occur for the pit conversion 
facility at some time in the future and the process would be similar wherever 
the facility was located.
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DOE has determined that the waste management controls required for WIPP 
will provide adequate resistance to theft and diversion by unauthorized parties 
for the limited quantities of plutonium in RFETS residues (or any plutonium 
disposed with waste to WIPP). The waste management controls for the 
residues were evaluated to be consistent with international standards for 
physical protection ofnuclear material within nations. In addition, the disposal 
of the residues avoids any processing that would increase 
material attractiveness.  

DOE evaluated WIPP disposal during the screening of options for disposition 
of surplus weapons-usable plutonium. This is not a reasonable alternative 
because WIPP does not have sufficient capacity for the entire 50 t (55 ton) of 
material, and the option would not meet the Spent Fuel Standard for disposition 
of weapons-usable plutonium. The NAS report on plutonium disposition, 
Management and Disposition of Excess Weapons Plutonium (March 1994), 
concluded that direct geologic disposal of plutonium from weapons would 
not meet the Spent Fuel Standard.  
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My name is James Gallman,S r.. I am President of the State of South Carolina 
Conference of Branches ofthe National Association for the Advancement of Colored 
People, more affectionately known as the State NAACP.  

On behalf of the NAACP, allow me to express my support for the Pit Disassembly and 
Conversion mission at the Savannah River Site. The NAACP believes the existing 
infrastructure, experience, expertise, and previous plutonium accomplishments should be 
a snor consideration in the Department of Energy locating the mission at SRS.  

Also, it is my understanding that the DOE acknowledges that at least $60 million can be 
saved if the mission is co-located with the Mixed Oxide Fuel Fabrication Plant and 
lnsmobilization at SRS. In fact, I understand that this is a conservative figure, which 
could be as high as $75 million.  

A year ago I served as the President of the Aiken Branch NAACP. The Branch passed a 
resolution regarding its support of SRS as the lead facility in plutonium management and 
disposition. Let me share that resolution with you. READ RESOLUTION.  

As you can see by those present here today, the NAACP and the surrounding community 
fully supports the Savannah River Site and all the PlutoniumnDisposition Missions. This 
community support is unparalleled within the DOE complex.  

Selecting SRS to receive the Pit Disassembly and Conversion is the right decision for 
SRS and our nation.  

Thank you flb allowing me this opportunity to speak to you for us and the many dedicated 
people of this community.

SCD47

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the proposed surplus 
plutonium disposition facilities at SRS. As indicated in the revised Section 1.6, 
SRS is preferred for the proposed facilities because the site has extensive 
experience with plutonium processing, and these facilities complement existing 
missions and take advantage of existing infrastructure. Decisions on the 
surplus plutonium disposition program at SRS will be based on environmental 
analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation 
considerations, and public input. DOE will announce its decisions regarding 
facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium disposition in the 
SPD EIS ROD.
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RESOLWTON 

sNAS the handling and disposition of excess weapons 
n~jogmis of grave concern to the national security of the 

Knited States; and 

3s5 plutonium disposition represents one of the &.-t 
certain future missions of the Department of Energy for-the next 
20 to 30 Years; and 

PROMS the Department of Energy has decided to pursue a dual 
path for pluto�l disposition and haa named the Savannah River 
site as a candidate site for both options: and 

Sthe Savannah River Site has produced approximately 40 
percent of all United States weapons grade plutonium over the last 
45 3 and has safely handled plutonium in tlovebox: processing 
egu14eent with no adverse impact on workers, the pub•ic, or the 
environment. and 

WOS the Deparihlant of Energy In its Record of Decision 
ecogizes the savannah River Site as ma plutonium competent site 

with the modern, state-of-the-art storage and processing 
facilities ... with the only remaining large-scale chemial 
separationa en processinr capability in the DOE complex*. and 

• 5 the regionalcommuniity in the Central Savannah River 
kree (05A]•) OfSouth Carolina and Georgia strongly supports 
oontinued plutonium assions for the Department of XEnrgy's 
Savannah River Site; 

Swi gB E 2ToB.Vm that the aken Branch Of the Nation"l 
Association for the Advancement of colored People (WAACP) tonl endorses major plutonium missions for the Savannah River site and 

e e ' of En to designate the SavannahRer facility in p ! tonium manage. nt and disposition.  

IPPAMWthia 27th day of 2farch 1997 at Aiken, South Carolina b• the SaCutive Board of the Aiken Branch NAACp.  

eSecretary 

SCD47
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hErIso ddagate dimLuvanab Diner Sites ag bWead AWayin plashnkmaagnnt 

DONE RATWIED AND ADQ'IE BY MME MAYOR AND CITY 
CGffIL OF mEair OF NORTH AUGUSTA. SOUTH CAROW(A. ON THIS 

L tDAY O~Fla. M. 97 
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DOE acknowledges the commentors' support for siting the proposed surplus 
plutonium disposition facilities at SRS. As indicated in the revised Section 1.6, 
SRS is preferred for the proposed facilities because the site has extensive 
experience with plutoniumprocessing, and these facilities complement existing 
missions and take advantage of existing infrastructure. Decisions on the 
surplus plutonium disposition program at SRS will be based on environmental 
analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation 
considerations, and public input. DOE will announce its decisions regarding 
facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium disposition in the 
SPD EIS ROD.
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REMARKS OF MAYOR LARK JONES AT THE PUBLIC HEARING 
Concerning SRS New Missions/Pit disassembly and conversion 

On behalf of the City of North Augusta, I would like to make a few brief 
comments concerning the upcoming decision by the Dept. of Energy in 
locating the plutonium pit disassembly and conversion missions.

The City of North Augusta publicly supports and endorses the Savannah 
River Site as the logical choice for this endeavor. I would like to place in the 
record and make a part of my comments, Resolution 98-16 which was 
adopted by the Mayor and City Council on August 3,1998.  

(Resolution read into the record) 

SRS is the logical choice for many reasons: 

1. The site, its size, facilities and location is excellent. While, I am a lay 
person not involved with the site, I'm sure that its continued safe operation 
for over 40 years means there is a great deal of infrastructure already in 
place that may not need to be duplicated for these new missions.  
Environmentally and security wise, I believe the site to be in good order. I 
can only speculate that the use of the current site at SRS would result in a 
cost savings of millions of taxpayer dollars.  

2. The workforce is highly skilled and ready to do the job. Aiken County 
probably has one of the highest numbers of engineers per capita of any 
county in the United States....many of whom are skilled in the nuclear 
industry. Even iffnew training is required, we have the base from which to 
start, as well as the educational facilities with which to assist in any such 
needed training 

3. Past Record. The past record of the Savannah River site as to both 
performance and safety are excellent. As Mayor of a city of over 16,000 
persons, I'm called upon daily to make judgments that affect the lives of 
our citizens. Examining the record of persons and entities that our city 
deals with is one of the major criteria we use in decision making. I urge 
DOE to follow that same philosophy. If you do, I'm sure you'll like what 
you find. Of

'D1 5

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the proposed surplus 
plutonium disposition facilities at SRS. As indicated in the revised Section 1.6, 
SRS is preferred for the proposed facilities because the site has extensive 
experience with plutonium processing, and these facilities complement existing 
missions and take advantage of existing infrastructure. DOE is appreciative 
of the public support it has received from the local communities at all of the 
candidate sites for the surplus plutonium disposition program.  

Although cost will be a factor in the decisionmaking process, this SPD EIS 
contains environmental impact data and does not address the costs 
associated with the various alternatives. A separate cost report, CostAnalysis 
in Support of Site Selection for Surplus Weapons-Usable Plutonium 
Disposition (DOE/MD-0009, July 1998), which analyzes the site-specific cost 
estimates for each alternative, was made available around the same time as 
the SPD Draft EIS. This report and the Plutonium Disposition Life-Cycle 
Costs and Cost-Related Comment Resolution Document (DOE/MD-0013, 
November 1999), which covers recent life-cycle cost analyses associated 
with the preferred alternative, are available on the MD Web site at 
http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at the following 
locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and Washington, D.C. Decisions 
on the surplus plutonium disposition program at SRS will be based on 
environmental analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy and 
nonproliferation considerations, and public input. DOE will announce its 
decisions regarding facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium 
disposition in the SPD EIS ROD.

SCD15-1 Alternatives
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4. Community Support. To be sure, SRS has been an integral part ofour 
community far 45 years now. Yes, it does have a very important economic 
impact as well, but nowhere, I darc say will you find anymore 
community acceptance and support for any nuclear type industry than here 
in Aken County.  

As someone who is charged withdbeing the guardian ofithe dollars of 
taxpayers, I am concerned with budgets and costs. This weekend,!I will 
have two kids in private colleges, so costs will be even more important to 
me on a personal level. I understand the need for costs savings and cost 
effectiveness.s in the areas before us. It would then follow that the most cost 
effective method to accomplish those goals would be to consolidate all 
phtonium operations at the Savannah River Site including Mox fuels as 
well as Pit disassembly and conversion.  

In summary, SRS has the facilities, the workforce, the track record and the 
necessary community support to do the job for this country! Finally, I do 
want to stress that we want to do the job for not North Augusta, not the 
CSRA, not South Carolina or Georgia but for our entire country.  

This decision should be one based on merit, considering the factors of cost, 
workforce and facilities. It does not need to be a decision based upon politics, 
favors for one group or one sector or punishing of another.  

Thank you.

SCD15
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RESOLUTION NO. 98-16 
SUPPORTING THE PIT DISASSEMBLY AND CONVERSION MISSION 

BEING LOCATED AT SAVANNAH RIVER SITE 

WHEREAS, the Savannah River Site has demonstrated a continued strong 
'leadership role in this nation's national security since the inception ofthe site; and 

WHEREAS, the profksional management team and employees of the Savannah 
River Site have the proven experience for continuing in this leadership role and 

WHEREAS, the Department of Energy has recognized the importance of and 
demonstrated their faith in the Savannah River Site by its decisions to scate the MOX and 
inusobilization missions there; and 

WHEREAS, the location of the third element of the plutonium disposition 
mission, pit disassembly and conversion, is now being reviewed by the Department of Energy, 
and 

WHEREAS, the Savannah River Site is the only site being considered with the 
on site experience of processing plutonium and with the necessary infrastructure required for 
this critical mission.  

. NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED by the Mayor and City Council in 
meetingduly assembled and by the authority thereof and on behalf of the citizens of the City of 
North Augusta, that the Department of Energy is urged to select the Savannah River Site for its 
pit disassetably and conversion mission. N 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the citizens of North Augusta are 
encouraged to atten the Department of Energy's public meetings scheduled for Thursday, 
August 13, 1998 at 1,00 P.M. or 6:00 P.M. in the North Augusta Community Center and to 
voice their support for locating the pit disassembly and conversion mission at the Savannah 
River Site.  

DONE, RATIFIED AND ADOPTED BY THE MAYOR AND CITY COUNCIL 
OF THE CITY OF NORTH AUGUSTA, SOUTH CAROLINA, ON THIS - DAY OF 

1998.  

1 ~ Lark W. Jones, Mayor 

T:, 

Leona J. a is, City Clerk 

SCD15
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Nuclear Information & Resource Service 
Nuclear Control Institute 
Public Citizen's Critical Mass Energy Project 
Safe Energy Communication Council 
Physicians for Social Responsibility 
Global Resource Action Center for the Environment 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
August12, 1998 
Contact Michael Maclotte, Mary Olson (202)32840002 

ENVIRONMENTAL, ARMS CONTROL, PEACE AND JUSTICE AND ENERGY 

GROUPS SAY "NIX MOXI" 

NIRS to Comment at DOE Hearing in North Augusta, August 13,1998 

Non-Governmental Organizations representing taxpayers, the environmental community, 
energy consumers and those working to prevent nuclear proliferation stand in support of 
citizens in the Southeast who oppose dhe new proposals to make mixed oxide (MOX) 
plutonium fuel at the U.S. Department of Energy's (DOE) Savannah River Site (SRS).  
These organization support the dinsmaIemaent of nuclear warheads and efforts to insure 
the plutonium from these weapons of mass destruction are secure nd munavailable for use 
in future warheads.  

This experimental conversion of nuclear warhead pits (plutoniu•-239) for use as fuel in 
nuclear power reactors fuel does not make sense. When compared to the one alternative 
that DOE has identified-4he immobilization of the plutoninm-MOX would, 
* cost more taxpayer money 

* involve more steps where plutonium will be vulnerable to diversion or theft 
* involve more steps where waste will be generated 
* require a greater level of purity of the plutonium, and therefore more processing 
* result in more waste ftem processing, more worker exposures and would cost more 
* require a redesign of power reactors that were not designed for plutonium fuel 
* lower the already thin margin of safely in aging power reators 
Ssignificantly increase potential radiological consequences of a major reactor accident 

* establish plutonium assa commodity 
* remove any credible basis for the US to criticize hybrid mililary/energy programs in 

other countries, leading to situations like India and Pakistan 
* take longer go accomplish the original goal of making the plutonium from nuclear 

weapons dismantlement unavailable for use in another nuclear weapon.  

"MOX does NOT get rid of plutonium." said Mary Olson of the Nuclear Information & 
Resource Service, "Reactors do not bum anything, they split atoms. As plutonium atoms

2 
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SCD27-1 MOXApproach 

DOE acknowledges the commentors' opposition to the MOX approach.  
DOE has identified as its preferred alternative the hybrid approach. Pursuing 

both immobilization and MOX fuel fabrication provides the United States 

important insurance against potential disadvantages of implementing either 
approach by itself. The hybrid approach also provides the best opportunity 

for U.S. leadership in working with Russia to implement similar options for 
reducing Russia's excess plutonium in parallel. Further, it sends the strongest 

possible signal to the world of U.S. determination to reduce stockpiles of 

surplus plutonium as quickly as possible and in a manner that would make it 
technically difficult to use the plutonium in nuclear weapons again. The 

fabrication of MOX fuel and its use in commercial reactors has been 

accomplished in Western Europe. This experience would be used for 

disposition of the U.S. surplus plutonium.  

Although cost will be a factor in the decisionmaking process, this SPD EIS 

contains environmental impact data and does not address the costs 

associated with the various alternatives. A separate cost report, CostAnalysis 
in Support of Site Selection for Surplus Weapons-Usable Plutonium 

Disposition (DOEIMD-0009, July 1998), which analyzes the site-specific cost 

estimates for each alternative, was made available around the same time as 
the SPD Draft EIS. This report and the Plutonium Disposition Life-Cycle 

Costs and Cost-Related Comment Resolution Document (DOE/MD-0013, 

November 1999), which covers recent life-cycle cost analyses associated 
with the preferred alternative, are available on the MD Web site at 

http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at the following 

locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and Washington, D.C.  

Safeguards would be in place to ensure that neither approach would be 
vulnerable to diversion or theft.  

The hybrid approach would result in slightly more waste being generated 

and greater worker exposure than the immobilization-only approach, but 

potential impacts to the public during normal operations are not expected to 

be major at any of the DOE candidate sites. Furthermore, DOE continues to 

prefer the hybrid approach for the reasons of practicality and leadership 
discussed above.
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Although the MOX approach would require a greater level of purity than the 
immobilization approach, impacts including exposures, were considered in 

the analyses. As described in Sections 2.18.3 and 4.28.2.8, additional spent 

fuel would be produced by using MOX fuel instead of LEU fuel in domestic, 
commercial reactors. Spent fuel at the proposed reactor sites is not expected 

to change dramatically due to the substitution of MOX assemblies for some 

of the LEU assemblies. Likewise, the additional spent fuel would be a very 

small fraction of the total that would be managed at the potential 
geologic repository.  

Commercial reactors in the United States are capable of safely using MOX 
fuel. The commercial reactors selected for the MOX approach include only 

those reactors whose operational life is expected to last beyond the life of the 

surplus plutonium disposition program. In addition, NRC would evaluate 
license applications and monitor operations of domestic, commercial reactors 

selected to use MOX fuel to ensure adequate margins of safety. Section 
4.28.2.5 was added to include an analysis of the increased risks associated 
with accidents involving MOX fuel at the proposed reactors.  

Section 4.28 was revised to provide reactor-specific analyses and discuss 
the potential environmental impacts of using a partial MOX core from routine 

operations and reactor accidents.  

DOE's RFP for MOX Fuel Fabrication and Reactor Irradiation Services 
(May 1998) is constructed to ensure that plutonium is not a 

marketed commodity.  

The disposition of surplus plutonium is not a military action. The goal of the 

surplus plutonium disposition program is to reduce the threat of nuclear 
weapons proliferation worldwide by conducting disposition of surplus 

plutonium in the United States in an environmentally safe and timely manner.  

Under either the immobilization-only approach or the hybrid approach, all 
50 t (55 tons) of surplus plutonium would be processed out of the proposed 
plutonium disposition facilities over a 10- to 15-year period.
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Operation of the proposed surplus plutonium disposition facilities is expected 
to take approximately the same amount of time for either approach. The 
difference in timing for the hybrid approach is associated with the amount of 

time that MOX fuel would be irradiated in domestic, commercial reactors.  
However, none of the proposed reactors are expected to operate longer 
under the hybrid approach than they would if they continued to use LEU fuel.  

SCD27-2 MOX Approach 

It is true that in the MOX approach only a fraction of the plutonium would 
actually be consumed in the reactor;, but the remainder would be an integral 
part of massive spent fuel assemblies. The spent fuel assemblies would be 

so large and radioactive that any attempted theft of the material would require 
a dedicated team willing to suffer large doses of radiation, along with 
substantial equipment for accessing and removing the spent fuel from the 
storage facility and carrying it away.  

Use of MOX fuel in domestic, commemial reactors is not proposed in order to 
subsidize the commercial nuclear power industry. The purpose of this 

proposed action is to safely and securely disposition surplus plutonium by 
meeting the Spent Fuel Standard. The Spent Fuel Standard, as identified by 
NAS and modified by DOE, is to make the surplus weapons-usable plutonium 
as inaccessible and unattractive for weapons use as the much larger and 
growing quantity of plutonium that exists in spentnuclear fuel fromcommettial 
power reactors. The MOX facility would produce nuclear fuel that would 
displace LEU fuel that utilities would have otherwisepurchased. If the effective 

value of the MOX fuel exceeds the cost of the LEU fuel that it displaced, then 
the contract provides that money would be paid back to the U.S. Government 
by DCS based on a formula included in the DCS contract.
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are split in MOX fuel, new poutonium is being formed. The uranium present absorbs 
neutrons and creates new plutonium-' She continued, "1 think DOE's hidden agenda is to 
give nuclear utilities a direct taxpayersubsidy to keep their aging, uncompetitive nuclear 
reactors operating in the face of electric market deregulatiot. MOX is nothing more than 
nuclear welfare." Olson will be commenting for Nuclear Information and Resource 
Service at the DOE's public comment meeting in North Augusta on August 13, 1998: 

Paul Leventhal, president of the Nuclear Control Institute, commented that "DOE's own 
studies show that direct disposal of warhead plutonium as waste would be cheaper, faster 
and safer than turning it into MOX fuLi "lTheibre we should not reverse 20 years of U.S.  
policy against the proliferation risks ofplutoninm fuel. A U.S. MOX program only.  
encourages other nations, like Japan and C Gerny, to continte their dangerous efforts to 

commercialize plutonium.  

"Burning 200 tons of plutonium in reactors adds about $1.7 billion to the costs of 
safeguarding it by other methods", said ecrmnrnist William Welda ofrthe Global Resource 
Action Center for the Environment. There is currently no way to economically use 
plutonium as reactor fuel and to proceed with the MOX program would be an abuse of 
taxpayer funds.' 

"Commercial reactors do not need tobumrn MOX fuel, fthey need to be shut down or 
phased out," said Linda Peerz, Commtnications Directorof the Safe Energy 
Communication Council. "Nuclear power has proven to be economically and 
environmentally hazardous. Burning MOX filx is misleadiagly promoted as a method of 
"disposing" of suplus plutonium from nuclear weapons. In fact it does nothing of the 
kind, but instead creates greater volumes of radioactive waste with no solution yet found 
for safe and perpetual storage." 

"Joining the commercial and weapons arms ofrnuclear industry will hasten the demise of 
commercial nulear power in the United States," said James Riccio of the Public Citizen 
Cdtical Mass Energy Project. "The MOX program reveals the true nature of commercial 
nuclear power. It was linked to the nuctear weapons project from the cradle and this will 
be its grave.  

CONTACTS

Nuclear Information & Resource Service 
Mary Olson (202) 328-0002 

Nuclear Control Institute 
Edwin Lyman (202) 822-8444 

Global Resource Action Center P 
for the Environmentja 
.Alice Slater (212) 726-9161
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Safe Energy Communication Council 
Linda Pentz (202) 483-9491 

Physicias for Social Rcsponsibiliti 
Lisa Ledwidge (202) 898-0150 ax 222 

Public Chizen's Critical Mass Energy Project 
James Ricclo (202) 546-4996

SCD27

By fabricating MOX fuel from surplus plutonium, the United States is not 
encouraging either domestic or foreign commercial use of plutonium.  
Consistent with the U.S. policy of discouraging the civilian use of plutonium, 
a MOX facility would be built and operated subject to the following strict 
conditions: construction would take place at a secure DOE site, it would be 
owned by the U.S. Government, operations would be limited exclusively to 
the disposition of surplus plutonium, and the MOX facility would be shut 
down at the completion of the surplus plutonium disposition program. For 
reactor iuradiation, the NRC license would authorize only the participating 
reactors to use MOX fuel fabricated from surplus plutonium, and the irradiation 
would be a once-through cycle with no reprocessing.  

Pursuing both immobilization and MOX fuel fabrication provides the United 
States important insurance against potential disadvantages of implementing 
either approach by itself. The hybrid approach also provides the best 
opportunity for U.S. leadership in working with Russia to implement similar 
options for reducing Russia's excess plutonium in parallel. Further, it sends 
the strongest possible signal to the world of U.S. determination to reduce 
stockpiles of surplus plutonium as quickly as possible and in a manner that 
would make it technically difficult to use the plutonium in nuclear 
weapons again.

SCD27-4 MOX Approach

The goal of the surplus plutonium disposition program is not simply 
safeguarding the plutonium indefinitely, but also dispositioning the plutonium 
in an environmentally safe, cost-effective, and timely manner. Converting 
the surplus plutonium into MOX fuel and using it in domestic, commercial 
reactors is an effective way to accomplish this.  

Because cost issues are beyond the scope of this SPD EIS, this comment has 
been forwarded to the cost analysis team for consideration. As explained in 
response SCD27-1, the cost report and the Plutonium Disposition Life
Cycle Costs and Cost-Related Comment Resolution Document are available 
on the MD Web site at http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading 
rooms at the following locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and 
Washington, D.C.

SCD27-3 MOX Approach
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SCD27-5 MOXApproach 

This comment is addressed in responses SCD27-1 and SCD27-2.
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R & H MAXXON, INC.

Augus 13.1998

Mr. Howard R. Carter. Acting Director 
Office of Fisde Materials Disposition 
US Department of Energy 
100 Independence Avesue 
Washington, DC 20585 

Dear Mr. Canter

Ilam the co-owner o ab ecal business with 52 retal outlets In South Caroina NWrd 
Georga I amwriting to express my supportfortte asslgnmentofral three portonos ofrbhe 
Surplus Plutonium Dispoeition mission to the Savannah River Site.  

Fomwer Secretary Pane stated and your Draft Environmenrtal Impact Statement 
corTectyconcludes that Savannah River Is the preferred alternative for the MOX fuel 
fabrication and immoblzation portions of this important non-proliferation mission because 
oh it staff expertise, plutonium inilrastructu'a and exemplary safety performance. These 
same considerations hold true for the PH Disassembly and Conversion Facility, and your 
derision should be to similarly assign this portion of the Surplus Plutonium Mission to 
Savannah River.  

As a taxpayer. I expedcOths work to be performed in the safest, most reliable and 
cost-efident manner. Savannah River has a record of performance and Its safety record 
sets tIre standasrd forthe rest of DOE. Savannah River also offers the assurance that the 
total program can beacco8ntpisated for the tewest taxpayerdollars All of the plutoniumr 
infrastnrcture end staff expertise currently exist at Savannah River, and several hundreds of 
rmilions of dolars can be saved if they are not unnecessarly duplicated elsewhere.  

The two state Central Savannah River Area has a long and supportive relaton shp 
with DOE. We welcome and support the Surplus Plutonium Dispositon program because 
of its importance to Witemational non-proliferation goals. Our support Is also based on the 
knowledge that Savannah River can conduct this program to the higheat levels of sa .  
The active support ofthe local communities will help assure that i•s Important program can 
be conducted in the most expeditious manner.  

Thank you forthe opportunity to comment on this important matter.  

Sinc erl, / 

Tim De-ngerteen 
Vice-president

1

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the proposed surplus 
plutonium disposition facilities at SRS. As indicated in the revised Section 1.6, 
SRS is preferred for the proposed facilities because the site has extensive 
experience with plutonium processing, and these facilities complement existing 
missions and take advantage of existing infrastructure.  

Although cost will be a factor in the decisionmaking process, this SPD EIS 
contains environmental impact data and does not address the costs 
associated with the various alternatives. A separate costreport, CostAnalysis 
in Support of Site Selection for Surplus Weapons- Usable Plutonium 
Disposition (DOE/MD-0009, July 1998), which analyzes the site-specific cost 
estimates for each alternative, was made available around the same time as 
the SPD Draft EIS. This report and the Plutonium Disposition Life-Cycle 
Costs and Cost-Related Comment Resolution Document (DOE/MD-0013, 
November 1999), which covers recent life-cycle cost analyses associated 
with the preferred alternative, are available on the MD Web site at 
http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at the following 
locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and Washington, D.C. Decisions 
on the surplus plutonium disposition program at SRS will be based on 
environmental analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy and 
nonproliferation considerations, and public input. DOE will announce its 
decisions regarding facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium 
disposition in the SPD EIS ROD.

1307 E. lee Log Road V P. O. B•1 1077 V iken. SC 29802 V (803)648-04,8 V Fox (8031648-4038 
SCD45

SCD45-1 Alternatives
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5H. Perry Holaomb, Ph. D.  
18591 Green Forest Drive 

North Auguas, $SCI29841-2157 
Telephlone 003-279-4839 
rFaIx SS6"12-1054 

EWuil pholcombe oom. Rx.nol 

August 13, 1998 

Nis. Lanni Holgate 
Direclor, Office of Fissile Materials Disposition 
U. S. Departnent of Energy 
1P. 0. tiox 23786 
Washington, DC 20026-3786 

Re: Commet on the Surplus Plutonium Dispsitiont (SPD) Draft Environmu•tal Impact 
StatementfEIS) 

Dear Ms. Holgate: 

I attnded the aftermoon session of the public meeting that the DOE held in North Augusta, SC 
today regarding the SPDI Draft ElS. Near the end of the afternoon session I made a 
presentationtregarding the intrinsit worth of the plutonium being dispcaitioned.by the DOE via 
this EIS. This letter to you serve- to put these comments into a formal submitsion to the DOE, 

I retired from the SRS two years ago alt" 36 years cf service to du Print and to Westinghouse, 
the prime contractors there Twenty of those years wsre in analytical and separations 
chemistry support and development at SRTC; eleven and one-al f were in F Anea in technical 
support of separations activities, including programs involving the recovery of plutonium from 
CISMO scrap and scrub alloy from Rody ltHs; and the final four and one-half years were 
apest in supportof eoviuomental retotration activities primarily involving the radiochemical 
characteization of SRS waste sites and wastes threfrm 

Since refiring from WSRC, I have continted so serve as a radiodsemical consultant for 
environmental restoration matters to SAIC. to RmstEnvimurmental, and to Duke Engineering 
and Services. all SRS s suontraeto.  

My comments regarding the draft SPD EIS are twofold: 

I wholeheartedly support the SRS as the site to lhaste the pit disassembly and 
conversion mission. SRS has the infrastructure, the personael, and the 
ovcrwhtelming support of the local public to nake such a mission a succq 
there, Needless to say. it would be most cost effective to locate the pit 
disassembly and conversion mission at SRS rather than at Pases, And thin 
DOE must ask itself the question, "Why eontaminate another site in the, 
complex with the plutonium waste that will result? "That is already afait 
acconpli at SRS.  

The DOE is charged with managing a national tieasure in the 50 metric tons of 
surplus plutonium addressed by the draft EIS. I asked a question in today's 2 

MD022

MD022-1 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the pit conversion 
facility at SRS. As indicated in the revised Section 1.6, SRS is preferred for 
the pit conversion facility because the site has extensive experience with 
plutonium processing, and the pit conversion facility complements existing 

missions and takes advantage of existing infrastructure. Decisions on the 
surplus plutonium disposition program at SRS will be based on environmental 
analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation 
considerations, and public input. DOE will announce its decisions regarding 
facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium disposition in the 
SPD EIS ROD.

MD022-2 DOE Policy

DOE acknowledges the commentor's concern regarding the market value of 
surplus plutonium and agrees that there is an intrinsic worth to plutonium 
from its energy content. However, it is not valid to compare the fuel prices for 
plutonium versus fossil fuels because the costs to use the two fuels are very 
different. The real measure of the worth of plutonium as a fuel is its ability to 
generate electricity in the open market. These values are estimated in three 
reports, Plutonium Disposition Life-Cycle Costs and Cost-Related Comment 
Resolution Document (DOE/MD-0013, November 1999), Cost Analysis in 
Support of Site Selectionfor Surplus Weapons-Usable Plutonium Disposition 
(DOE/MDI-0009, July 1998), and the Technical Summary Reportfor Surplus 

Weapons-Usable Plutonium Disposition (DOE/MD-0003, October 1996), all 
of which are available on the MD Web site at http://www.doe-md.com and in 
the public reading rooms at the following locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, 
SRS, and Washington, D.C.  

All of the surplus plutonium would not be made into MOX fuel because 
some of it is not suitable for fabrication due to the complexity, timing, and 

cost that would be involved in purifying the material. Also, pursuing both 
immobilization and MOX fuel fabrication provides the United States important 
insurance against potential disadvantages of implementing either approach 

by itself. The hybrid approach also provides the best opportunity for 
U.S. leadership in working with Russia to implement similar options for 
reducing Russia's excess plutonium in parallel. Further, it sends the strongest
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possible signal to the world of U.S. determination to reduce stockpiles of 
surplus plutonium as quickly as possible and in a manner that would make it 
technically difficult to use the plutonium in nuclear weapons again.  

Ms. Laura Holgate Page 2 
Director, Office of Fissile Materials Disposition, USDOE 

public meeting that no one present could answer, "Just how much is that 50 
metrictnons of plutonium worth?" I am somewhat appalled that DOE is 
even considering immobilizing part (17 metric tons) or all of this very 
valuable energy source. I would urge the DOE to not immobilize a single gram 
of the surplus plutonium that could eventually be used for MOX, even if 
pretreatment of the scrap might be necessary. My reasons follow.  

The intrinsic value, energywise, of the 5) metric tas of" plum•u•m should be made known to 
the public by DOE and should be included in the fin•l EIS as public record. Nowhere have I 
seen this mentioned or brought forth in any analysis. So. please allow me to develop for you 
my very simple approach to placing a value on the surplus 50 metric toes of plutonium covered 
by the draft EIS.  

The following data come from the web site of the Amarillo National Resource Center for 
Plutonium (the Center), httUnllwww.puaoqj: 

Thcencr~y in one metric ton (1000 kg, or 1000g/kgX 1000kg= Er06 grams 

of plutonium) is equivalent to that in: 

S 4million metric tons of(l (or I gam 1Pu= 4mcrictonsof coWl),or 

15-million barrels of oil (orI gramPN = 15 barrelsof oil) 

The energy in one metrc ton of plutonium can supply a year's worth of 
electricity to a population center of 790,000.  

Now, developing from the foregoing facts as given by the CentertN 

The energy in 50 metric tons of plutonium is therefore equivalent to.  

200 millionrmetrietrons of coal (50 X 4 nillion),.or 

750 million barrels of oil (50 X15 million).  

Developing further 

So, the intrinsic energy value of.% metric tons 4A piukteam Am be entherr.  

$29.7 billion (as derived from: 200 million metrnc tons of coal is 220 
million short tons. The price of bituminous coal is $135 per short ton, as 
quoted to me today by the Dixie Ice and Coal Company in Augusta, GA; 
or (220E+06 short tons X $1359short ton = $2.97E+10), or 

$9.0 billimn (as derived from: 750 million barrels of oil X $12/barrel = 

And,$9.OE09). 
r 

* The energy equivalent of 50 metric tons of plutonium can supply the electric 
needs for$0M yemas to a city with the combined population (approximately 
"790,000) ["led in the South Carolina popnfl• of Aiken, Charleston, and 
Grcenvile, according to the 1990 census.  

MD022



General SPD EIS and NEPA Process

Ms. Lawrs IIogate 
Director, Office of Fissie Materials Disposition, USDOE

Page 3

The DOE is charged with managing an extremely valuable energy resorce: in the surplus 
plutonium-. The draft EIS states that 17 metric ons of plutonium is destined for immediate 
immobilization because of its waste form and/or quantity and nature of contaminants, submit 
to you that SRS currently has most of the facilities and the personnel to possibly recover 
several metric toens of plutonium from these "'%ap" forms and convert it into a useful energy 
source, MOX.  

Each metrkt ta, so saved from permanent disposal and converted to MOX, Is worth, at a 
minthani, the equivalent of1S rmillion barrels of eli. At a very conservative price of 
$lltharel for all, each metric ton of plutonlum so aved Is worth $190 milllont Its worth, 
In terns of" four million metric ons of bituminous coal, tis $594 ntilliona! 

I have not done any analysis regarding the environmental effects that would be caused by Me 
burning of the 200lmillion metric tons of coal or the 750 million barrels of oil represented by 
the energy in the SU maric tons of surplus plutonium. That is really outside my expertise.  
However, I would request that the DOE perform this evaluation and include the results in the 
final SPD EIS. Such additional information may overwhelmingly support converting as much 
of the surplus plutonium as possible into MOX.  

I urge you to implcmcent measures to save. and use for MOX, every possible gram of surplus 
plutonium. As a start, a technical task forc should be established to evaluate such scrap 
recovery operations, which could take place at the SRS in F-Canyon and FB-Line and the other 
special processing operations associated with these SRS separations facilities. By reclaiming 
every metric ton of plutonium possible from the 17 metric ton of "scrap" plutonium, the DOE 
could not only save the American Taxpayers more thant $1(00 million but also could be very, 
very proud of such an extremely important recycling effort 

Thank you for the courtesy, attention, and interest shown by you and the other DOREstair to the 

attendees at the North Augusta meeting this aftemoon.  

Sincerely.  

H. Pn-y Hl•H h.D.,

K 1.Perry Holcomrb, Ph. D.

2 

3 

4

An analysis of the potential energy value of surplus plutonium was done as 
part of the Storage and Disposition PEIS (see Section 4.9). According to 
that analysis, MOX fuel use would likely have minor impacts on the 
environment and the nuclear fuel cycle industries.  

The goal of the surplus plutonium disposition program is to reduce the threat 
of nuclear weapons proliferation worldwide by conducting disposition of 
surplus plutonium in the United States in an environmentally safe and timely 
manner. Converting the surplus plutonium into MOX fuel and using it in 
domestic, commercial reactors is an effective way to accomplish this.  
Consistent with the U.S. policy of discouraging the civilian use of plutonium, 
a MOX facility would be built and operated subject to the following strict 
conditions: construction would take place at a secure DOE site, it would be 
owned by the U.S. Government, operations would be limited exclusively to 
the disposition of surplus plutonium, and the MOX facility would be shut 
down at the completion of the surplus plutonium disposition program. For 
reactor irradiation, the NRC license would authorize only the participating 
reactors to use MOX fuel fabricated from surplus plutonium, and the irradiation 
would be a once-through cycle with no reprocessing.  

Obtaining energy from the surplus plutonium is a secondary consideration.  
It is not expected that the energy value of the surplus plutonium will be a 
consideration in the decision on the location of disposition facilities or the 
amount of plutonium (0 to 33 t [0 to 36 tons]) to be dispositioned as 
MOX fueL

MD022-4 Alternatives

DOE has identified as its preferred alternative a hybrid approach of using 
both immobilization andMOX fuel fabrication to disposition upto 50 t(55 tons) 
of surplus plutonium. Under this alternative, approximately 33 t (36 tons) of 
clean plutonium metal and oxides would be used to fabricate MOX fuel, 
which would be irradiated in domestic, commercial reactors. The remaining 
17 t (19 tons) of surplus, low-purity, nonpit plutonium is not suitable for 
fabrication into MOX fuel because of the complexity, timing, and cost that 
would be involved in purifying those plutonium materials. Finally, use of the
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F-Canyon or FB-Line for conducting plutonium recovery operations in support 

of the plutonium disposition program as suggested by the commentor would 
extend their life beyond the timeframe that DOE currently intends to operate 

these facilities.  

"p
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Facility Accidents

United States 
Department 
of Energy

NAM33: (Opfiowl) J i I I
ADDMS:_
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SCD70

Appendixes K.4 and K.5 describe the potential accident impacts to a 
hypothetical maximum receptor at each respective site boundary. Although 
most accidents (and normal operations) were calculated to yield somewhat 
higher doses to this receptor at Pantex (due to the site boundary being closer 
to the release location, meteorology, etc.), the differences from a health risk 
standpoint were found to be quite minor in most cases. This assertion is 
illustrated when comparing cancer risk values given in Tables K-12, K-3, 
K-14, and K-25. DOE facilities are sited and designed in such a manner that 
significant protection is provided for the health and safety of the public.  

As discussed in DOE Orders 420.1 and 6430. la, there are a number of factors 
that are considered in the decisionmaking process for siting a facility within 
the DOE complex. These factors include topography, seismology, geology, 
hydrology, and radiological dose limiting criteria. No matter where a given 
facility is built, it must satisfactorily comply with all applicable guidance for 
the protection of worker and public health and safety.
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SCD68

SCD68-1 MOXApproach 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for the MOX approach. DOE 
has identified as its preferred alternative a hybrid approach. Pursuing both 
immobilization and MOX fuel fabrication provides the United States important 
insurance against potential disadvantages of implementing either approach 
by itself. The hybrid approach also provides the best opportunity for 
U.S. leadership in working with Russia to implement similar options for 
reducing Russia's excess plutonium in parallel. Further, it sends the strongest 
possible signal to the world of U.S. determination to reduce stockpiles of 
surplus plutonium as quickly as possible and in a manner that would make it 

technically difficult to use the plutonium in nuclear weapons again. Under 
this approach, approximately 33 t (36 tons) of clean plutonium metal and 
oxides would be used to fabricate MOX fuel, which would be irradiated in 
domestic, commercial reactors. The remaining 17 t (19 tons) of surplus, 
low-purity, nonpit plutonium is not suitable for fabrication into MOX fuel 
because of the complexity, timing, and cost that would be involved in purifying 
those plutonium materials.

SCD68-2 Alternatives

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the MOX facility at 
SRS. As indicated in Section 1.6, SRS is preferred for the MOX facility 

because this activity complements existing missions and takes advantage of 
existing infrastructure and staff expertise. Decisions on the surplus plutonium 
disposition program at SRS willibe based on environmental analyses, technical 
and cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation considerations, and 
public input. DOE will announce its decisions regarding facility siting and 
approach to surplus plutonium disposition in the SPD EIS ROD.

United States 
Department 
of Energy
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PriOrity. Normal 
0: DAVID N.ILTON, BERT STEVEZSON 

Subject. Opposed to SC receiving Plutonium- Request Hearings 

tear Director Canter and under Secretary Holgate.  

As a former employee of the South Carolina repartment of Health A 
Envirorawental Control's Nuclear Emergency Planning Section, I can tell 
ycu from experieninig the problem -!:v. the INSIDE, we as citizens of the 
beautiful state of South Carolina do not need nor want to be the 
repcsitcry of any mre Plutonium or other nuclear substance. I would 
like to request that hearings be held in Columbia, SC.  

The citizens of South Carplina dese-vc equal opportunity to Undestand 
and discuss and vote on this question, which has up-to-mow been largely 
zrcncpolized by the few with speeial interest (read: 2M) .  

We dc not need to be the dunping ground cf the nation - no pe-nunt site 
has been settled upon, so we'll probably wind up keeping it. Me do not 
need to live under the multiple threats to our health and safety. We do 
met need to hold tIRRP.PATINS of South Caroliniar.s' lives - our 
deasendantst - hostage.  

"Thank you for your help in this• serious Issue.  

Sincezely, 
FRebrt 0. G.idgeway 

1408 Cedar Terrace St.  
Columbia, SC 29209

2

FD331

I FD331-1 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition for siting the proposed 
surplus plutonium disposition facilities at SRS, and request to have public 
hearings in Columbia, South Carolina. As indicated in the revised Section 1.6, 
SRS is preferred for the proposed facilities because the site has extensive 
experience with plutonium processing, and these facilities complement existing 
missions and take advantage of existing infrastructure. Each of these facilities 
would process some fraction of the surplus plutonium so that it could be 
permanently disposed of in a potential geologic repository. Only the 
immobilized plutonium, in canisters of vitrified waste from DWPF, would be 
stored at SRS for any length of time, pending availability of the potential 
geologic repository. DOE is presently considering a replacement process for 
the in-tank precipitation (1TP) process at SRS. The nT? process was intended 
to separate soluble high-activity radionuclides (i.e., cesium, strontium, 
uranium, and plutonium) from liquid HLW before vitrifying the high-activity 
fraction of the waste in DWPF. The iT? process as presently configured 
cannot achieve production goals and safety requirements for processing 
HLW. Three alternative processes are being evaluated by DOE: ion exchange, 
small tank precipitation, and direct grout DOE's preferred immobilization 
technology (can-in-canister) and immobilization site (SRS) are dependent 
upon DWPF providing vitrified HLW with sufficient radioactivity. DOE is 
confident that the technical solution will be available at SRS by using 
radioactive cesium from the ion exchange or small tank precipitation process.  
A supplemental EIS (DOE/EIS-0082-S2) on the operation of DWPF and 
associated ITP alternatives is being prepared.  

This SPD EIS, for the purposes of analysis, assumes that Yucca Mountain, 
Nevada, would be the final disposal site for all immobilized plutonium and 
MOX spent fuel. As directed by the U.S. Congress through the NWPA, as 
amended, Yucca Mountain is the only candidate site currently being 
characterized as a potential geologic repository for HLW and spent fuel.  
DOE has prepared a separate EIS, Draft Environmental Impact Statementfor 
a Geologic Repositoryfor the Disposal of Spent Nuclear Fuel and High-Level 
Radioactive Waste at Yucca Mountain, Nye County, Nevada 
(DOE/EIS-0250D, July 1999), which analyzes the environmental impacts from 
construction, operation and monitoring, related transportation, and eventual 
closure of a potential geologic repository.
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To provide for public comment on the SPD Draft EIS, DOE conducted public 
hearings near the potentially affected DOE sites, and thus with the most 
directly affected populations. Approximately 1,700 copies of the SPD EIS 
were mailed, and an NOA letter was mailed to an additional 5,500 members of 
the public. The proposed actions do not involve disposal of surplus 
plutonium in South Carolina. Hearings for SRS were held in 
North Augusta, South Carolina. DOE provided appropriate opportunities 
and means for public comment on the program, and gave equal consideration 

to all comments, regardless of how they were submitted: public hearings, 
mail, a toll-free telephone, and fax line. Decisions on the surplus plutonium 
disposition program at SRS will be based on environmental analyses, technical 
and cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation considerations, and 
public input DOE will announce its decisions regarding facility siting and 
approach to surplus plutonium disposition in the SPD EIS ROD.  

FD331-2 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

During the comment period for this SPD EIS, July 17 through 
September 16, 1998, DOE hosted five public hearings that provided 
opportunities for oral and written comments from the public. These hearings, 
which were open to all individuals and organizations, included afternoon and 

evening hearings in the North Augusta Community Center in North Augusta, 
South Carolina.  
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SCD61

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the proposed surplus 
plutonium disposition facilities at SRS. As indicated in the revised Section 1.6, 
SRS is preferred for the proposed facilities because the site has extensive 
experience with plutonium processing, and these facilities complement existing 
missions and take advantage of existing infrastructure. Decisions on the 
surplus plutonium disposition program at SRS will be based on environmental 
analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation 
considerations, and public input. DOE will announce its decisions regarding 
facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium disposition in the 
SPD EIS ROD.

SCD61-1 Alternatives
I
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SVNHRIVEREGLUiONALL)EThAHOMTITV 

~rrY RESOLUTON

Whereas the handling and disposition of excess weapons plutonium is of grave concern to 
the national security of the United States; and 

WHEREAS plutonium disposition represents one of the most certain Mftere missions of 
The U.S. Department of Energ for the next 20 to 30 yeas; aand 

WHEREAS TIe Department of Energy has already chosea the Savannah River Site as the 
site for MOX Fuel Fabrication and Immobilizaion because of the Sites capabilitie as 
DOEs only operating plutonitme processing site; and 

WHEREAS consolidating all thre of the sew plutonium disposihion facilities, inchding 
the Pit Disassembly sod Conversion Facility, at the Savanah River Site would save at 
least $1.6 billion, compared to establishing and maintainini the required capbilities at 
oter sits; and 

WHEREAS the Savanmah River Site has produced apprnxlnmtelyf40 percent of all U.S.  
weapons grade pitioituma over the last 45 years and has safely handled plutonium in 
glovebox processing equipment with no adverse impact on worlkcs the public or the 
nivironment, and 

WHEREAS the Department of Energy inhits Record of Decism• recognizes the Savannah 
River Site as "a plutonium competent site with the meat modem, state-of-the art storage 
and processing fslltiea...vrth the only remaining large-scale chemical separation and 
processing capability in the DOEcomplexW; and 

WHEREAS the regional communityin the Central Savannah Rivm Area (CSRA) of Sorth 
Carolina and Georgia strongly supports continued plutamions missions for the Department 
ofEnergy's Savannah Rivetr Site; 

NOW BE IT RESOLVED that the Savannah River Regional Diversification Initiative 
(SRRD!) strongly endorses major plutonium missions for the Savarnah River Site ad 
urg the lDepartment of Eaergy to designate tie Savaonah River Site as ia lead facility in 
Mixed Oxide Fuel Fabrication, Immoobilization, and Pit Disassembly and Conversion.  

APPROVED this 13' day'of August 1998 at Altern, South Carolina, by the Savannah River 
Regional Diversification Initiative Board of Director

1

DOE acknowledges the commentors' support for siting the proposed surplus 
plutonium disposition facilities at SRS. As indicated in the revised Section 1.6, 
SRS is preferred for the proposed facilities because the site has extensive 
experience with plutonium processing, and these facilities complement existing 
missions and take advantage of existing infrastructure.  

Although cost will be a factor in the decisionmaking process, this SPD EIS 
contains environmental impact data and does not address the costs 
associated with the various alternatives. A separate cost repoM CostAnalysis 
in Support of Site Selection for Surplus Weapons- Usable Plutonium 
Disposition (DOE/MD-0009, July 1998), which analyzes the site-specific cost 
estimates for each alternative, was made available around the same time as 
the SPD Draft EIS. This report and the Plutonium Disposition Life-Cycle 
Costs and Cost-Related Comment Resolution Document (DOEIMD-O0 13, 
November 1999), which covers recent life-cycle cost analyses associated 
with the preferred alternative, are available on the MD Web site at 
http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at the following 
locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and Washington, D.C. Decisions 
on the surplus plutonium disposition program at SRS will be based on 
environmental analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy and 
nonproliferation considerations, and public input. DOE will announce its 
decisions regarding facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium 
disposition in the SPD EIS ROD.

Thomnasj. Stone 
Chairman

Robert M. Reich 

SCD25

SCD25-1 Alternatives
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S SAVANNAH RIVER SITE RETIREE ASSOCIATION 

STOM GREENE 
PAGE1 OF1

August 13, 1998 

PUBLIC HEARING- PIT DISASSEMBLY & CONVERSION 

Mr. Chairman: 

I am Tom Greene, Chairman of the Savannah River Site Retiree Association. The 
Association ii less than a year old and has already achieved a membership ofover 
50 retirees. We are growing at a very steady rate and we expect we will eventually 
represent the 2000 WSRC & BSRI retirees.  

At our Board meeting on August4, 1998 the Board voted unanimously to support 
the critical third element of the Department of Energy Plutonium Disposition 
Mission - The Pit Disassembly and Conversion. The reasons for this strong support 
are: 

1. First of all, it makes sense that all three missions be placed at one location such 
as Savannah River Site because SRS has the infrastructure and the expertise to 
effectively handle the mission.  

2. Secondly, use of SERS for all three parts of the plutonium disposition mission 
would result in a cost savings of approximately $1.6 Billion based on avoided 
costs of new structure and equipment that would be required at other DOE sites.  

3. Third, the DOE has already expressed confidence in the SRS team by assigning 
two of the three missions to SRS- the MOX and immobilization missions.  

4. Fourth, SRS is better equipped and better experienced than Pantex to 
effectively handle all three missions.  

5. Last and most importantly, I speak not only as chairman of the retiree 
organization but also aw former Mayor of the City of North Augusta - the 
citizeas of our area continue to strongly support the Savannah River Site and its 
missions. We have worked hard in the past and are working hard now, to insure 
that in the future the SRS continues to be a strong economic engine in oar area 
and continues to play a leadership role in the security of our Nation.

flank You, 

Tom Greene, 
Chairman, 
Savannah River Site Retiree Association(SRSRA)

SCD22

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the pit conversion 
facility at SRS. As indicated in the revised Section 1.6, SRS is preferred for 
the pit conversion facility because the site has extensive experience with 
plutonium processing, and the pit conversion facility complements existing 
missions and takes advantage of existing infrastructure.  

Although cost will be a factor in the decisionmaking process, this SPD EIS 
contains environmental impact data and does not address the costs 
associated with the various alternatives. A separate cost report, CostAnalysis 
in Support of Site Selection for Surplus Weapons-Usable Plutonium 
Disposition (DOE/MD4-0009, July 1998), which analyzes the site-specific cost 
estimates for each alternative, was made available around the same time as 
the SPD Draft EIS. This report and the Plutonium Disposition Life-Cycle 

Costs and Cost-Related Comment Resolution Document (DOE/MD-0013, 
November 1999), which covers recent life-cycle cost analyses associated 
with the preferred alternative, are available on the MD) Web site at 
http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at the following 
locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and Washington, D.C. Decisions 
on the surplus plutonium disposition program at SRS will be based on 
environmental analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy and 
nonproliferation considerations, and public input. DOE will announce its 
decisions regarding facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium 
disposition in the SPD EIS ROD.

SCD22-1 AlternativesI

1



SNELLING 
HONORABLE TIM MOORE 
PAGE 1 OF 2

THANK YOU, MR. MODERATOR 

"-in rA rAM ' 6ybR

MY NAME I AAND I AM THE S OF M SVLIL 

IN THIS CAPACITY AND FROM APROFESSIONAL VIEW, I AM 

EXTREMELY INTERESTED IN WHAT HAPPENS WITH THE SAVANNAH 

RIVER SITE AND THE THOUSANDS OF FINE EMPLOYEES THAT WORK 

THERE.  

I AM NOT A NUCLEAR ENGINEER AND NOT AN EXPERT ON 

PLUTONIUMj BUT I DO UNDERSTAND FINANCES. AND WHAT I HAVE 

LEARNED OVER THE PAST FEW MONTHS IS THAT THE COST OF 

LOCATING THIS MISSION ANYWHERE OTHER THAN THE SAVANNAH 

RIVER SITE WOULD BE A DISSERVICE TO THE TAXPAYERS OF THIS 

GREAT COUNTRY. YOUR OWN REPORTS AND STUDIES SHOW THE 

CONSOLIDATION OF THE PLUTONIUM MISSION AT ONE SITE SAVES 

MILLIONS AND MILLIONS OF DOLLARS. -

AND TO TRAIN ANOTHER WORKFORCE FROM ANOTHER LOCATION TO 

DO WHAT THE SAVANNAH RIVER FOLKS ALREADY KNOW HOW TO DO

SCD41

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the proposed surplus 
plutonium disposition facilities at SRS. As indicated in the revised Section 1.6, 
SRS is preferred for the proposed facilities because the site has extensive 
experience with plutoniumprocessing, and these facilities complement existing 
missions and take advantage of existing infrastructure. Decisions on the 
surplus plutonium disposition program at SRS will be based on environmental 
analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation 
considerations, and public input. DOE will announce its decisions regarding 
facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium disposition in the 
SPD EIS ROD.

SCD41-1 Alternatives
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SNELLING 
HONORABLE TIM MOORE 
PAGE 2 OF 2 

IS NOT VERY RESPONSIBLE.  

I URGE YOU TO TAKE THE MESSAGE BACK TO THE DEPARTMENT OF 

ENERGY IN WASHINGTON, THAT OUR COMMUNITIES SUPPORT THE 

PLUTONIUM DISPOSITION MISSION BEING LOCATED AT THE 

SAVANNAH RIVER SITE.  

AND AS YOUR OWN RESEARCH SHOWS YOU, IT IS THE FINANCIALLY 

RIGHT THING TO DO!! 

THANK YOU.

SCD41



SOUTH CAROLINA, OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 
HONORABLE DAVID M. BEASLEY 
PAGE 1 OF 2

O.m 14.
@T f TheenffitSuxno

P-0O-coB-o11369t 
COLUt4WA CcIl

May 5,.1998 

The Honoable Fedeto Pena 
Sec-,ey of Eney 
urEltedStates Deparknent f Energy 
1000 Independence Avenue 
Washington. D.C.,M585 

Dear~eortatyPiflt 

"The State of Sonth Camrna has long been aaptry wvpporter of the Department of Ener*ys 
NaftW onDefereanlEitskreetalm em-.Lp ssdons. tirl any wsuiestandrigthat the Departroen 
is -ta n a "meiad pproach toi nmeashg € rapi-sues. and •t•wt1 aat require 
sicnt Involee ment fromlheStaledSmouth CQrulmdue to.the edtendve expertise. c apM es, 
qnrxl dWastruure avateable ut the Sav nh River Stie (SRS .e

ost•tlle nnr-- riinioi ee• i,-wad rort-e uietli•-iaiorbe seeted s th ai m i soc ot.  

4 believe It is-wrese o oeedook tehaheaentavngs 9W arise orm integration of the plutonium m~Stsssee't1Sa~n~ei'u. Nd" olwepa~rlnem of Energy tacity h'as tem espeience arnd 
. frestruckn needed t con alete the disposition program In atmely and cost effective oamer. It 
Is myauderstarift tonsolintont ofths mission wills ignficantly redume the Lpfront capital 
Inesbnetin new tacf endmvOreduce Ow erall cos of the program by verS bl n dolars.  
Therefore. I strengly support consollafr all thtee of the plratonium disposition faciities at the 
Saveannah River Site.  

FUrther. I feel that tae Selection and commitment to build the nearacceleratorrepresents the 
Depaenrs best option for supplying the nafion's tritium demands. It Is a dean technology that 
Is the rlghtchoie fW the eniacrnment.Also, the Accelerator Prodkuction of Ttunim (APT) does 

SCD74

SCD74-1 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the Governor's support for siting the proposed surplus 
plutonium disposition facilities at SRS. As indicated in the revised Section 1.6, 
SRS is preferred for the proposed facilities because the site has extensive 
experience with plutoniumprocessing, and these facilities complement existing 
missions and take advantage of existing infrastructure. Decisions on the 
surplus plutonium disposition program at SRS will be based on environmental 
analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation 
considerations, and public input. DOE will announce its decisions regarding 
facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium disposition in the 
SPD EIS ROD.

SCD74-2 DOE Policy

Accelerator production of tritium is beyond the scope of this SPD EIS. It was 
analyzed in the Final Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement for 
Tritiwn Supply and Recycling (DOE/EIS-0161, October 1995). The Secretary 
of Energy announced in December 1998 that he selected TVA's Watts Bar 
and Sequoyah reactors as the preferred facilities for producing a future supply 
of tritium. Consistent with DOE's dual-track strategy for tritium production, 
the linear accelerator option was designated as a backup technology. DOE 
would complete key research and development milestones for the accelerator 
but would not complete construction.
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SOUTH CAROLINA, OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 
HONORABLE DAVID M. BEASLEY 
PAGE 1 OF 1

OAVW 41. USA..'

*M 4&l1UQo)bm 
@Mn4 f HM*so

COýWMU&A lMn

June1B. 1997 

To the Dpliet rof• ew• and cancamed .dzn offthe SRS Commtgkc 

Trim* you for uord me the oppoww tyto comment on it prmoposal Sope o.tth 
Surplu, Plutonium CisDpoaon Envinnnrafls mpap Study.  

As madt of1 may a lready WM, t . I hadMte lyt meet wth tde Sth Carolina 
Congras••anl Delegatian tInWastoi on t eart"weeksago. At that fwstr your 
leded r mepmaanlakw pledged towc*Intwtwsds mtft new istloms for the 

Savaruh River She. (SRS), while etnuring a vial. tong en dspmaL p l n ltathe 
pledged to support tihlsffrt rand sin reedyto foi ow thcr eaderlets i pritecting 
fum lerael resorvttam.  

I regMrt tui nyawcute does not low me to be wtth you hi prmor buetl C ngrw s 
s wd the Opstwmt of teWA1 daddofo rput this daM•p•l*hf•• , dlepoetin, te nI 
wouldrequest.9Wat IRShbe fktyosldy arde. With mantol vtllftitn pi•s, 
plutonium processing fcelties. mnd over 40 yewascfs oedewem and aperulse In Ife 
Gold, pk'onum dlspostlion USplasto be a miselon ttA he Savannt y River Ste Is 
uilquely quelled to perfo-m.

David LSmy

SCD75

DOE acknowledges the Governor's support for siting the proposed surplus 
plutonium disposition facilities at SRS. As indicated in the revised Section 1.6, 
SRS is preferred for the proposed facilities because the site has extensive 
experience with plutonium processing, and these facilities complement existing 
missions and take advantage of existing infrastructure. Decisions on the 
surplus plutonium disposition program at SRS will be based on environmental 
analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation 
considerations, and public input. DOE will announce its decisions regarding 
facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium disposition in the 
SPD EIS ROD.

SCD75-1 Alternatives
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SOUTH CAROLINA, OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR 
SHONORABLE DAVID M. BEASLEY 

"PAGE 1IOFi1

6 
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Mice at tfr 's--

August 13. 1999 

Ms. Lama -olgate 
United States Department of Energy 
Office of Fissile Materials Disposition 
MD-4 forestall Building 
1000 Independence Avenue, SW 
Washington, DC 20588 

Dear Ms. Holgate.  

I regret thit my schedule does not allow me to be with you in person, but I appreciate the opportunity to 
conment on the Surplus Plutoniom Disposition Draft Eavircanental Impact Stnteosnt 

I stsrngly endorse the Savannah River Site (SRS) for the entire surplus plutonium disposition mission. As 
you are well aware, the Stataof South Carolina has long been a patkitis partner of the department's national 
defiese and environmental cleat-up missions. This historical service to the nation has been exemplified by 
the sift's commitment to excellence. It is this trademark quality that is so explicitly displayed in the 
Savannah River Site's selection as the preferred site for both the immsobilization facility and the mixed-oxide 
fuel fabrication facility.  

Given this ackowledgment by the dsfwmadt, the overall integrity ofitse mission htould nat be sacrificed 
by apliatrlng the disposit;oo surplus platonium. Consolidationofnbis mission at SRS will reduce the up
float capital investment in new facilitiesand lifecycle costs by over one billion dollars. Further, there is no 
other site within the Departmten of Energy complex thatcan claim the expettise, infnlstmctttre and citizen•y 
support of over 40 yearslthat are the hallmarks ofthe Savannah River Site Complex and community.  

The Seawnah River Site is the logical, financial and technical choice for the department's entire surplus 
plutonium disposition mission. It is the right choice for the Department of Energy and the nation. I am 
confident your analysis will compel the same conclusion.  

David N ese

1

SCD14

DOE acknowledges the Governor's support for siting the proposed surplus 
plutoniumdisposition facilities at SRS. As indicated in the revised Section 1.6, 
SRS is preferred for the proposed facilities because the site has extensive 
experience with plutonium processing, and these facilities complement existing 
missions and take advantage of existing infrastructure.  

Although cost will be a factor in the decisionmaking process, this SPD EIS 
contains environmental impact data and does not address the costs 
associated with the various alternatives. A separate cost report, CostAnalysis 
in Support of Site Selection for Surplus Weapons-Usable Plutonium 
Disposition (DOE/MD-0009, July 1998), which analyzes the site-specific cost 
estimates for each alternative, was made available around the same time as 
the SPD Draft EIS. This report and the Plutonium Disposition Life-Cycle 
Costs and Cost-Related Comment Resolution Document (DOEJMD-0013, 
November 1999), which covers recent life-cycle cost analyses associated 
with the preferred alternative, are available on the MD Web site at 
http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at the following 
locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and Washington, D.C. Decisions 
on the surplus plutonium disposition program at SRS will be based on 
environmental analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy and 
nonproliferation considerations, and public input. DOE will announce its 
decisions regarding facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium 
disposition in the SPD EIS ROD.

SCD14-1
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SOUTH CAROLINA TREASURER 
RICHARD ECKSTROM 
PAGE 1 OF 5

Remarks by State Treasurer Richard Eckstrom 
August 13, 1998 Environmental Impact Public Statement Bearing 

North Augusta Community Center 

My name is Richard Eckstrom, and I'm the treasurer of the State of South 

Carolina. - I'm here today to voice my support for the Savannah River Site.  

----- I also want to talk about taxpayer issues --- regarding DOE's Plutonium 

Disposition Program.  

SRS is the largest industrial employer in the State of South Carolina. ---

It employs more than 14,000 people.-- Seventy percent of its workforce 

lives in South Carolina. --- The total economic impact of SRS to this area --

is approximately 2 billion dollars annually.  

We're proud of the contribution that SRS has made to our national 

security through the years. -- Since the site began operating in the 1950s, it 

has been a major participant in our defense industry. -- From its inception, 

SRS has developed and maintained the highest levels of safety and 

consideration for its workforce, the public and our natural resources in this

1

area.

SCD50

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the pit conversion 
facility at SRS. DOE considers all the candidate sites suitable for disposition 
activities from a public acceptance, safety, and conduct of operations 
viewpoint. As indicated in the revised Section 1.6, SRS is preferred for the pit 
conversion facility because the site has extensive experience with plutonium 
processing, and the pit conversion facility complements existing missions 
and takes advantage of existing infrastructure.  

Although cost will be a factor in the decisionmaking process, this SPD EIS 
contains environmental impact data and does not address the costs 
associated with the various alternatives. A separate cost report, CostAnalysis 
in Support of Site Selection for Surplus Weapons-Usable Plutonium 
Disposition (DOE8MD-0009, July 1998), which analyzes the site-specific cost 
estimates for each alternative, was made available around the same time as 
the SPD Draft EIS. This report and the Plutonium Disposition Life-Cycle 
Costs and Cost-Related Comment Resolution Document (DOE/MD-0013, 
November 1999), which covers recent life-cycle cost analyses associated 
with the preferred alternative, are available on the MD Web site at 
http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at the following 
locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and Washington, D.C. Decisions 
on the surplus plutonium disposition program at SRS will be based on 
environmental analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy and 
nonproliferation considerations, and public input DOE will announce its 
decisions regarding facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium 
disposition in the SPD EIS ROD.

SCD50-1 Alternatives
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- SOUTH CAROLINA TREASURER 
&A RIcHARD ECKSTROM 
ON PAGE 2 OFS5 

We're proud that SRS is the only "truly operational site" remaining in the 

DOE Complex. -- Hanford and Rocky Flats are strictly in clean-up modes, 

as they have been for several years. -- The Pantex plant in Texas has never 

been anything but an assembly-and-dismandement site.  

We agree with DOE's assessment -just last year--- when it said that 

SRS is (quote) - "a plutonium competent site with the most state-of-the

art storage and processing facilities, and .... a site with the only remaining 

large-scale chemical separation and processing capability in the DOE 

complex." (end quote) 

Pantex, which is now competing With SRS for the Pit Disassembly and 

Conversion mission, -- has never processed plutonium - it has only stored 

it. I would remind you that Pantex has neither the experience -- nor the 

necessary infrastructurc --- to do this work

2
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SOUTH CAROLINA TREASURER 
RICHARD ECKSTROM 
PAGE 3 OF 5 

Consider the following financial fbcts that emphatically support the 

selection of SRS for this mission: 

First, unless SRS is chosen for the Pit Disassembly and Conversion work, 

the infrastructure that exists at SRS would have to be constructed at an 

alternate site --- at a cost of hundreds of millions of dollars to the taxpayers 

of this country..--- The failure to use the extensive human resources and 

experience at SRS --- would only run up those costs. - Did we not 

promise the taxpayers a "peace dividend?" 

It makes no sense to not use what already exists at SRS.  

Secondly, because the alternate site has never processed plutonium, -- a 

plutonium clean-up legacy doesn't exist at that site. --- If plutonium 

processing is introduced at the alternate site, ---- anofther legacy will be 

created which will require siaificant taxpayer dollars to remediate. 

Because SRS has a history of plutonium processing, ---- we would expect 

incremental remediation costs to be minimal.  

zn 
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SOUTH CAROLINA TREASURER 
LA RiciARD ECKSTROM 
00 PAGE 4 OF 5 

From the taxpayers' perspective, - the collocation of the nation's 

Plutonium Disposition missions at SRS will save the taxpayers hundreds of 

millions - and possibly as much as a billion dollars. --- Again, did we not 

promise the taxpayers a "peace dividend?" 

But there are more than financial considerations. --- A qualified 

workforce currently exists here at SRS. ---- This qualified workforce is a 

community of people. --- These people have families.  

Through the years, this community and the state have invested in 

infrastructure --- to support these families. -- This community and the state 

have invested in law enfbrcement and fire services ---- to protect these 

families. --- This community and the state have invested in hospitals, clinics, 

and emergency medical services - to provide for their health needs. -

This community and the state have invested in elementary schools, middle 

schools, high schools, technical colleges, and university campuses --- to 

educate the children of these families.  

4
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SOUTH CAROLINA TREASURER 
RICHARD ECKSTROM 
PAGE 5 OF 5 

And why did this community and the state choose to make these 

permanent investments for the workforce of SRS? ---- Because back in the 

50s, this community, and the state, and SRS joined together as strategic 

partners. - And through the years, we have always viewed the well-being of 

tie site's workforce, ---- and the well-being of the thousands-upon-thousands 

of their family members, --- as our primary responsibility.  

This community and the state have always enthusiastically supported SRS 

and its vital national security missions. - And we havc given SRS our 

consistent, unwavering support for the past five decades. - No one else can 

come close to matching that. -- Thank you for your serious consideration 

- and for the opportunity to speak here today. -- We stand ready, willing, 

and able -- to continue to support the vital missions of SRS.  

SCD50 
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' SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
C, SROBERT V. ROYALL 
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SOUTH CAROLINA 
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

August 10, 1998
Robert V. Royall 

Secretary

Ms Laura Holgate 
United States Department of Energy 
Office ofFisile Materials Disposition 
MD.4 Forestall Building 
1000 Independence Avenue. SW 
Wastingtoo, DC 20580 

Dear Ms. Holgate: 

Thank you for this opportunity to comment on the Proposed Environmental 
Impact Statement for the Disposition of Surplus Weapons Grade Plutonium I concur 
with Governor Beasley's endorsement oftse Savannah River Site as the best site for the 
entire Surplus Plutonium Mission.  

The workforce ofshe State and oftse Savannah River SiteRegionlhas a 
demonstrated history of sppoeting hie missions of the United States Depoatment of 
Energy. Asa result, over its more than forty year history, the SRS has become an 
important factor in both State and Regional economies.  

Your Department should be proud ofthe workforce which you have assembled at 
SRS. These workers and their skills have been aneoarichmsnt for the regiorL Willsthe 
assistance ofyour Department's Worker and Community TransitionProgram we have 
been successful in attracting private sector firms to the Region to ro-employ many of the 
skills displaced by downsizing. The Plutonium Mission, coupled with these private sector 
initiatives, will help maintain this workforce and the body of science which it represents, 

an objective which I believe will be in the best interest of both the Nation and South 
Carolina.  

Sincerely, 

R.ob C

Post t0nee vBo o927 09Colwrbia. Sonals Carolina 29202 
(803) 737-0400* Fat . m) 731-0411

1

SCDO8

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the proposed surplus 
plutonium disposition facilities at SRS. As indicated in the revised Section 1.6, 
SRS is preferred for the proposed facilities because the site has extensive 

experience with plutonium processing, and these facilities complementexisting 
missions and take advantage of existing infrastructure. Decisions on the 

surplus plutonium disposition program at SRS will be based on environmental 

analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation 
considerations, and public input. DOE will announce its decisions regarding 

facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium disposition in the 
SPD EIS ROD.

SCD08-1

David M. Bonley 
Governor
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SOUTH CAROLINA PROGRESSIVE NETWORK 
BRET BERSIE 
PAGE 1 OF 1

This is Bret Bersie. I'm the Director of the South Carolina 
Progressive Network. It's a coalition of nearly 50 organizations 
across the state with a membership base of 63,000 people. We 
voted on Saturday, September 12, to request that the Department 
of Energy have additional public hearings in South Carolina on 
the plutonium disposition plan. The only hearing that's been held 
is one that held in North Augusta and the attendees at that hearing 
were 98 percent paid employees of the Savannah River Site who 
were given a paid, paid leave to attend the meeting and, and 
promote the option. There are many citizens in South Carolina 
that feel that they haven't been heard. Many citizens don't even 
know the questions going on and so we would, would request the 
additional hearings in at least Columbia, which is the capital of the 
state, and be given a month's notice before the hearing. My 
address is P.O. Box 8325, Columbia, South Carolina 29202. My 
phone number is (803) 808-3384.  

I have an additional comment and that is that I recall when the 
Allied General Nuclear Services Plant was built at this, outside the 
Savannah River Plant to reprocess plutonium to make mixed oxide 
fuels twenty years ago. Jimmy Carter, when he was President, 
issued an executive order saying that mixed oxide fuels could not 
be used. Did that executive order wear out or has it been supplanted 
by something that I'm not aware of? See if you can answer that 
question for me. Thank you very much.

1 

2 

PDO67
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PD067-1 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's concerns regarding the public hearing.  
DOE employees and contractors at SRS were neither granted leave nor 
ordered to present their views at the North Augusta hearing; they attended 
in an official capacity or took personal leave to attend. DOE believes that the 
hearing was objective and open; all attendees were given an opportunity to 
provide comments orally or in writing. It was simply not feasible to hold 
public hearings in every location, including the locations suggested by 
the commentor.  

To provide for public comment on the SPD Draft EIS, DOE conducted public 
hearings near the potentially affected DOE sites, and thus with the most 
directly affected populations. This decision did not preclude relevant comnent 
by State and local government, tribes, individuals, and organizations.  
Approximately 1,700 copies of the SPD Draft EIS were mailed, and an NOA 
letter was mailed to an additional 5,500 members of the public. Several means 
were available for providing comments: public hearings, mail, a toll-free 
telephone and fax line, and the MD Web site. Equal consideration was given 
to all comments, regardless of how they were submitted.  

PD067-2 Nonproliferation 

The Allied General Nuclear Services Plant was constructed to recover 
plutonium and uranium from spent nuclear fuel. President Carter issued an 
Executive Order terminating the plant's reprocessing capability before 
construction was completed. Under the MOX approach, the use of 
U.S. surplus plutonium in existing domestic, commercial reactors does not 
involve reprocessing (reprocessing is a chemical separation of uranium, 
transuranic elements [including plutonium], and fission products from spent 
reactor fuel and the reuse of the plutonium and uranium to produce new fresh 
fuel). Consistent with the U.S. policy of discouraging the civilian use of 
plutonium, a MOX facility would be built and operated subject to the following 
strict conditions: construction would take place at a secure DOE site, it 
would be owned by the U.S. Government, operations would be limited 
exclusively to the disposition of surplus plutonium, and the MOX facility 
would be shut down at the completion of the surplus plutonium disposition 
program. For reactor irradiation, the NRC license would authorize only the 
participating reactors to use MOX fuel fabricated from surplus plutonium, 
and the irradiation would be a once-through cycle with no reprocessing.

C.' 

C.' 

C.' 
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Thank you for providing me this chance to address an issue 
... that's so important ... not only to our community ... but 
to our nation as well.  

Let me also take this opportunity... to formally welcome 
you ... to the 8 3,d legislative district of South Carolina.  

We're a district comprised of many current ... and former 
site workers ... who have a keen understanding of the 
unique technical challenges ... involved in plutonium 
processing.  

As one of those former employees myself... who's worked 
at the site's primary plutonium processing facility ... I 
know this isn't work ... that can be done ... by jug anyone 
... or jist anywhere.  

Plutonium processing is highly specialized ... with unique 
contamination protection ... safety ... material 
accountability ... and waste management requirements ...  

... much of it an infrastructure ... that already exists at 
Savannah River...  

... much of it requiring skills ... that already exist there as 
well.  

It's a capability ... that you'd have to totally re-created 
somewhere else.

1
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SCD13-1 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the Representative's support for siting the proposed 
surplus plutonium disposition facilities at SRS. As indicated in the revised 
Section 1.6, SRS is preferred for the proposed facilities because the site has 
extensive experience with plutonium processing, and these facilities 
complement existing missions and take advantage of existing infrastructure.  
Decisions on the surplus plutonium disposition program at SRS will be based 
on environmental analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy and 
nonproliferation considerations, and public input. DOE will announce its 
decisions regarding facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium 
disposition in the SPD EIS ROD.
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Beck - Page 2 

On top of that ... SRS is already listed as the preferred site 
for two thirds of the plutonium disposition mission.  

Doesn't it make sense ... to locate all three plutonium 
plants together ... to take advantage of the cost benefits ...  
that are sure to be realized with shared facilities and staff? 

Furthermore ... because plutonium processing carries with 
it ... extensive ... and expensive ... clean-up obligations 
... why even consider placing it at a site - unlike Savannah 
River - where those obligations don't already exist? 

In recent years ... I've been a student of the vagaries 
imperfections of the NEPA process.  

I know ... that all too often ... final conclusions can be ...  

just about anything you want them to be.  

In this case ... I hope you'll at least be consistent ...  

And consider what I ... and many others here have said ...  
in light of your own findings ... in a similar EIS in 1996 
for Stockpile Stewardship & Management.

SCD13
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Beck - Page 3 

In it ... you state: 

"Plutonium would not be introduced into a site that 

does not currently have a plutonium infrastructure 
because of the high cost of new plutonium 
facilities and the complexity of introducing 
plutonium into sites without current plutonium 
capabilities." 

Many of my constituents ... and their co-workers at SRS ...  
have safely and responsibly ... met the plutonium 
processing needs of this nation ... for most of the last half 
of this century.  

They've demonstrated their worthiness to take that mission 
... into the next century as well.  

Give them that chance.  

Thank you.

SCD13
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I am Rudy Mason, Soruth Curolina Steo ReopreeaLuive. amb here representing the Aiken 
County, South Carotn Delegon. This group of legislators as mpbens rons both 
parties and we may disagree ot nvario issues; however, we arm in unanlirmoagreement in 
o support of the Pit Diasewbly and Convetsion mision at tu n Savannah River Site.  

As legiqlators v tare aware that citizen ,expect their government to wake wise fiscal 
demsonta .tCtizens demand thaitttwevaluate ft alternatives and then choose the one 
otaon that serves tei best interes wblle spending the least amount of =xpayen dollars.  
Tibs EIS hearing is about finding to best location for Tsti critical plutonium disposition 
mission.  

Tlhe Savannah River Site bas aproven history of banhg plutoihnuIn Dfat, DOE has 
previously acknowledged SRS's expertise; therefo, we must consider the financial aspect 
of tis decision. DOE also hs acknowledged sts The intergrazlon ofaTe pltonium 
missions at Savannah River Site will save taxpayers millions. Therefore,• te decision that 
shouldcome, outimeshearings is that the entimrPlu•oniurm Disposition, including Pit 
Disassembly and Coversion, should take place at SRS.  

Once again, I would like to eintrodoce Into the record the resolution passed by our 
delegation in sipxon of Plutonium Disposition ,fissions at S.S. .

SCD97

DOE acknowledges the Representative's support for siting the proposed 
surplus plutonium disposition facilities at SRS. As indicated in the revised 
Section 1.6, SRS is preferred for the proposed facilities because the site has 
extensive experience with plutonium processing, and these facilities 
complement existing missions and take advantage of existing infrastructure.  

Although cost will be a factor in the decisionmaking process, this SPD EIS 
contains environmental impact data and does not address the costs 
associated with the various alternatives. A separate cost report, CostAnalysis 
in Support of Site Selection for Surplus Weapons- Usable Plutonium 
Disposition (DOEIMD-0009, July 1998), which analyzes the site-specific cost 
estimates for each alternative, was made available around the same time as 
the SPD Draft EIS. This report and the Plutonium Disposition Life-Cycle 
Costs and Cost-Related Comment Resolution Document (DOEIMD-0013, 
November 1999), which covers recent life-cycle cost analyses associated 
with the preferred alternative, are available on the MD Web site at 
http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at the following 
locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and Washington, D.C. Decisions 
on the surplus plutonium disposition program at SRS will be based on 
environmental analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy and 
nonproliferation considerations, and public input. DOE will announce its 
decisions regarding facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium 
disposition in the SPD EIS ROD.

SCD97-1 Alternatives

1
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A ZaBOWZUTIW 

Whereas, the handling and disposition of excess weapons 
plutonium is of grave concern to the national security of the 
United States; and 

Whereas, plutonium disposition represents one of the most 
certain future missions of the Department of Energy for the 
next twenty to thirty years; and 

Whereas, the Department of Energy has decided to pursue a dual 
path for plutonium disposition and ham named the Savannah 
River Site as a candidate site for both options; and 

Whereas, the Department of Energy's Surplus Fissile materials 
Disposition Program will result in the production of qualified 
disposal forms and the eventual removal of these materials 
fLrm the State of South Carolina; and 

Whereas, the Savannah River Site has produced approximately 
forty percent of all United States weapons grade plutonium 
over the last forty-five years and has safely handled 
plutonium in glovebox processing equipment with no adverse 
impact on workers, the public, or the environment; and 

whereas, the Department of Energy in its Record of Decision 
recognizes the Savannah River site as "a plutonium competent 
site with the most modern, state-of-the-art storage and 
processing facilities.-.with the only remaining large-scale 
chemical separation and processing capability in the DOE 
complexr; and 

Whereas, the regional community in the Central Savannah River 
Area (CSRA) of South Carolina and Georgia stronqly supports 
continued plutonium missions for the Department of Energy's 
Savannah River Site. Now, therefore.  

Be it resolved that the Aiken County, South Carolina 
Legislative Delegation strongly endorses major plutonium 
missions for the Savannah River Site and urges the Department 
of Energy to designate the Savannah River Site as its lead 
facil y in plutonium management and disposition.  

Bep-esnrtmtive Thomae Beck ra ai S and Smith 

ep-resentative-Wi iam Clyburn Sena br Thon ds Moore 

RepresenvtorW/AireJRWYI.  

M _ - --- ý" - SCD97 
Representative Charles 3hSrpe
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9%
DOE EIS HEARING

Ampv-Rtood 
GOOD A AND WELCOME TO SOUTH 

CAROLINA. I AM BRAD HUTTO, STATE SENATOR, 

REPRESENTING TWO OF THE HOST COLNIS FOR 

THE SAVANNAH RIVER SITE - BARN'WELL AND 

ALLENDALE COUNTIES. I ALSO REPRESENT 

ORANGEBURo AND HAMPTON COUNTIES. MANY OF 

MY CONSTITUENTS FROM ALL FOUR COUNTIES 
WORK AT THE SITE. faCv tw Ay . ,LEA* V 

(~Ac why.  

WE ARE PROUD OF OUR LONGSTANDING 

RELATIONSHIP WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY.  

WE ARE PLEASED TO HAVE BEEN DESIGNATED AS 

THE PREFERRED SITE FOR 

MOX FUEL FABRICATION AND PA 
• r((,,/fo~t Ujt/1QAJ,, 

AND WE ACTIVELY SEEK THE DESIGNATION AS THE 

PREFERRED SITE FOR

1

SCD42

SCD42-1 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the Senator's support for siting the pit conversion facility 
at SRS. As indicated in the revised Section 1.6, SRS is preferred for the pit 
conversion facility because the site has extensive experience with plutonium 
processing, and the pit conversion facility complements existing missions 
and takes advantage of existing infrastructure. Decisions on the surplus 
plutonium disposition program at SRS will be based on environmental 
analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation 
considerations, and public input. DOE will announce its decisions regarding 
facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium disposition in the 
SPD EIS ROD.
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rjL uISASSEMBLY AND CONVERSION.  

THE WORKERS AND COMMUNITIES OF THE 

SAVANNAH RIVER AREA ARE READY AND ABLE TO 

ACCEPT THE CHALLENGES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

THAT WOULD ACCOMPANY .... ;A-

cad~siLLOATIorN OF 

A FULL PLUTONIUM DISPOSITION MISSION. ,• •

AS YOU SEEK TO MAKE A DECISION ABOUT THE 

LOCATION OF THE PIT DISASSEMBLY AND 

CONVERSIONM ", WE KNOW THAT YOU WILL 

RECOGNIZE THAT THE SAVANNAH RIVER SITE 

MtAC4 

HAS MW OF THE NEEDED SUPPORT 

INFRASTRUCTURE FOR SUCH A MISSION IN PLACE 

WE HAVE AN EXPERIENCED AND DEDICATED 

WORKFORCE. 0b AvrT1 TI4 csoij.-tv%,,l"laV.  

Ap PPAtrf- rr TpWAsss~aLY, 

A*W'P C JV•• d "C,ILI"Ty.  

uaSCD42 
I' 
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WE BELIEVE THAT THE LOCATION OF THE PIT 

DISASSEMBLY AND CONVERSION PROJECT HERE 

WILL GENERATE VAST SAVINGS TO THE COUNTRY.  

THE TRADITION AND TRAINSP&G 

*o0 0 SAFELY AND EFFICIENTLY HAN•F ,E 

TI.S NEW MISSION. PP.,v-.r T 

OUR" CONGRESSIONAL DELEGATION HAS 

PROVIDED US WITH STEADFAST AND UNWAVERING 

SUPPORT IN WASHINGTON OVER_ THE MANY YEARS 

OF OPERATIONS Wp AT THE SAVANNAH RIVER 

SITE. THEIR CONTINUED UNYIELDING CONMOMIENT 

TO THE PEOPLE AND COMMUNITIES OF THIS AREA 

SHOULD FURTHER DEMONSTRATE TO YOU THE 

WARM RECEPTION AND HOSPITALITY THAT YOU CAN 

EXPECT FOR"NEW MISSIONS HERE AND THE FULL 

COOPERATION THAT YOU WILL RECEIVE IN MAKING

SCD42
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THE DECISION TO CONSOLIDATE ALL PLUTONIUM 

DISPOSITION MISSIONS AT SRS.  

FURTHERMORE, THE CITIZENS AND 

COMMUNITIES THAT I REPRESENT ARE AS 

COMMITTED AS WE ALWAYS HAVE BEEN TO DOING 

OUR SHARE TO PROVIDE FOR OUR NATIONAL 

SECURITY. WE ARE PROUD OF THE ROLE THAT 

SAVANNAH RIVER SITE HAS PLAYED OVER THE 

LA4,e IN THE DEFENSE OF OUR NATION AND 

WE ARE READY TO CONTINUE THIS TRADITION OF 

SERVICE TO OUR COUNTRY. A-f WEk IPMMc

SCD42 0I
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w. aCE[S QYSEPSG

JuneI ,f 1A97

Mr,. Howard Carter 
As. Cep'artnnat of EnrWg 
Offe of Fssemlaterlats Clqosit 
fID-4 F0rrasla Buiding 
11000 indeJende Avenuwe, SW 

WastatmeflD.C. 20508 

Dear OW. Cter 

Isprede mthe Opportunit o eyq00 esO mysupp•rt • .the Samvnahter Site 
( ]asfthe beat aen S Iuc le for thueOqnflum n ot nd s Ptutnor te 
Dhsvsflon Msnlary. Acodeg t•omy denxot , ocarentles there are two optonsr 
eIuonside fordthe hafd i tgadspoutnof excessnp•l d= a•n - oxi t de 

O) fuelra doqon esd a odon. furemnme. r s tIh eenr•I aoenedtht SRSi 
tote nly laOe n undewrcneiderat .whict ht hathe onpay Iotsioontgit In bh -W of donslfL.  

Conesotalon of all of t•e.• i ntenoated p.utoru• m operations atonesite 
appeat to be not aythe mo oWte t .W .eroadbuth atelso to be In thebet 
knterest ofouComy. •eOs adqtedstrategy to conso operalions as the 
coqW•wle a s dowoRe"d isa good dr,.e S•I urtrently has the hastrturelayoeut 
aw4 spedalzed ast nnecesusay to ealctua econsolidabott of anda smoothcas
ofte•tle ,ra mw.lone rDOE* now mvssion. it Is also the y nlykm amthaat.w* riat 
retrsn o •floatte nohqdauoto knl reuet, DOE' s Dplanse. Maoel. IRt's ai•stng 
eperaton testis wnero fctirtIelle witich ivou•denhance and rtplnetuod these 
new nko -s 

CRC isiteo o4 site tilt the level of curoem expefttlse. &erlenoe aNd proven 
atiltto safel kinde tealsb WWmew f itna.irstheon ojtargeqeeete dp tvj 
piutaun prooeeifalrrgadify in the country. ha tadin hav- e bean extensIvoly 
renovatled end modernIzed "n stand ready fra duty. The provwn peopleastsets 
needed for Flix*ntrn taloWs already exst at SRC and need net be ritod or 
developed elsewhere. Having lived within the coovirunity tar 20 yeaws. I would 
uneqtiwaliy say trot the SAS enrploeea~rese5cond too ont Throuh the ups and 
downs oif the SRS enp4aymntet cycle, the core canpetenoy of thre Ste has teen 
Integral to Its aiccessand to IMe vast coonminity aupport.Cide and matter, 
canister and glass IoW, we arty a portion of the SRS succes equstiortOurn peopl 
and our conimun~yity rolvement are. I believe, the ley to DOe's succes. It hIs a tact 
that empwloyees peutorra to their highiest potential ywhen they ninjoy the -%uppoet of their 
communuity-

SCD103

DOE acknowledges the Senator's support for siting the proposed surplus 
plutoniumdisposition facilities at SRS. As indicated in the revised Section 1.6, 
SRS is preferred for the proposed facilities because the site has extensive 
experience with plutonium processing, and these facilities complement existing 
missions and take advantage of existing infrastructure.  

Although cost will be a factor in the decisionmaking process, this SPD EIS 
contains environmental impact data and does not address the costs 
associated with the various alternatives. A separate cost report, CostAnalysis 
in Support of Site Selection for Surplus Weapons-Usable Plutonium 
Disposition (DOE/MD-0009, July 1998), which analyzes the site-specific cost 
estimates for each alternative, was made available around the same time as 
the SPD Draft EIS. This report and the Plutonium Disposition Life-Cycle 
Costs and Cost-Related Comment Resolution Document (DOE/MD-0013, 
November 1999), which covers recent life-cycle cost analyses associated 
with the preferred alternative, are available on the MD Web site at 
http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at the following 
locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and Washington, D.C. Decisions 
on the surplus plutonium disposition program at SRS will be based on 
environmental analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy and 
nonproliferation considerations, and public input. DOE will announce its 
decisions regarding facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium 
disposition in the SPD EIS ROD.

SCD103-1 Alternatives

1
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W. GRE•G RYDERG

August 13. 1998 

Mr. Howard Canter 
U.S. Departmert of Energy 
Office of Fissile Materials Disposition 
MD-4 Forrestal Building 
1000 Independence Avenue, SW 
Washington, D.C. 20588 

Dear Mr. Canter 

I appreciate the opportunity to express my support of the Savannah River Site 
(SRS) as the best and singular choice for the Depadment of Energy's Surplus Plutonium 
Disposition Mission. As former Secretary Pens stated and your Draft Environmental 
Impact Statement conectly concludes, Savannah River Is the preferred altemative for the 
MOX fuel fabrication and Immoblization portions of this Important non-proliferation mission 
because of its staff expertise, plutonum intrastruciure and exenmplaiysafety performance.  
These same considerations hold trie for the Pit Disassembly and Conversion Facility, and 
your decision should be to similarly assign this portion of the Surplus Plutonium Mission to 
Savannah River.  

Consolidation of all of the contemplated plutonkan operations at one site appears 
to be not only the most cost-effective approach but also to be in the best interest of our 
County. DOE's adopted strategy to consolidate operations as the complex was 
downisized is a good one. SRS currently has the infrastruclum, layout and specialized 
stilts necessary to effectuate consoidation of and a smooth, cost-effective transition to 
DOE's new mission. It is also the only location that would not require extensive capital 
outlay to implement DOE's plans. Additionaly, SRS's existing operation features 
namerous facilties which would enhance and complement these new missions.  

SRS is the only site with the level of current expertise, experience and proven 
ability to safely handle these new missions. It is the only large-scale operating plutonium 
processing facility in EtM country. Its facilities have been extensively renovated and 
modernized and stand ready for duty. The proven people assets needed for plutonium 
eiasions already exist at SRS and need not be moved or developed elsewhere. Having 
lived within the community for 21 years, I would unequivocally say that the SRS 
employees are second to none. Through the ups and downs of the SRS employment 
cycle, the core competency of the Site has been integral to its success and to the vast 
communlty support. Bricks and mortar, canisters and glass logs. are only a portion of the 
SIRS success equation. Our people and our community involvement are. I believe, the 
key to DOE's success. It Is a fact that employees perfonm to their highest potential when 
they enjoy the support of their community.

SCD43

DOE acknowledges the Senator's support for siting the pit conversion facility 
at SRS. As indicated in the revised Section 1.6, SRS is preferred for the pit 
conversion facility because the site has extensive experience with plutonium 
processing, and the pit conversion facility complements existing missions 
and takes advantage of existing infrastructure.  

Although cost will be a factor in the decisionmaking process, this SPD EIS 
contains environmental impact data and does not address the costs 
associated with the various alternatives. A separate cost report, CostAnalysis 
in Support of Site Selection for Surplus Weapons-Usable Plutonium 
Disposition (DOFIMD-0009, July 1998), which analyzes the site-specific cost 
estimates for each alternative, was made available around the same time as 
the SPD Draft EIS. This report and the Plutonium Disposition Life-Cycle 
Costs and Cost-Related Comment Resolution Document (DOE/MD-0013, 
November 1999), which covers recent life-cycle cost analyses associated 
with the preferred alternative, are available on the MD Web site at 
http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at the following 
locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and Washington, D.C. Decisions 
on the surplus plutonium disposition program at SRS will be based on 
environmental analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy and 
nonproliferation considerations, and public input. DOE will announce its 
decisions regarding facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium 
disposition in the SPD EIS ROD.

SCD43-1 Alternatives

I I
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August 13,1998 

Mr. Howard Canter 
Page 2 

Aiken County and Its surrourning communities wholeheartedly support SRS in its 
bid for new compatible missions and we beleve we offer the lowest cost alternative to 
DOE while protecting the environment. The community's commitment to SRS has been 
actively demonstrated since it was first built in the early 1950s. I believe the level, 
breadth, and depth of support for this facility continues to be unprecedenled. I regard this 
support as unparalleled by any other DOE facilitywithin the complex.  

In spite of the tremendous cut backs at SRS over the past few years, our 
community has stood steadfast behind the site and actively assisted SRS in its pursuit of 
new missions. This site, and its countless contractors and economic off shoots, Is not 
only the largest employer in our area, it is also an integral part of our community through 
the involvement of its operator, Westinghouse, in charitable and civic organizations and 
endeavors. Their commitment to getting involved and to giving back to our community 
has resulted in increased support for the site.  

With concern for fiscal responsibility and accountability at all levels of government 
being the national outcry, along with competent people and community support being 
integral to the success of the Plutonium Mission, I steadfastly feel that SRS Is the most 
logical choice for the Pit Disassembly and Conversion Facility.  

Sincerely, 

District24 

SCD43
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SCD80-1 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the commentors' support for tritium production and 
surplus plutonium disposition at SRS. Tritium production is beyond the 
scope of this SPD EIS, but is analyzed in the Final Programmatic 
Environmental Impact Statement for Tritium Supply and Recycling 
(DOE/EIS-0161, October 1995). As indicated in therevised Section 1.6, SRS 
is preferredfor the proposed facilities because the site has extensive experience 
with plutonium processing, and these facilities complement existing missions 
and take advantage of existing infrastructure. Decisions on the surplus 
plutonium disposition program at SRS will be based on environmental 
analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation 
considerations, and public input.
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SOUTHEAST ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION 
SCARL A. MAZZOLA 

SPAGE 1 OF 2

Southeast SOUTHEAST ENVIRONMENTAL 
MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION 

P.O. Box 5446 MisAte, Sooth Carolla.* 29904 
oPhme and Fax (83) 648-9545

Sepember9.1998 
SHMA-98-009

US Depmatment of Enerej 
ODffic of Fissilt Materials Disposition 
P. 0.aBox 23796 
Washington, DC 20026-3786 

Gentle•en: 

The Sosuthea•n FAir(omeral Management Assodition (SEMA) is a am-profit organization of 
enviome lmanagemmt Irofcssionals. We wocofosunod in 1994 for the purpose of pcoidlng a forum 
for the exchange of technicalnmid programmatic information pertaining to environmental restoration, 
waste management and minimization, and environmcntalcodplioance issres, as trey pertain to publi "and 
privter sector enterprises In the soatheast United Staoes.  

SlMIA offers public comment in respon.se to tho Surplus Plutonium Dispositiom (1PD) DmR 
Environmen•lal leaped Soamsnt (DECIS): 

Having reviewed, the alt i.n.suasso pe-,mted in tch SPLt DEIS for the Pit Disassembly and Convcrsin 
Facitty, the Mixed Oxide (MOX)• Td Facility, ind the Plutonium lImmobilization Facility (•lM), it is 
apparens that the preferred site foe each of hcscs facilities should be the Savannah River Site (SRS) in 
Aiken, Sooth Carolina. This peeflerstec is based onr many conrpelling asguments presented in the EIS 
itself, such=a 

3SRS e xperienee for almost 50 years in tthe safe handling, safe processing, and secure management 
of a fall spctrum of plutonoma poducnsa 

> A highly developed and well-maintained infrastr,.ture especially suited thr eachs ofthiese fiteiliries.  
l" Synergistic advantages to lhe ce-location of the Pit Dixassemsbly and Conversk- facility with rhe 

PIF aml MOX Jkciliti. next to dit Aetissids Packaging and Storage Facility, 
5' The large size oflse RS reservation (300 square miles) p•ovides an additionel biuler unavailable 

u tothe candidate sres (these facilities will be more than 6 miles from the tearest offfitc 
individual), 

. A highly trained and effective voersifuc with many yvar of cepience with plutonium niaterils 
and processes inhcesive of thu only DOE Plutonium Training Facility, and 
A competitive cot advantage estimated as high as S120 million whic hwould denimstrale the DOE 
cemaniancolto be rpca"cible stwardsofltaxpayecdollars.

1

MD167

MD167-1 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the proposed surplus 
plutonium disposition facilities at SRS and appreciates the community 
support. As indicated in the revised Section 1.6, SRS is preferred for the 
proposed facilities because the site has extensive experience with plutonium 
processing, and these facilities complement existing missions and take 
advantage of existing infrastructure. Decisions on the surplus plutonium 
disposition program at SRS will be based on environmental analyses, technical 
and cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation considerations, and 
public input. DOE will announce its decisions regarding facility siting and 
approach to surplus plutonium disposition in the SPD EIS ROD.
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I SRS CITIZENS ADVISORY BOARD 
oo PAGE 1 OF 1 
0

Savannah River Site 

CITIZENS ADVISORY BOARD

Recosurmendation 61 
July 28, 1998 

Recon endationt on the 
Draft Surplus Plutonium Disposition 

Environmental Impad Statement 

TtemDraf Sua•p•s Plutnimn Disposition (SPD) Eironomnetadl inpaceStaftmear (EYStltnitnxweasoameabstea.  
du aed pstentialensvironaentl i foraets&-lhproposedsir ct. rnstructos, and e peation of ttneeefxiliticasfer 

tosiiusadispoetioni Aftohe ib ectage andDispositi•s•of Wenpoes-xabt ssill atenalsprogammailc BiS was 
cao k mdnfx SextesyotEwgazd4 L OtuLaamyoamaa ncmuai y 1997 toe DOEwooldpearssxdualasel 
forphutonim diseiioe--immoitiuLiatio andmixed oin&. Th &aldr SaF 51B tiSm or ultleSleonnadDispositio 
pFuematicE HS.  

"TM altaves in the dt.SPOD EISinlddud hrcedifpordeio facifeis desigedi•insoeecov.dy dispostion, up to 50 
metic tons ot snplus pleutsu A fiacfirYdbt to dsasaenblexilconvearntpits;into plaoseamsioxide is proposed wsiltSRS 
ad PanitadetZ oa equally preferredgos. DOE also has announced that SRS is the preferred site for hosithe 
immebitelieam and MC fuel fabrichatinfanlisen The inarobildehesn faclity inackdos &ectolsscateati bLityrto 
orrer;nuno-pit platoniusa.m alcrals into anfo=suistuhlforimosnbilizaborn. Tho MOX btWity willtfabrctdensapim
mie un•D"iditO MOX feel. The Fulw voudo s i. seadineing eeoecdal meacns in d. United Staes.  

leommend-1tl 

"71a: SRS CAB b r eiwed theDraftSPD •S a which DOE• staifns SR- is f pth fred lecson foe snmoidlion 
adi MOX and or of two locationsfor pit disassesbly OpcraiioBasledoamtin inforoauioujest released. • SRS 
CAB initially concuts wiithlf DOEusatement thatsSRS isa areasonabilesinsefors sor orall of d popossedms asions 
ferrth eslowing reansu: 

I. Weaippouesiteiatgeatin activities when the selected sates am best able toperortm thUse activitiessbte ra 
par tof doterrn hfraixst.  

2. Inotrmeau 'los rieated in" t draft sum many appea m be rohemin'al and cxeq e 

Coweriang pit sa-Mealy activi•ies. the SRS CAB asks DOE to oastider tit, should Paisx bitosse. ,toon= 
& epi conversionminsson. this decilsiontwouddcreaue a newplstosiun pracesuig sifteid•ad a siysemces ag to 

consolidate operatios forcost efeetiveome but most imporetanly. would si s di asoust ofo evironsel 
cleanp slt ultimaeley will horequired. We salo acknewledn sthestis missions wuMld addeconomic be,,nfit t sle 
local eom on4.

2
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FD206

FD206-1 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the proposed surplus 
plutonium disposition facilities at SRS. As indicated in the revised Section 1.6, 
SRS is preferred for the proposed facilities because the site has extensive 
experience with plutonium processing, and these facilities complerent existing 
missions and take advantage of existing infrastructure. Decisions on the 
surplus plutonium disposition program at SRS will be based on environmental 
analyses (including risk analyses), technical and cost reports, national policy 
and nonproliferation considerations, and public input. DOE will announce 
its decisions regarding facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium 
disposition in the SPD EIS ROD.  

FD206-2 Alternatives 

The existing infrastructure at Pantex is described in Section 3.4.11, and the 
impact of the proposed surplus plutonium disposition facilities on the 
infrastructure atPantex is discussed in Section 4.26.3.6. This SPD EIS analyzes 
impacts to the environment due to construction and normal operation of the 
pit conversion facility. This facility would be located in a new building at 
either Pantex or SRS. The new building should have the same level of 
contamination regardless of the site and require the same amount of D&D work.  

Although cost will be a factor in the decisionmaking process, this SPD EIS 
contains environmental impact data and does not address the costs 
associated with the various alternatives. A separate cost report, CostAnalysis 
in Support of Site Selection for Surplus Weapons-Usable Plutonium 
Disposition (DOEIMD-0009, July 1998), which analyzes the site-specific cost 
estimates for each alternative, was made available around the same time as 
the SPD Draft EIS. This report and the Plutonium Disposition Life-Cycle 
Costs and Cost-Related Comment Resolution Document (DOE/MD-0013, 
November 1999), which covers recent life-cycle cost analyses associated 
with the preferred alternative, are available on the MD Web site at 
http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at the following 
locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and Washington, D.C.

I



THE PRITCHARD GROUP 
CONSTANCE J. PRITCHARD 
PAGE 1 OF 1

COMMENTS FOR THE DOE PLUTONIUM DISPOSITION PUBLIC 
MEETING 

Prepared by Dr. Constance J. Pritclntr\( 
President, The Pritchard Group I kXV 
North Augusta, SC 29861 
803-279-4175 (v) 

My interest in speaking today is as a member of the Norh Augusta community, I 
am a small business owner who wora with area businesses in a variety of 
training and consultative ways. I also serve on a number of Boards of Directors 
including Chambers of Commerce and Workforce Development. These roles, 
professionally and personally, have given me a chance to be knowledgeable 
about the Savannah River Site and its mission.  

I speak for myself today, and I think that my comments also reflect those of a 
number of others in the community. As are many others here today, we are well 
acquainted with the quality, dedication, and professionalism of workers at the 
Savannah River She. Thtdindividuals live near us, worin~the community beside us, attend church with us, and share in " reisinoiilles here in the 
OSRA. We are proud of the safety record that SRS has, and support its ability to 
remain a productive facility.  

We view the Savannah River Site as a provider with a long record of safety and 
efficiency in the production and dispgsal of nuclear materials and products.  
The workers at SRS have repeated lemonstrated their competency and 
commitment to the safe production and disposal of nuclear products. Not only 

O-m' the necessary levels of expertise available at SRS for plutonium disposition, 
the existing infrastructure will be a tax savings for us. As an employer and a tax 
payer, that consideration is a primarily one for me.  

Not only does SRS have the expertise of its employees, its leadership - world 
class partnerships - businesses that are best in class -- have formed AA unite 
global technology. They bring the management, nuclear experience and 
knowledge, and technology to effect safe plutonium disposition. This 
partnership is working well, is cost effective, and serves to Illustrate SRS's 
ability to adapt pe4nd.l4-to learn an4rmprove.  

I offer my support that the Savannah River Site be chosen for the DOE 
plutonium disposition mission.

1�

L, Pd! fi/vate@uo cor,,n

SCD21

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the proposed surplus 
plutonium disposition facilities at SRS. As indicated in the revised Section 1.6, 
SRS is preferred for the proposed facilities because the site has extensive 
experience with plutonium processing, and these facilities complement existing 
missions and take advantage of existing infrastructure. Decisions on the 
surplus plutonium disposition program at SRS will be based on environmental 
analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation 
considerations, and public input. DOE will announce its decisions regarding 
facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium disposition in the 
SPD EIS ROD.

SCD21-1 Alternatives
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TRI-CouNTY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ALLIANCE 
CALVIN MELTON 
PAGE 1 OF 2

MR. MODERATOR, I ALSOWANT TO EXPRESS TO YOU AND THE 

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY, OUR DESIR TO HAVE TH PLUTONIUM 

DISPOSITION MISSION LOCATED AT THE SAVANNAH RIVER SITE.  

I AM CALVIN KLaTON, AND I AM CHAIRMAN OF THE TRI-COUNTY 

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AWLANCE, REPRESENTING ALLENDALE, 

RAMBERGAND BARNWELL COUNTIES. eI//ctefel 

AS YOU KNOW, OUR CONW IES HAVE ALWAYS BEEN A GREAT 

SUPPORTER OF THE DEPARTMENT'S MISSIONS AND WE HAVE 

ATTENDED THBSE PUBLIC ESARINOS NUMEROUS TIMES ON OTHER 

ISSUES TO VOICE OUR SUPPORT, 

THIS ONE SEEMS TO BE A LYITLX DIFfERENT, IN THE FACT THAT THIS 

SHOULD BE A FAIRLY SIMPL DECISION.  

THE PREVIOUS SECRETARY HAS ALREADY ANNOUNCED THE 

DEPARTMENT'S DESIRE TO HAVE THE SAVANNAH RIVER SITE 

PEORM THE VITRWICATION PROCESS, AND HAS SELECTED THE 

S1HEB TO BE THE HOME OF THE MOX FUEL PROGRAM.

SCD: )32

SCD32-1 Alternatives 
DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the proposed surplus 
plutoniumdisposition facilities at SRS. As indicated in the revised Section 1.6, 
SRS is preferred for the proposed facilities because the site has extensive 
experience with plutonium processing, and these facilities complement existing 
missions and take advantage of existing infrastructure. Decisions on the 
surplus plutonium disposition program at SRS will be based on environmental 
analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation 
considerations, and public input. DOE will announce its decisions regarding 
facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium disposition in the 
SPD EIS ROD.
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TRi-CouNTy ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ALLIANCE 
co CALVIN MELTON 

4 PAGE 2 OF 2 

THEREFORE, IT ONLY MAKES SENSE THAT THE PIT CONVERSION 

PROCESS BE LOCATED AT THE SAVANNAH RIVER SITE AS WELL.  

THE TRI.4OUNTY ALLIANC AND ITS MEMBERS, STRONGLY 

ENCOURAOES YOU TO MWI A DETERMINATION BASED ON THE 

CAPABILIES OF THE COMOBTING SITES AND NOT ON POLITICS.  

CONFIRM THE SAVANNAH RIVER SITE AS THE SITE OF CHOICE 

FOR ALL THE PLUTONIUM MISSIONS, AND LETS GET ON WITH 

THE NATION'S BUSINESS.  

THANK YOU.

SCD32



UNITED WAY OF THE CSRA 
KEITH BENSON 
PAGE 1 OF 2

DOE Draft EIS for Surplus Plutonium Disposition 
Thursday, August 13, 1998 

Good afternoon, I'm Keith Benson, President and Chief 

Professional Officer of the United Way of the CSRA.  

Thank you for providing this opportunity to comment on 

an issue that's so important to our region and to our friends and 

neighbors at the Savannah River Site.  

Many speakers today have addressed the technical and 

political aspects of the decisions you are considering in order 

to ultimately make the world a safer place for all of us to live.  

It sounds like they've raised some very good points. But 

I'm not a technical expert or a political scientist. I am, 

however, an expert on the quality of life and the quality of 

people, the people you have working at SRS.  

I work with them on our Board of Directors, on the 

governing bodies of our various member agencies and many 

community projects. I've witnessed their talents in many other

SCD37

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the proposed surplus 
plutonium disposition facilities at SRS. As indicated in the revised Section 1.6, 
SRS is preferred for the proposed facilities because the site has extensive 
experience with plutonium processing, and these facilities complement existing 
missions and take advantage of existing infrastructure. Decisions on the 
surplus plutonium disposition program at SRS will be based on environmental 
analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation 
considerations, and public input. DOE will announce its decisions regarding 
facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium disposition in the 
SPD EIS ROD.

SCD37-1 Alternatives
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o KEITH BENSON 
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aspects of our community. Our successes are due, in large 

measure, to them. And what I am certain of is that on top of 

their technical skills, on top of their unique capabilities, they 

are first and foremost quality people who take the safety and 

well-being of their neighbors to heart.  

For 40 years, the men and women at the Savannah River 

Site have safely and responsibly supported, not only our 

nation's defense, but also the best interests and needs of their 

neighbors. Employees have donated millions of dollars and 

volunteer hours to improve quality of life. From what I've 

heard today, it's in the government's best interest to place the 

nation's plutonium disposition mission in the capable hands of 

our friends and neighbors at SRS. They've never disappointed 

me. I'm certain they won't disappoint you.  

Thank you.

SCD37



WARSHAUER, MEIRA (MAXINE) 
PAGE 1 OF 2

3526 Boimdbrook Lane 
Cosmibia, SC 29206 

September 16.1998 

U.S. Department ofEnergy 
Office of Fitile Materials Disposition 
PO Box 23786 
WaahingMt. DC 20026-3786 

I wish to commeat on the Surplu krPiPlunium Diqpw.sid'nzDraýi Envir nnu, m tal m;Kl Staternent.  

1. The Savannah River Site .•ant. in mry opinion, a suilabe tsite Lor plutonikum dispml ducto the 

tumtable geologieconditions ofteo amee.  
2. Vlrificatmn see like a prmising tecohlo&vf m immobilizing plutonium.  

3. Any plan to reuse pluteonium for mergy gmeration (ob azsuhelMON fuel) would seen ilO.  

advised. Due to the hisZly toxic nature of plutonium, any reus ,would be presenl needless risk to 
workers and the euvironment. If an enemy foreed. uuc exposure on our land and peop'e, we 

would omider it a htile acL I srosigly oppose ary plan by our"ow govemerme stlhict could 

incteae tlh csanoe of accidental exposure to plutonium.  

Respectfully submitted.  
Meira (Maxine) Warshauef

I12 

3

FD322-1 Geology and Soils 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to siting the proposed 

surplus plutonium disposition facilities at SRS due to unstable geologic 

conditions. Section 3.5.6.1 discusses the geologic conditions of the area, 

noting that no substantial geologic hazards or unstable soils exist at the site.  

Section 4.26.4.1 states that geology and soils would not appreciably affect, 

nor be affected by, the proposed facilities. Surplus plutonium would not be 

disposed of at SRS. This SPD EIS assumes, for the purposes of analysis, that 

Yucca Mountain, Nevada, would be the final disposal site for all immobilized 

plutonium and MOX spent fuel. As directed by the U.S. Congress through 

the NWPA, as amended, Yucca Mountain is the only candidate site currently 

being characterized as a potential geologic repository for HLW and spent 

fuel. DOE has prepared a separate EIS, Draft Environmental Impact Statement 

for a Geologic Repository for the Disposal of Spent Nuclear Fuel and 

High-Level Radioactive Waste at Yucca Mountain, Nye County, Nevada 

(DOE/EIS-0250D, July 1999), which analyzes the environmental impacts from 

construction, operation and monitoring, related transportation, and eventual 

closure of a potential geologic repository.

FD322-2 Immobilization

DOE acknowledges commentor's support for the vitrification alternative of 
the immobilization approach to surplus plutonium disposition. Vitrification 
alternatives were evaluated in detail in the Storage and Disposition PEIS, 
which states thatDOE would make a determination on the specific technology 

on the basis of this SPD EIS. This SPD EIS identifies the ceramic 
can-in-canister approach as the preferred immobilization technology.  
Section 4.29 provides a detailed comparison of immobilization 
technology impacts.  

FD322-3 MOXApproach 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to reusing plutonium for 
energy generation. The use of MOX fuel in domestic commercial reactors is 

not proposed in order to produce electricity. Rather, the purpose of this 
proposed action is to safely and securely disposition surplus plutonium by 

meeting the Spent Fuel Standard. The Spent Fuel Standard, as identified by
00

FD322



SWARSHAUER, MEIRA (MAXINE) 
' PAGE 2 OF 2 

NAS and modified by DOE, is to make the surplus weapons-usable plutonium 
as inaccessible and unattractive for weapons use as the much larger and 
growing quantity of plutoniumthat exists in spent nuclearfuel fromcommercial 
power reactors.  

Consistent with the U.S. policy of discouraging the civilian use of plutonium, 
a MOX facility would be built and operated subject to the following strict 
conditions: construction would take place at a secure DOE site, it would be 
owned by the U.S. Government, operations would be limited exclusively to 
the disposition of surplus plutonium, and the MOX facility would be shut 
down at the completion of the surplus plutonium disposition program. For 
reactor irradiation, the NRC license would authorize only the participating 
reactors to use MOX fuel fabricated from surplus plutonium, and the irradiation 
would be a once-through cycle with no reprocessing. Analyses provided in 
Section 2.18.3 and Chapter 4 of Volume I for the alternatives that include 
MOX fuel fabrication and irradiation show that potential environmental 
impacts would likely be minor.



WESTINGHOUSE SAVANNAH RIVER COMPANY 
DONALD L. SPEED 
PAGE 1 OF 1

Nearly all AVLIS research to date has focused on uranium isotope separation 
and enrichment rather than purification. The AVLIS technology might not be 
suitable for purification of plutonium. Considerable research and 
proof-of-concept demonstrations would be required prior to such an 
application. The cost and time required for deployment of the AVLIS 
technology forthis application would also be significant. Due to the potentially 
long development time, high costs, and attendant technical uncertainties, 
application of the AVLIS technology for plutonium purification was not deemed 
a reasonable disposition option in this SPD EIS. Discussion of treatment 
options that were considered and the maturity of the various technologies 
can be found in the ROD for the Storage and Disposition PEIS.
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FD319

FD319-2 Nonproliferation

The United States and Russia recently made progress in the management 
and disposition of plutonium. In late July 1998, Vice President Gore and 
Russian Prime Minister Sergei Kiriyenko signed a 5-year agreement to provide 
the scientific and technical basis for decisions concerning how surplus 
plutonium will be managed. This agreement enables the two countries to 
explore mutually acceptable strategies for safeguarding and dispositioning 
surplus plutonium. Accordingly, the U.S. Congress appropriated funding 
for a series of small-scale tests and demonstrations of plutonium disposition 
technologies jointly conducted by the United States and Russia. For 
fiscal year 1999 (starting October 1998), Congress further appropriated 
funding to assist Russia in design and construction of a plutonium conversion 
facility and a MOX fuel fabrication facility. This funding would not be 
expended until the presidents of both countries signed a new agreement.  
The United States does not currently plan to implement a unilateral program; 
however, it will retain the option to begin certain surplus plutonium disposition 
activities in order to encourage the Russians and set an international example.

FD319-3 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process

DOE acknowledges and appreciates the commentor's support for the surplus 
plutonium disposition program and the related public outreach activities.

Co

FD319-1 Other

1



WESTINGHOUSE SAVANNAH RIVER COMPANY 
RIcHARD TANSKY 
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SCDO9

DOE acknowledges the commentor's views on SRS workforce qualifications 
and support for siting the pit conversion facility at SRS. As indicated in the 
revised Section 1.6, SRS is preferred for the pit conversion facility because 
the site has extensive experience with plutonium processing, and the pit 
conversion facility complements existing missions and takes advantage of 
existing infrastructure. Decisions on the surplus plutonium disposition 
program at SRS will be based on environmental analyses, technical and cost 
reports, national policy and nonproliferation considerations, and public input.  

DOE will announce its decisions regarding facility siting and approach to 
surplus plutonium disposition in the SPD EIS ROD.

0

SCD09-1
Alternatives
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WESTINGHOUSE SAVANNAH RIVER COMPANY 

o FRAN WILLIAMS 
PAGE 1 OF 4 

Intro 
Fran Williams Vice President Environment, Safety, Health and 
Quality Assurance Division 

Provide oversight for Westinghouse to ensure our operations 
protect the safety and health of our employees and the public 
and that our operations are in compliance with state, federal, 
and DOE requirements in industrial safety, radiation and 
contamination control, environmental and health surveillance.

SCD34



WESTINGHOUSE SAVANNAH RIVER COMPANY 
FRAN WILLIAMS 
PAGE 2 OF 4

Safety

* HISTORICALLY 1992-1996 Injury and Illness ranking of DOE 
Production Contractors prove WSRC is the best 

a>Lost Workday Case Rates for WSRC 0.3, Pantex 2.8 and 
DOE average was 1.0 

a Total Recordable Case Rates for WSRC 0.7, Pantex 5.1 
and DOE average 8.1 

a Cases per 200,000 hours 

* RECENTLY 1/97-9/97 Injury and Illness ranking of DOE Production 
Contractors prove WSRC is the best 

o Lost Workday Case Rates WSRC 0.5, Pantex 2.4 and 
DOE Average 1.1 

a TotalRecordableCasewRates WSRC 1.1, Pantex 4.1 and 
DOE Average 7.4 

SRS has an outstanding Lost Work-Time Injury Record 

- Construction Workers earned the Westinghouse President's 
Award for working more than 2.5 MILLION hours without a lost
time injury 

- Operations recently reached the 3.8 MILLION hours mark 
without a lost-time injury 

Worker's Comp costs are 6 times LOWER than industry 

1197-9197 Cost Index Ranking of DOE Production Contracts once again 
prove WSRC is the safest site in the complex 

a)WSRC 3.08, Pantex 28.85, and DOE average 14A 
a Coefficients should not be advertised as dollar figures 

only as appropriate weighting factors 
aCoefficients derived from study of direct and indirect 

dollar costs of injuries 

aoIndex is approximately equal to cents lost per hour 
worked 

National Safety Council stated SRS level of employee participation is 
"incredible and an indication of a strong safety culture" 

- SRS responses ranked in the 89th percentile of the National 
Safty Council data base 

a)Only 11 of100 companies scored higher

SCD34

SCD34-1 Other

DOE acknowledges the commentor's views on the positive attributes of SRS.  
As indicated in the revised Section 1.6, SRS is preferred for the proposed 
facilities because the site has extensive experience with plutonium processing, 
and these facilities complement existing missions and take advantage of 
existing infrastructure. Decisions on the surplus plutonium disposition 
program at SRS will be based on environmental analyses, technical and cost 
reports, national policy and nonproliferation considerations, and public input.  
DOE will announce its decisions regarding facility siting and approach to 
surplus plutonium disposition in the SPD EIS ROD.
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RadCon 

"Historically SRS has been viewed as having the best RadCon Program in 
the DOE Complex 

- SRS supported Pantex in early 90s by lending technical assistance 
in directing cleanup and RadCon monitoring for TRITIUM 
releases 

"Our employee surveillance programs are in place ON SITE and they 
exceed DOE requirements 

- Our State-of- the-Art Radiation Instrument Calibration Facility is 
a model for the DOE Complex 

- We also have a NEW Whole Body Countfacility 
- External Dosimetry is DOELAP accredited 
- Bioassay program and Whole Body Count evaluation is in lock 

step for DOELAP accreditation 
- Nationally recognized expertise in both internal and external 

dosimetry 
"* SRS has the ONLY accredited RadCon Training Program in the DOE 

Complex 
"* SRS continuously strives to improve the programs to protect worker 

safety and health 
- Average Worker Dose (nmm/apersoa) decreased 50% in last 10 

years 
D Better work planning, ALARA program (and scope 

reductions) 
- Intakes decreased by 67% over last 6 years 

aEnhanced work planning and expansive RadCon job 
coverage 

- Personal Contaminations decreased 99% over last 10 years 
a) Engineering controls and rollbacks 

"*Medical Department consists of 9 physicians, 18 nurses and 5 facilities 
spread ACROSS the site to service our employees 

- Medical covers surveillance for radiological contamination, toxic 
and chemical exposure, injuries and illnesses, routine wellness 
programs and substance abuse testing.

SCD34
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Environmental 

"• Largest DOE weapons site and second in the complex (WIPP 
Ist) to earn ISO 14001 certification.  

"• Met ALL environmental regulatory requirements in 1997 
"• Exceeded Goal of 98% Compliance with NPDES regulations 

by 1.9% 
"* SRS NEPA Team earned the National Association of 

Environmental Professionals Presidential Award of Excellence 
for NEPA/CERCLA Guidance 

"* Several SRS employees are working on ANSI standards 
development and regulation writing committees AT THE 
REQUEST of our regulators 

- WSRC expertise is valued based on our proven track 
record 

"• Another example of our regulator's confidence in WSRC is the 
fact that DI-lEC has granted WSRC permission to permit 
ourselves for drinking water, erosion control plans and for 
small volume waste waters 

SCD34 
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SCD71

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the proposed surplus 
plutonium disposition facilities at SRS. As indicated in the revised Section 1.6, 
SRS is preferred for the proposed facilities because the site has extensive 
experience with plutoniumprocessing, and these facilities complement existing 
missions and take advantage of existing infrastructure. Decisions on the 
surplus plutonium disposition program at SRS will be based on environmental 
analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation 
considerations, and public input. DOE will announce its decisions regarding 
facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium disposition in the 
SPD EIS ROD.

SCD71-1 Alternatives
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SCD60

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the proposed surplus 
plutonium disposition facilities at SRS. As indicated in the revised Section 1.6, 
SRS is preferred for the proposed facilities because the site has extensive 
experience with plutoniumprocessing, and these facilities complementexisting 
missions and take advantage of existing infrastructure. Decisions on the 
surplus plutonium disposition program at SRS will be based on environmental 
analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation 
considerations, and public input. DOE will announce its decisions regarding 
facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium disposition in the 
SPD EIS ROD.

SCD60-1 Alternatives
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INS. STATE OF TENNESSEE 

GONE mr

Seiteeber 16. 1999 

Mr. Q. Beat Steveesom, NEPA Cosaplince Office, 
Office of Fissile Materials Disposition 
US Depmvlmoat Eof er 
PO Bo 23786 
WaMhiSto DC 20026-3796 

Dowr Mr. Stexattowt 

As the Gow=m 's Lead Contact for SLtIc f Te neswes' Natiotal Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) reviews, I 
ra prosidin$ oammurts in response to the "Draft Eavlrosmental Impact Sltatemtet (DEIS) for pwlq e 
PleoelseDispeslioa." DOEIKELS-023-D. The attached csamsea thefim state o gncies represent the 
complete and official respose of thbe Stme of Tenoessee.  

Tie State of Temmse would like to remind DOE that, althou•h hdo DEIS deoe notdieectiLyPertain to 
ertcaoetoie of stored pluwhinthilsam as M ae.plutoniums wastesmand cenastinsiated cqaamettt do existin Teannessee 
and DOE mist addres the disposition of tes ,wastes in the near unte.  

in additien, the DES diosrata fully disuasera•cspoet of wastes for dispositio Ifse areaslobe tusporlel 
through Tenneseee, and particslarly if wastes we tobe bmvr int o•Tteamsec orfpotirardiostimethe State has 
4lgeificana co•aceras svhcah ore not addretsed. Specifically, the DEIS do sot provide adequtate analysis of 
raowtgsafety or inpeetion rcedures.  

I requtet that the ecoloted coma tsabe giyeea l"fulln mtsieetio s olays, yovurtimely consideealtionof 
the ato of th Stat of Temesei ptipporiatmo If you have ay questions, plenae otato or" staff'policy 
muaebstat615-53-Sl

4
968(fax 6l3-532-074 T)I 

Da~ty to the Governor far Policy 

Attachoments

S1

cc: Mr. &Ma H. Hamiltn, Jr., Coauissiote 
NEPA coodinatioo filefMr. Dodd Galbreeth 
NEPA contacts

State Capitol. Nashvlle. Tes=essee 37243-0001 
Telephone No. 1615) 741-2001 FD326

DOE acknowledges the Governor's concern that existing plutonium wastes 
and contaminated equipment in the State of Tennessee be dispositioned 

appropriately. Most of the plutonium stored at ORR is in the form of waste.  

Approximately 600 g (21 oz) of plutonium 238 (not weapons-usable) has 

been declared excess and is being held in storage at ORNL awaiting transfer 

for use in the space program. Approximately 780 g (28 oz) of other plutonium 

isotopes have been repackaged and are awaiting transfer to LLNL. The 

scope of this SPD EIS includes alternatives for the disposition of weapons
usable plutonium declared surplus to U.S. defense needs. Other radioactive 
materials, wastes and spent nuclear fuel that contain plutonium are beyond 

the scope of this SPD EIS. Alternatives for management of radioactive and 
hazardous wastes were evaluated in the Final Waste Management 

Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement for Managing Treatment, 

Storage, and Disposal of Radioactive and Hazardous Waste 
(DOE/EIS-0200-F, May 1997). RODs forTRU, hazardous and high-level waste 

have been issued; RODs for low-level and mixed low-level waste are expected 

shortly. Alternatives for management of spent nuclear fuel were evaluated in 
the Department of Energy Programmatic Spent Nuclear Fuel Management 

and Idaho National Engineering Laboratory Environmental Restoration 
and Waste Management Programs Final EIS (DOE/EIS-0203-F, April 1995).  

RODs for this EIS were issued in May 1995, and March 1996. Transportation 

and disposal of TRU waste are evaluated in the WIPP Disposal Phase Final 

Supplemental EIS (DOE/EIS-0026-S-2, September 1997). A ROD for the WIPP 

EIS was issued in January 1998. Transportation and disposal of spent nuclear 

fuel are evaluated in the Draft ElSfor a Geologic Repositoryfor the Disposal 

of Spent Nuclear Fuel and High Level Radioactive Waste at Yucca Mountain, 

Nye County, Nevada (DOE/EIS-0250D, July 1999). A ROD has not been 

issued for the Yucca Mountain EIS.  

As shown in the revised Section 1.6, if postirradiation examination is necessary 
for the purpose of qualifying the MOX fuel for commercial reactor use, DOE 
prefers to perform that task at ORNL. ORNL has the existing facilities and 

staff expertise needed to perform postirradiation examination as a matter of 

its routine activities; no major modifications to facilities or processing

I FD326-1 DOE Policy
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capabilities would be required. In addition, ORNL is about 500 km (300 mi) 
from the reactor site that would irradiate the fuel.  

FD326-2 Transportation 

If ORNL is used for the postirradiation examination of spent lead assembly • 
MOX fuel, DOE would prepare detailed transportation plans, including 

routing and safety procedures, for the movement of these materials.  

Transportation of spent nuclear fuel to ORNL for postirradiation examination 

is discussed in the revised Section 4.27.6.3. Section 4.27.6.3 and Appendix H 

were revised to include waste management impacts from these activities 

at ORNL 

zt
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FD326-3 Transportation

THE STATE OF TENNESSEE 
TENNESSEE EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AGENCY 

EMERGENCY OPERATIONS CENTER 
NUTARY OEPARTMEIT OF TENNESSEE 

3041 $10C0 CORVE. P.O. BOX 41502 
NASHVILLE. TENNESSEE 37204-1502 

(0t5) 741.Cntt 

September 11, 1998 

Mr. G. B;rt Stevenson, NEPA Compliance Officer 
Office of fissile Materials Dispositi.on.  
U.S. Department of Energy 
P.O. Box 23786 
Washington, DC 20026.-3786 

Dear Mr. Stevenson: 

RE: Document No. DOE/EIS 0283-D, Draft Environmental Impact Statement, Office of 
Plasile Materials Disposition - Surplus Plutonium Disposition 

The Tennessee Emergency Management Agency has reviewed the above document. The 
following comments are respectfully submitted for your consideration.  

1. Environmental Impact Statement does not provide any substantial information or data on 
which to base an evaluation ruch as numbers of shipments, shipment routes, or processing 3 
locations.  

2. Roadworthiness and oversight of commercial carriers rollingstock carrng various physical 
and chemical forms of Surplus Plutomum is not addressed. Tennessee Highway Patrol 
Commercial Vehicle Enforcement Division Officers perform Commercial Vehicle Safety 4 
Alliance (CVSA) Enhanced out-of-service criteria inspections of vehicles carrying 
radioactive materials of a sensitive nature.  

3. The radiological status verification of shipments is not addressed.. State Division of 
Radiological Health physicists must verify the status of a shipment to minimize public I5 
perception of hazards posed by a shipment and to verify CFR compliance.  

4. This Environmental Impact Statement does not address the ancillary risks to the public that 
Many thousands of gallons of toxic and caustic industrial chemical compounds in hundreds 
of semi-tractor-trailer shipments will pose to the public. In most cases the chemical 6 
properties of these shipments pose a much greater danger to the public than do the 
radiological considerations.  

FD326

The shipment of spent lead assembly MOX fuel using commercial carriers 
would be the subject of detailed transportation plans in which routes and 
specific processing locations would be coordinated with State, tribal, and 

local governments. Section 4.27.6 provides the number of shipments that 

would be required for this type of material.  

The shipment of waste would be in accordance with the decisions reached 

on the Final Waste Management Programmatic Environmental Impact 

Statement for Managing Treatment, Storage, and Disposal of Radioactive 

and Hazardous Waste (WM PEIS) (DOE/EIS-0200-F, May 1997) and the 

WIPP Disposal Phase Final Supplemental EIS (DOE/EIS-0026-S-2, 
September 1997).  

The transportation of special nuclear materials is the subject of detailed 

planning with the DOE Transportation Safeguards Division. The dates and 
times that specific transportation routes would be used for special nuclear 

materials are classified information; however, the number of shipments that 

would be required, by location, has been included in this EIS. Additional 

details are provided in Fissile Materials Disposition Program SST/SGT 

Transportation Estimation (SAND98-8244, June 1998), which is available on 

the MD Web site at http://www.doe-md.com.  

FD326-4 Transportation 

DOE has developed and implemented a mandatory Motor Carrier Evaluation 

Program with 12 criteria for commercial trucking firms. Under the Motor 

Carrier Evaluation Program criteria, trucking firms with poor safety records 
would be excluded from transporting the materials required for the surplus 

plutonium disposition program. The Motor Carier Evaluation Program would 

be invoked as one of the requirements in DOE's contract for shipping of any 

radioactive material. As stated in Appendix L.3.2, equipment used in this 

system is subjected to significantly more stringent maintenance standards 
than commercial transport equipment

-I 
C
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FD326-5 Transportation 

Transportation of nuclear materials would be in compliance with all applicable 
Federal, State, and local laws, rules, regulations, and requirements.  

The remainder of this comment is addressed in responses FD326-3 
and FD326-4.  

FD326-6 Transportation 

Any shipment of hazardous materials involves some level of risk, and exposure 
to acutely toxic chemicals can pose a significant danger to the public.  

Fortunately, transportation accidents involving releases of hazardous 

materials occur infrequently.  

The shipment of hazardous materials required for construction and operation 

of the proposed surplus plutonium disposition facilities would be in strict 
accordance with applicable DOT regulations that cover the packaging and 
transportation of hazardous materials on public highways, airways, and 
waterways. These shipments would also be in compliance with all applicable 
State, tribal, and local laws, rules, regulations, and requirements. The DOT 
regulations include those specified in 49 CFR 172 and 173. Part 172 contains 
the Hazardous Materials Table which lists and classifies various types of 
hazardous materials (e.g., explosives, flammables, gases, corrosives, poisons, 
infectious substances, radioactive materials, etc.) and specifies related modal 
andplacarding, marking, and labeling requirements. Part 172 also describes 

shipper and carrier responsibilities including driver training and emergency 
response requirements. Part 173 describes DOT performance-based 
packaging requirements and shipperresponsibilities for material classification 
and notification.  

DOT implements these regulations through its Hazardous Materials Safety 
Program. This program is a risk-based, prevention oriented system that uses 
data, information, and experience to classify hazardous materials and manage 

the risks of these materials in transport As part of this program, DOT 
maintains a Hazardous Materials Information System (HMIS), which is a 
database of the Hazardous Material Incident Reports that have been filed 
with DOT. According to EMIS, in 1994, the risk of a fatality in the general
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population from a hazardous materials transportation incident was estimated 
to be 1 chance in 13 million on an annual basis. By comparison, the annual 

fatality risk values for selected other types of incidents were estimated to be: 

(1) motor vehicle accidents -1 in 6,100; (2) drowning -1 in 68,000; (3) fires -1 

in 83,000; (4) railway accidents - 1 in 390,000; (5) commercial air carrier 

accidents -1 in 1 million; (6) floods (in 1991) -1 in 2.5 million; (7) lightning 
(in 1995) - 1 in 3.5 million; and (8) tornado (in 1995) - 1 in 8.7 million 
(see http://hazmatdot.gov/riskscompare.htm).  

The industrial chemicals expected to be required for construction and 

operation of the proposed facilities are identified in Appendix E. These 
chemicals would be acquired through normal, commercial processes, and 

would be delivered in accordance with the established transportation safety 

standards described above. Since these chemicals would be acquired on the 
local or regional commercial markets, their origins cannot be detemnined; 

therefore, the incremental risks resulting from the shipment of these materials 
cannot be quantified. However, the DOT data presented above suggest that 
the incremental risks associated with these shipments should be small in 

relation to other recognized hazards.
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Mr. G. Bert Stevenson 
Septanber 11, 1998 
Page 2

5. The overall impact ofMOX fb on the commercal reactor fud industry is not addressed.  
Projected usage needs by the industry versus quantities available from other in-place sources 
is not addressed.  

6. What is the proposed dispositioa of Transuranic waste generated? 

7. What is the proposed disposition of the High and Low Level waste generated?

7 

8

if yo have any urthcr question. t•eaco l$p a (ey 1 ) 741-28 mAr-nd hewill be
happy to assist you

FD326

FD326-7 MOX Approach 

The MOX facility would produce nuclear fuel that would displace LEU fuel 
that utilities would have otherwise purchased. However, this should have 
minimal impact on the industry. DOE conducted a procurement process to 
acquire MOX fuel fabrication and irradiation services. As a result of this 
procurement process, DOE identified Catawba, McGuire, and North Anna as 
the proposed reactors to irradiate MOX fuel, as part of the proposed action 
in this SPD EIS. Therefore, only 3 out of approximately 107 operating domestic, 
commercial reactors would use the MOX fuel. MOX fuel is approximately 
95 percent uranium dioxide and only about 5 percent plutonium dioxide, and 
no more than about 40 percent of any core would be MOX fuel. Production 
volume would also not change significantly; the number of MOX fuel 
assemblies would be only a small percentage of the total number of fuel 
assemblies produced annually. Finally, since the selected MOX fuel fabricator 
would also be a producer of LEU fuel, the work would remain in the same 
industry; the only changes would be the material used and location of 
the work.  

FD326-8 Waste Management 

As described in Appendix H and the Waste Management sections in Chapter 4 
of Volume I, TRU waste would be disposed of atWIPP. MOX spent fuel and 
HLW canisters containing immobilized surplus plutonium would be disposed 
of in a potential geologic repository. This SPD EIS assumes, for the purposes 
of analysis, that Yucca Mountain, Nevada, would be the final disposal site 
for all immobilized plutonium and MOX spent fuel. As directed by the 
U.S. Congress through the NWPA, as amended, Yucca Mountain is the only 
candidate site currently being characterized as a potential geologic repository 
for HLW and spent fuel. DOE has prepared a separate EIS, Draft 
Environmental Impact Statementfor a Geologic Repositoryfor the Disposal 
of Spent Nuclear Fuel and High-Level Radioactive Waste at Yucca 
Mountain, Nye County, Nevada (DOEIEIS-0250D, July 1999), which analyzes 
the environmental impacts firom construction, operation and monitoring, related 
transportation, and eventual closure of a potential geologic repository.

- - mmmmmmmmmmd
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STATE OF TENNESSEE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENT AND COONSERVATION 
DOE OVERSIGHT DIVISION 

7Bt BIORY VALLEYR OAD 
OAteRIDGE. lTENNaSEE 571105707± 

Septenber 16, 1998 

Us DepartnmeofEnergy 
Office of Fissile Mateials Disposition 
c/o SPD Elf 
Post Ofrie Box 23786 

WaShington DC 20026-3786 

Dear Sin 

DOCUMENT REVIEW: Draft Environmeatal Impact Statement, 'Suipi PrOftnium 

D/ ofqiat," DOEIEIS-0283-D, J*, 199".  

The Tennessee Deparlmenm of avirownent and Conseratioti DOE Oversight Division (rDEC DOE

0) has reviewed the above Draft Envircamientad Impaot Stmement (EIS). hbe subject EIS was 

reviewtd ina cordaroe with the requirements of the Nation Environmental Polity Act (NEPA) and 

assocated implementing regudtionis440 CFR 1500,1509 and 10]CFR 1021 as implemeosed 

The State does want soaoze tda there are quantities ofpleonmiut t e fiorm of TRU waste, 
ctausnated equipment spect fuel, and woding inve-ntsy sillt Pres on the Oak Ridge Reservation.  

Aitoughmit pertinet to this ES. this plutionisn will require fiSal disposibtti and shildd tbe 
addressedby DOE. Atachmet I contains our cmurent understanduag ofthe plutonium inventay onthe 

Oak Ridge Reservation.  

Aflte review of the subject documen4t he Division offiers th following comrmi ts foryocur 
ccasideratior: 

Specifi Comments: 

1. Volume L Part A. Section 2.1±-13Pan 2-9 

ORNLis a potential site for poetirradiation esnamntim of the lead assemblies The DPEIS states that 

"..onlyrattoramo&f•loti-of$r the recrip of m• t would be requied " The PEIS should 

address whatt• e se"ninor nwdiflcatioee include 

2. Volu,_me" L Part A. Settle. 2.4.3.2 Pmt 2-30 

"The MOX Ibilty's proposed design would wrehouse ayear's productim of• tel assemblies. The 

DM5 abso states the individual fueD assemblies couldbe stored trea long oasI &mouths prior to 

shipmet om the deaignatd deommtticouerci reacWr. Th staeraent of atoee fir opit1 nmeas 

suggests overproduoctionnod peosibility oflong-term storage of unused/unwantedMOX fuel 
assemblies.

10 

FD326
0 LA

As described in Sections 2.18.3 and 4.28.2.8, additional spent fuel would be 
produced by using MOX fuel instead of LEU fuel in domestic, commercial 
reactors. Spent fuel management at the proposed reactor sites would not be 
expected to change dramatically due to the substitution of MOX assemblies 
for some of the LEU assemblies. Likewise, the additional spent fuel would be 
a very small fraction of the total that would be managed at the potential 
geologic repository. LLW would be disposed of in accordance with current 
site practices. This could include disposal at the DOE site generating the 
waste, or disposal at commercial facilities or other DOE sites in accordance 
with decisions made with respect to LLW in the WM PEIS (DOE/EIS-0200-F, 
May 1997).  

FD326-9 Lead Assemblies 

As discussed in response FD326-1, ORNL is the preferred alternative for 
postirradiation examination of lead assemblies. Section 2.17.3 was revised to 
indicate that at either ANL-W or ORNL, minimal modifications to existing 
equipment would be required for acceptance of full-length fuel rods.  

FD326-10 MOXApproach 

The SPD Draft EIS's specification of assembly storage for up to 18 months is 
a bounding assumption for planning and analysis purposes. This SPD EIS 

reflects an extension of the possible storage time of individual assemblies to 
up to 2 years, a storage period that is neither expected nor desirable from a 
business standpoint. As stated in Section 2.4.3.2, production would closely 
follow product need. Reactor licensees typically order LEU fuel to coincide 
with their refueling outages, and fuel shipment is usually scheduled so that 

fuel does not have to be stored very long at the reactor site. Licensees work 
closely with each of the vendors involved in the fuel fabrication process, as 
well as the fuel fabricators, to ensure that the fuel is ready when needed. The 

only likely difference in this process for MOX fuel would be a closer 
relationship between the licensee and the fabricator; the two would work as 
a team. Reactor shutdowns and other operational issues that could affect the 
need for fuel would be accommodated in the fuel fabrication schedules, and 
adjustments would be made as required.
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3. Volume I. Part A. Seisam 24.32. Pa" 2-30 
Please provide additional details for the statement "ndi vrdual fjelassembhies couldbe •oredforas I 
long as J8ivndg..r *Describe the significance of*te ISmonth and what•happens ifstorge exceedsI 10 
1 momthI

4. Volume L Part A. Sectin 2.44.4. Pae. 2-36 
This sec•ion needs to describe the events as listed in Table 2-3. Table 2-3 addresses rans p[tion 
requirements f or shipment of urarim fuel rods fom aconmmtercal fjel fabrication faciliy toth MOX 
faciity. Secuom n2.4.4 does not address the conineriat sipck dpent of muainu fuel rods from a 
commerciai Aul fabrication faility Io the MOX fheilily. Describe the reasn for shipment of these 
urmaium fud rods to te MOX facility.

5. Valume L Part B. Section 4.27.6. Pate 4-374 
ORNL is a caididate for postirradialion examination of the lead MOX fuel assemblies. The DP5 
does not address the waste strain associated with the t n nor does it describe the storage/disposal 
ofthe lead assemblies mice testing has bees concluded.  

Ifyou have any questim regarding tis fester, please contact Bill Childresor me at (423) 481-0995 

Sinerely 

Earl C. Lening 

xc: Justn Wilson - Governor's Office 
Jim.Hall - DOE 
Dodd Galbreath - TDEC 

el415.99

11

12

FD326

In the event that MOX fuel were made and then not be needed due to NRC 
not issuing a license amendment or other factors, DOE would be responsible 
for the unirradiated fuel and would reexamine its disposition option.

FD326-11 Transportation

Section 2.4.4.4 includes the shipment of uranium fuel rods from a commercial 
fuel fabrication facility to the MOX facility. Both uranium fuel rods and MOX 
fuel rods are bundled together at the MOX facility to form a complete 
MOX assembly.

FD326-12 Waste Management

Section 4.27.6.3 and Appendix H were revised to include waste management 
impacts fromthese activities at ORNL.
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2. Oak Ridge also has approximately 40 to 70 Kg of plutonium. most of which is in the 
TRU waste or spent fuel categorles and consdered "out-of-scope" for the documents 
listed above. Reference I, Plutoniins Woridng Group Report. Volume 9l Part 9, pages 5-7 
lists 37 facilities that coetain material (plutrinium waste or TRU containing no plutonium) 
determined so be outside the scope of that docmient. Page 31 of th document further 
cdafies plmtrtium that is out-of-scope far the vulnerabilities review. None of this plu•oeiniu 13 

is included in the 4.6 Kg total listed in the above tableL 

3. "He above table does not include platonisr being processed at REDC for the Mark 42 
Projec P.lutoniun mtustepxoducts from the Mark 42 project will be added to Ohw inventory 
explained under item 2 above.  

FD326 
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85 Claymore Lane 
Oak Ridge, TN 37830 
September 14, 1998 

To: DOE-Office of Fissile Materials Disposition 
Fromn Barbara AL Walton 
Subject Susplus Plutonium Disposition (SPD) Draft EnvironmenWat Impact Statement (MIS) 

1. I support DOE's preerence ftr siting plutonium immobilization at SitS.  

2. 1 support Pit Disasnbly and Conversion at Pantex.  

3. Because I am concerned about the cumulative impacts at SRS,I would prefer alternative 9A 
to 3A or 5Ak Even better would be to consider siting the MOX Fuel Fabrication at INHEL to 
cratean altemative that was not considered ibhs ,IS. lt is not clear to me that this would 
detract firom INEEL's focus •n cleanup and ruclar Ltiamulogy.  

4. Although I understand the need to consider Russia's progress in this matter, I don't think 
construction ofitems I and 2 asove should wait. Delaying the MOX Fuel Fabrication 
construction should be sufficient along with potential for delay in prucessing 

I am pleased to see continued progress towards resolution of this matter.  

I also want to request a copy oftihe Mal HIS and ROD.

1

2 

3

MD185

I MD185-1 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the immobilization 
facility at SRS and the pit conversion facility at Pantex. As indicated in the 
revised Section 1.6, DOE prefers siting the pit conversion and MOX facilities 
at SRS. SRS is preferred for the pit conversion facility because the site has 
extensive experience with plutonium processing, and the pit conversion facility 
complements existing missions and takes advantage of existing infrastmucture.  
The preferred can-in-canister approach at SRS complements existing missions, 
takes advantage of existing infrastructure and staff expertise, and enables 
DOE to use an existing facility (DWPF). DOE is presently considering a 
replacement process for the in-tank precipitation (ITP) process at SRS. The 
1TP process was intended to separate soluble high-activity radionuclides 
(i.e., cesium, strontium, uranium, and plutonium) from liquid HLW before 
vitrifying the high-activity fraction of the waste in DWPF. The IT? process 
as presently configured cannot achieve production goals and safety 
requirements for processing HLW. Three alternative processes are being 
evaluated by DOE: ion exchange, small tank precipitation, and direct grout.  
DOE's preferred immobilization technology (can-in-canister) and 
immobilization site (SRS) are dependent upon DWPF providing vitrified HLW 
with sufficient radioactivity. DOE is confident that the technical solution will 
be available at SRS by using radioactive cesium from the ion exchange or 
small tank precipitation process. A supplemental EIS (DOE/EIS-0082-S2) on 
the operation of DWPF and associated TTP alternatives is being prepared.  
Decisions on the surplus plutonium disposition program will be based on 
environmental analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy and 
nonproliferation considerations, and public input. DOE will announce its 
decisions regarding facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium 
disposition in the SPD EIS ROD.  

MD185-2 Cumulative Impacts 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's concern about the cumulative impacts 
from the proposed surplus plutoniumdisposition facilities at SRS. Section 4.32 
takes into consideration existing missions at candidate sites, and analyzes 
the potential cumulative impacts of surplus plutonium disposition activities 
and other programs as well as current, past, and reasonably foreseeable
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future activities at other sites. As discussed in Section 4.14, Alternative 7 
considers siting the MOX facility at INEEL.  

MD185-3 Purpose and Need 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's concerns about scheduling the 
construction and operations of the proposed surplus plutonium disposition 
facilities. Pursuing both immobilization and MOX fuel fabrication provides 
the United States important insurance against potential disadvantages of 
implementing either approach by itself. The hybrid approach also provides 
the best opportunity for U.S. leadership in working with Russia to implement 
similar options for reducing Russia's excess plutonium in parallel. Further, it 
sends the strongest possible signal to the world of U.S. determination to 
reduce stockpiles of surplus plutonium as quickly as possible and in a manner 
that would make it technically difficult to use the plutonium in nuclear weapons 
again. Russian policy, however, is only one of the factors in decisions relative 
to the methods and timing of surplus plutonium disposition.
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LCity of Amarillo, Texas

Comments of Hon. Dianne Bosch Regarding the DOE Surplus 
Plutonium Disposition Draft Environmental Impact Statement 

I would like to begin by thanking the Department of Energy for the 

opportunity to comment on matters of great importance to the Amarillo area. As 
a City Commissioner for the largest city in this region, let me say that I strongly 

favor the Pantex Plant as the single preferred alternative for the DOE's Pit 

Disassembly and Conversion mission.  

This mission has been extensively reviewed by experts from federal and 

state government agencies, university researchers and workers from Pantax.  

Based on their reports, I believe that the Pit Disassembly and Conversion facility 
can be operated Insa manner that does not threaten our precious natural 

resources. Specifically, I believe that this facility would not pose a threat to the 
Ogallala aquifer, which supplies irrigation and drinking water to this region.  

One reason for my confidence In the safety of this mission is the excellent 
work force at Pantex. Pantex has been a good neighbor to our city for over 50 

years. Pantex has the best radiological safety record in the nuclear complex, 

and it is the only site that has a large number of workers who are specifically 
trained to handle and safeguard plutonium weapons components. The 

components, often called 'pits.' are already safely stored at Pantex.  

The Pantex workforce Is second-to-none In its implementation of safety 

initiatives such as the Voluntary Protection Program. This employee-based 

safety program has been successful in reducing occupational hazards and has 

become a model for the entire DOE weapons complex. In addition, the Metal

1

Dianne Uesch 
City Coetarerioe 

City of Amartllo 
P. 0. an 1971 

A.rnaiTX791856 
456 378-3000

TXD29

TXD29-1 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the pit conversion 
facility at Pantex. As the commentor points out, and as indicated in Chapter 4 
of Volume I, impacts of operating the pit conversion facility on health, safety, 
and the environment at Pantex would likely be minor. Decisions on the 
surplus plutonium disposition at Pantex will be based on such environmental 
analyses, as well as technical and cost reports, national policy and 
nonproliferation considerations, and public input. DOE will announce its 
decisions regarding facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium 
disposition in the SPD EIS ROD.
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Trades Council has safety officers to whom employees may directly address 
safety concerns- The Savannah River Site does not have either of these 

Important safety programs in place..  

The Department of Energy should carefully consider the enhanced safety 

programs already In place at Pantex when deciding where to locate the Pit •Z* 
Disassembly and Conversion Facility. Furthermore, the Department should 
understand that union support in Washington will play a crucial role in getting this 
expensive program funded by the Congress. A viable Pantex plant. with the 
strong bi-partisan support of the Texas congressional delegation and the 
national AFL-CIO is inportant to the long-term future of both the Surplus 
Plutonium Disposition program and the DOE weapons complex.  

Pantex has the key technical and political advantages that make it the 
N 

only logical choice for Pit Disassembly and Conversion. I urge the Secretary of 
Energy to name Pantex as the site for this important mission. Again, thank you 

for the opportunity to comment 

Dianne Bosch 

ait,, of Am...i]Io 
P.O. Bo,=1971 

Amadio, TX786 TXD29 
(8M6) 25-3
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City of Amarillo, Texas

Comments of Hon. Robert Keys Regarding the DOE Surplus 
Plutonium Disposition Draft Environmental Impact Statement 

Welcome to Amranllo and thank you to the Department of Energy for 

allowing the elected officials and residents of the Amarillo area comment on the 

Surplus Plutonium Disposition program. Pantex is a verynimportant part of the 

economy for the entire northwest region of the state of Texas. As such, the 

econonic future of this area is tied very closely to the future of the Pantex Plant.  

The Amarillo City Commission has supported new missions at Pantax for 

many years. We have insisted, end continue to insist, that all such missions be 

conducted in a manner that protects the natural resources of the Texas 

panhandle. My fellow Commissioners and I believe that the Pit Disassembly and 

Conversion and MOX fuel manufacturing missions can, and should be.  

performed in a safe manner at Pantex.  

When I am not wearing my City Commissioner" hat, I operate a land 

surveying business. On numerous occasions, I have performed surveying work 

at Pantex. I am always impressed with the care shown by employees at the 

plant regarding care for the environment. The pump-and-breat and groundwater 

monitoring systems in place at Pantex are state of the art. I have every 

confidence that the employees at Pantex would perform the Pit Disassembly and 

Conversion and MOX manufacturing missions with great care and in a manner 

that protects the environment of this region.  

Furthermore, on my visits to Pantex, I am always impressed with the 

outstanding security procedures in place to protect classified weapons 

Robert Keys 
City Coemilwima 

City uf Amaillo 
F. 0. Be 19"1 

A-MntlteTX791e6 
(BO6)l3000

1

TXD28

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the pit conversion 
and MOX facilities at Pantex. Decisions on the surplus plutonium 
disposition program at Pantex will be based on environmental analyses, 
technical and cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation 
considerations, and public input. DOE will announce its decisions regarding 
facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium disposition in the 
SPD EIS ROD.

TXD28-1 Alternatives
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components. With recent announcements of underground nuclear testing by 

India and Pakistan. and with well known weapons programs In Iraq. Iran and 

North Korea: it is obvious that many countries or other groups would like to have 

weapons such as those at Pantex. For this reason. the DOE's own non

proliferation experts have recommended that the transport of plutonium weapons 

components should be minimized. The United States even pays Russia to 

minimize the transport of their weapons components. Surely, if we are spending 

US tax dollars in Russia to minimize transport of their weapons, we should also 

be willing to equally safeguard our nuclear secrets in this country.  

The workforce in the Texas panhandle is truly outstanding. We just 

received confirmation of this fact when Bell Helicopter announced plans to 

assemble the V-22 Osprey Tiltrotor aircraft in Amarillo. Surely the DOE should 

also recognize the outstanding work ethic and expertise of the people of this 

region. You need not look further than this room tonight to see evidence of the 

passion, integrity and expertise of Pantex workers from the panhandle of Texas.  

These same employees are the best qualified to work with plutonium pits 

removed from nuclear weapons. Since these pits are already stored at Pantex, 

the Pit Disassembly and Conversion and MOX Fuel Manufacturing missions 

should also be performed at Pantex.  

Once again, thank you for the opportunity to comment on this important 

matter. I urge the Secretary of Energy to name Pantex as the site for Surplus 

Plutonium Disposition missions.  

Robert Keys 
City Commissio.nr 

City of Amail] 
P. L. 5Rox 1971 

Amarillo, TX 79186 
(86) 37&M00

2

TXD28

TXD28-2 DOE Policy 

DOE acknowledges the co mmentor's concern regarding safe transport of 
weapons-usable plutonium. In order to address security against 
terrorist-related incidents, all intersite shipments of plutonium for the 
surplus plutonium disposition program would be made using DOE's 
SST/SGT system. This involves having couriers that are armed Federal 
officers, an armored tractor to protect the crew from attack, and specially 
designed escort vehicles containing advanced communications and additional 
couriers. The transportation of special nuclear materials is the subject of 
detailed planning with DOE's Transportation Safeguards Division. The dates 
and times that specific transportation mutes would be used for special nuclear 
materials are classified information; however, the number of shipments 
that would be required, by location, has been included in Appendix L of this 
SPD EIS. Additional details are provided in Fissile Materials Disposition 
Program SST/SGT Transportation Estimation (SAND98-8244, 
June 1998), which is available on theMD Web site at http://www.doe-md.conL
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=CITY OF AMARIJLLO 

August 10, 1998 

Good A"ternoon, 

As always, I would like to thank theDepartrent of Energy tfr the opportunity to 
provide comments on this most important issue. For the last four to five years, 
members of this community have come to these hearings you have provided for 
many issues relating to the Pantex Plant. We Lake time out ofour days to do ibis 
because we care about the outcome of Pantex and the workforce who has provided 
a security comfort to the entire nation for many decades.

'The issue involving pit disassembly may be the biggest issue That we assa nation 
will face going into the next millennium. The safiy of our entire nation is at 
stake. The components making up our nuclear arsenal should be handled with the 
greatest of care in order to make certain that our environment doesn't suffer from 
this obviously needed procedure. Pantex has had the gargantuan task of providing 
this service to our nation tbr many years. The plant has always performed in the 
safest manner possible for the workers, environmiment and surrounding community 
members.  

I represent the city of Amarillo as an elected official. For close to eight years the 
people have been asking ne to speak in favor of expanded activity at the Pantex 
Plant. Today I come to you as an elected official as well as a resident of Amarillo 
to do just that. I believe there is only one site that has a proven positive track 
record in the handling of plutonium after disassembly, Pantex. The workers have 
proven that safety comes first before production, and have more experience in 
handling plutonium pits than any other site in the complex. The DOE should not 
place classified weapons components in the hands of employees at the Savannah 
River Site who have extremely limited experience in dealing with pits.  

Just one advantage l'anrex has over Savannah River Site is that convening 
classified plutonium weapons compone;ts ("pits") into non-classified forms at 
Pantex requires no off-site shipment oifpits. Perforning the work at Pantex would

2 

3

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the pit conversion 
facility at Pantex. Decisions on the surplus plutonium disposition program 
at Pantex will be based on such environmental analyses, as well as technical 
and cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation considerations, and 
public input. DOE will announce its decisions regarding facility siting and 
approach to surplus plutonium disposition in the SPD EIS ROD.

TXD02-2 Alternatives

As indicated in the revised Section 1.6, SRS is preferred for the pit 
conversion facility because the site has extensive experience with plutonium 
processing, and the pit conversion facility complements existing missions 
and takes advantage of existing infrastructure.

TXD02-3 Transportation
DOE acknowledges the commentor's concern for the security of offsite 
shipment of pits. As indicated in Section 2.18, no traffic fatalities from 
nonradiological accidents or LCFs from radiological exposures or vehicle 
emissions are expected. Transportation would be required for both the 
immobilization and MOX approaches to surplus plutonium disposition.  
Transportation of special nuclear materials, including fresh MOX fuel, would 
use DOE's SST/SGT system. Since the establishment of the DOE 
Transportation Safeguards Division in 1975, the SST/SGT system has 
transported DOE-owned cargo over more than 151 million km 
(94 million mi) with no accidents causing a fatality or release of radioactive 
material. The transportation requirements for the surplus plutonium 
disposition program are also evaluated in this SPD EIS. Section 2.4.4.1 
discusses safety measures taken for shipment of pits.

P, 8W -L..e A ,r to* n I791a-fi t M 5 8 •WSO,5501
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decrease the risk of classified weapons parts falling into unfriendly hands. The 
DOE should heed the advise of its own nuclear non-proliferation experts who have 3 
argued to minimize shipments of pits.  

Given these advantages and many others that have or will be mentioned tuday, I 
urge you to give full consideration to Pantex for the mission of pit disassembly 
and disposal.  

5

Sincerely, 

'.' 

Kevin Knapp 
Amarillo City Conmmissioner 

.5-

"TXD02
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TXD37-1 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support of Pantex. Decisions on the 

AUGU(ST 11,1998 surplus plutonium disposition program at Pantex will be based on 

COMMENTS OF HONORABLE KEL SELIGERREGARDING environmental analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy and 
THE DOE SURPLUS PLUTONIUM DISPOSITION nonproliferation considerations, and public input.  

DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 

Thank you for the opportunity to address the Department this evening.  

We live in exciting times in Amarillo and in the United States. The dawn of 

a new millennium is a signal that we are going to see the tremendous changes 

in the years ahead. However, our focus on the future should not be 

interpreted as an endorsement of forgetting our history. A big part of the 

history of this nation during the last half of the 20" century has been the 

nuclear weapons program. Amarillo and Pantex are proud to have played a 

big part in the success of that program for nearly 50 years. We believe that 

we amr an irreplaceable element in this era of disarmament.  

The success of the Pantex plant over the past 50 years should not be 

forgotten when considering the future of the nuclear weapons complex.  

Pantex has long had one of the lowest operating costs in the weapons 

complex and it has had excellent relations between the contractor and the 

largest labor bargaining unit. Pantex is among the cleanest weapons complex 

sites from an environmental perspective. The Department has recently 

t"I'TXD37
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recommended that Pantex be removed from the National Priorities List 

because of the excellent progress being made in the environmental area.  

Pantex has long had outstanding support of the public in the Texas panhandle 

and the elected officials who represent this area at the local, state and federal 

levels.  

When considering the future mission assignments that could come to 

Pantex, such as the Pit Disassembly and Conversion and MOX Fuel 

missions, the DOE should consider the substantial strengths pomsessed by 

Pantcx. The recent financial analysis conducted by the DOB shows that there 

is no significant cost difference between Pantex and Savannah River. In fact, 

I believe that report significantly underestimates the cost of repackaging pits 

for off-site transport from Pantex to Savannah River if the South Carolina 

site is chosen for both new missions. In addition to the cost of shipping pits, 

the Dcpartment should listen carefully to its own non-proliferation experts 

who favor the minimization of pit transport.  

From an environmental aspect, the Department has shown that both pit

1 

2

TXD37

I TXD37-2 Transportation 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the pit conversion 
and MOX facilities at Pantex. Because this comment relates directly to the 
cost analysis report, it has been forwarded to the cost analysis team for 
consideration. The Plutonium Disposition Life-Cycle Costs and 
Cost-Related Comment Resolution Document (DOE/MD-0013, 
November 1999), which covers recent life-cycle cost analyses associated 
with the preferred alternative, is available on the MD Web site at 
http:/lwww.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at the following 
locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS and Washington, D.C.  

The transportation requirements for the surplus plutonium disposition 
program are evaluated in this SPD EIS. If the pit conversion facility were 
located at Pantex (Alternative 5), the risks from transportation-related 
radiological exposures would be an estimated 7.8x10r2 LCF, and from traffic 
accidents (non-radiological), an estimated 5.2x10-2 fatality. For 
comparison, if the pit conversion facility was located at SRS (Alternative 3), 
the risks would be slightly higher, 8.Ox10"2 LCF and 5.6xi0-2 fatality, 
respectively. Transportation impacts are summarized in Chapter 4 of Volume I 
and Appendix L. As indicated in Section 2.18, no traffic fatalities from 
nonradiological accidents or LCFs from radiological exposures or vehicle 
emissions are expected.  

TXD37-3 Alternatives 

This comment is addressed in response TXD37-1.

I
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disassembly and MOX fuel manufacture can be done without harm to the 

natural environment The choice comes down to where the work will be 

done correctly. Pantex has a continuing production mission and a highly 

qualified workforce that pays careful attention to detail. The very people 

who are promoting the Savamnah River Site for this work say in essence "put 

the missions here because we are a dirty site and we don't care if we get it 

dirtier." In the future, can DOE afford to have that attitude prevail? We 

believe this work can be done safely, but only if it is performed by employees 

who have a true commitment to doing so. Pantex employees have long 

demonstrated such a commitment.  

I would like to remind the Department that it has enjoyed strong 

support from the Texas Delegation in the Congress to accomplish its defense, 

maintenance and remediation missions. This same delegation has supported 

Pit Disassembly, Conversion and MOX production at the Pantex plant.

3

DOE acknowledges the commentor's concern for environmental issues 
related to surplus plutonium disposition. Cleanup at SRS is a priority and 
will remain a priority, and can coexist with other DOE initiatives. Although 
the surplus plutonium disposition program is also considered a top priority, 
it would be conducted in such a way that any additional waste would be 
processed and disposed of in a timely and environmentally 
acceptable manner.

TXD37-5 

This comment is addressed in response TXD37-1.

TXD37-6

Alternatives 

Transportation

This SPD EIS analyzes the risk involved in transporting weapons-usable 
plutonium between DOE sites for processing. Transportation would be 
required for both the immobilization and MOX approaches to surplus 
plutonium disposition. Transportation of special nuclear materials, including 
fresh MOX fuel, would use DOE's SST/SGT system. Since the 
establishment of the DOE Transportation Safeguards Division in 1975, the 
SST/SGT system has transported DOE-owned cargo over more than 
151 million km (94 million mi) with no accidents causing a fatality or 
release of radioactive material. As discussed in Appendix L.3.2, key 
characteristics of the SST/SGT system include, but are not limited to, 
couriers who are armed Federal officers, specially designed escort vehicles, 
24-hour real-time monitoring, and stringent maintenance standards.  
Appendix L.6.5 discusses sabotage or terrorist attack during transportation.

There is no reason to assume that there will be such support in transporting 

weapons ready plutonium halfway across the country. That is, unless the

"TXID37

TXD37-4 DOE Policy
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This comment is addressed in response TXD37-1.  

Hon. Kel Seliger 
August 11, 1998 
Page 4 

Department of Energy has decided that minimization of the risk of 
6 

proliferation is no longer a priority. I have seen no such pronouncement.  

I urge the Secretary of Energy to carefully consider all of these aspects 

before making a final decision on the site location for Pit Disassembly and 

Conversion and MOX fuel manufacturing. Keeping these factors in mind, I7 

strongly recommend that the Secretary name the Pantex Plant for these 

missions.

"TXD37
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Comments of Hon. Trent 81semnor Regarding the DOE Surplus 
Plutonium Disposition Draft Environmental Impact Statement

"Thank you for alowin me the oppodunity to represent my comsttuents In 

Amarilo by maing comments anr the ISrafl S for Surplus Plutorgurn Disposition. It is 

an honor to represent mom than 170.,00 residents in/Vnadlo. Thousands of those 

residents are either Pantxe employees or Ove In households of Peanex employees.  

Patsx has a profound effect on our local economy. I am proud of the supperdtthet the 

people of Amarillo have• shm forthe Perear faclity.O ad itris my pleasure to stat that I 

wholheamtedly suppert dis location ofthe PFt Disassembly an Conversion Facily end 

MOX Fuel Fabrlstlon Faciity at Pentas.  

In ddition to representing the itiens of Amarillo a- a City Commissloner. Iam 

seo a retailer and arusic minislar. ,Sies none of those cedntialt quadly me as an 

expert in nuclear plhysics, I haves ought to become familiar with Pwiex and the 

proposed new missions that my come to Paltex. In my research on Pwuta, I haye 

read reports, talked with experts and satn eured uclerfeclittlas in Englandsad 

France.  

After havig dormacoll tatm o factstands oLu The typiep oferk anvisiondain 

the plutonium dispoaltion program can be dane sael by the outstanding employees at 

'entex. In fact, the DOE has said that both the pIt icausembly and MOX fuel minsions 

can be done safely at Pitazx Furthermore, the DOE has stated that the anricipated 

coat dtrmncea between the rflea being considered for thee new nlstornsa ne 

insignificant relative to the anticipated marptndof-err of the tnomcnal analysis. In the 

absence of major discriminators between ihe sites, the decision is likely to be very 

poltcaL

1

Trent Stasoove 
CRY omnowlame 

Olyef Amafdlie 
P.t,,X1 vII'M M 1,i rMM.Ma7I1i6f 

AaSillo 77 5t5 
r.M -M.A-3ý,T out re-06Sm 3W=O"

TXD27

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the pit conversion 
and MOX facilities at Pantex. Although cost will be a factor in the 
decisionmaking process, this SPD EIS contains environmental impact data 
and does not address the costs associated with the various alternatives. A 
separate cost report, Cost Analysis in Support of Site Selection for Surplus 
Weapons-Usable Plutonium Disposition (DOE/MD-0009, July 1998), 
which analyzes the site-specific cost estimates for each alternative, was 
made available around the same time as the SPD Draft EIS. This report and 
the Plutonium Disposition Life-Cycle Costs and Cost-Related Comment 
Resolution Document (DOE/MD-0013, November 1999), which covers 
recent life-cycle cost analyses associated with the preferred alternative, 
are available on the MD Web site at http://www.doe-md.com and in the 
public reading rooms at the following locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, 
SRS and Washington, D.C. Decisions on the surplus plutonium disposition 
program at Pantex will be based on environmental analyses, technical and 
cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation considerations, and 
public input. DOE will announce its decisions regarding facility siting and 
approach to surplus plutonium disposition in the SPD EIS ROD.

TXD27-1 Alternatives

1-3.  
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The dual-truck method of plutonium disposition Is the best way for th. United 

States and Russia to permanently reduoe the amount of weapons grade plutonlum in 

their nuclear stockiles. This is an irspouiant task but it will be a controversial process 

becamse of the dedicated efforts of anti-nucter csatsts around the globe. Wht. it is 

my opinion that many of these actIvists are opposed to anything nuclear, they seem 

particutlaly opposed to the use of plutonium assa fuel in nuclear reactors. Keaping this 

contlrovry in mind, it is rnpotdant for the Pepartment to develop a program that has 

broad rangkn support among Dimocrats, Republicans.Ostt leaders, local officials.  

Indian tibos. and labor unions in many states to a nurs tht this important function gets 

the futsding Congress necessary to ary outtteh program. Pantex offers strong, *i

partian supportfrom local. state and federal oftlehokldm and the labor movement 

The Department has already chose the Savevau Riwr a Site n South Carolina 

for the Important task of immoblizing so calle lnon-plC plutonium. In addlton South 

Carolna has been chosen to produce tritium for weapons In the tmure. Since South 

Carolina has aSeady received a great deal of new work, the Department should now 

place some now missions at Pantex. The powerful support ofIth Texas Congressional 

delegation wil be crucial ki getting this program funded. I encour you to solidify that 

support by naming Pautax as itn preferred altemetive. site for the pit dteasssmbly and 

conversion and MOX fuel missions.  

Thank you for the chance to be heard on this issue.  

Trent Sisemore 

City of Amarillo 

(SMu) 144•-Mo

2 
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TXD27

I TXD27-2 DOE Policy 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for the hybrid approach.  
Pursuing both immobilization and MOX fuel fabrication provides the United 
States important insurance against potential disadvantages of implementing 
either approach by itself. The hybrid approach also provides the best 
opportunity for U.S. leadership in working with Russia to implement similar 
options for reducing Russia's excess plutonium in parallel. Further, it sends 
the strongest possible signal to the world of U.S. determination to reduce 
stockpiles of surplus plutonium as quickly as possible and in a manner that 
would make it technically difficult to use the plutonium in nuclear weapons 
again. The U.S. Congress is supportive of DOE's efforts to implement 
U.S. nonproliferation policy.  

TXD27-3 Alternatives 

As indicated in the revised Section 1.6, SRS is preferred for the proposed 

surplus plutonium disposition facilities because the site has extensive 
experience with plutonium processing, and these facilities complement 
existing missions and take advantage of existing infrastructure.
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SAMARILLO CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 

DAVID WILKS ET AL.  
PAGE1 OF1

A RESOLUTION OF THE AMARILLO CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS IN SUPPORT OF 

PANTEX 

WHEREAS, the Pantex plant currently employs 2869 Amarillo-area residents and puts 
over $200 million directly into our area, and is responsible for about one out ofevery ten 
Amarillo-am jobs 

WHEREAS, Pantex has outstanding support from the residents in the area. Pantex 
enjoys strong support from local and state elected officials and the Texas congressional 
delegation. Pantex shows 80% support among area residents.  

WHEREAS, Pantex employees have more experience in handling plutonium pits than 
any other site in the nuclear weapons complex.  

WHEREAS, Pantex requires no off-site shipment of pits, decreasing the risk of classified 
weipons parts falling into unfriendly hands.  

WHEREAS, Pantex has more than adequate storage space for converting plutonium

WHEREAS, Pantex guard force is the highest rated in the nuclear weapons complex.  
Pantex has an outstanding safety record. The employees at Pantex have Sill-time union 
safety officers to whom they can raise safety conce-s, and Mason & Hanger Corporation 
has implemented a Voluntary Protection Program to furthe enhance employee and public 
safety.  

WHEREAS, Pantex employees have safely handled, worked with, and stored pits.  
The Savannah River Site has a history of radioactive contamination of the environment.  

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Amarillo Chamber of Commerce 
Board of Directors supports the disassembly and conversion of nuclear weapons 
plutonium components (pits) program to be assigned to the Pantex plant.  

BE IT FUTHER.RESOLVED that the Amarillo Chamber of Commerce encourages the 

Texas Congressional Delegation to continue to support and work toward this goal.  

ADOPTED this / ' day of Agut-1998 

David Wilks, Chairman of the Board GayM e n O1iiej!Y

1

TXD50

DOE acknowledges the commentors' support for siting the pit conversion 
facility at Pantex. Analyses in Chapter 4 of Volume I indicate that impacts 
of operating the pit conversion facility on health, safety, and the environment 
at Pantex would likely be minor. Decisions on the surplus plutonium 
disposition program at Pantex will be based on environmental analyses 
(including analyses of transportation risks), technical and cost reports, 
national policy and nonproliferation considerations, and public input. DOE 
will announce its decisions regarding facility siting and approach to surplus 
plutonium disposition in the SPD EIS ROD.

TXD50-1 Alternatives
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AMARILLO COLLEGE 
M. KAREN RUDDY 
PAGE 1 OF 1 

TXD38-1 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for DOE's efforts in coming to 

fair and well-reasoned decisions regarding surplus plutonium disposition.  

Decisions on the surplus plutonium disposition program will be based on 

environmental analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy and 

__"______________ ' •nonproliferation considerations, and public input.  

1 4 1H, 4 
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AMARILLO COLLEGE 
rJ M. KAREN RUDDY 

"o PAGE 1 OF 2 
FD151-1 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support of DOE and its surplus 

To: u.s. Departmen ot OEra plutonium disposition program.  

From: Dr. M. Karen Ruddy ,Director ofthe Electronic Resource Library (BRL) Project 
atmarillo College Lund at kttpdplutoninm-erlactaedn.  

Date: August 27, 1998 
RE: Comments on the Pantu MisNions 

ear Sk or Madam

I believe that thisc ountry does indeed face a clear and present danger in the ct that plutonium 
disposition and waste maetials in our environment need to be addressed. The issues need to be 
based on sound and reliable scientific mad technical research (an exomplasy effort in Amarillo is 
the workbeing caried on through the Amars oNstional Resource Center for Plutonium).  

I conmend the DOE for the policy of openness over the last iv or six yeas. I deal with the 
plutonim literature daily in my role as Director ofthe Electroni Resource Library - a library 
dedicated to the scientific and technical studyofplutonium- use. disposition, storafe.  
transportation. health policy and history, and I know that most of the environmemal problems in 
regard to the USDOE policies have come about because of the Cold War legacy.  

I also belve that the Sutume energy source in the world is going to be nuclear and believ any 
decisions made today esst keep that reality in mind. Ralph Nader used to be right, now he is 
old and ceoased.  

I deplore the representation inthe Amarillo m aing oftle If-ovet-hippies" who have no 
right to represent the m4odity oftho citizensIn Amauillo end the Panhandle of Texes. I think it 
ilsnmmoral for the armeatiha the governmen has poured oney into over the years (Yucca Mt.  
in Nevada for example) to now be against the deployment of ttese areas to serve their purpose.  
I hope you disregard their comments and follow scientc and technical research to make your 
decisions.  

Mr.Richardson was hene in Amarillo yesterday and I wish I could have met him. I am 
comforted that he is the new Secretary oft•erSy and believe he will make the hard decisions 
for thegoodofall 

We (the ,lectronic Resource Library (ERL)) are collaborating with OMT to digitize paper 
document that they provide to us and we hope to acquire a microfiche sctling machine 
through agrant to the B41S program in the Executive Ofte. We will be able to then digitize 
the DOE OSTIrnicrofiche collection and retrieve docunents stored only on that media.  

We serve Pantex, Amarillo College. the Amarillo and Panhandle community and the researchers 
and scientists at UT, AAM and Texas Tech through the NRL services and resources and are 
proud to be part of the great effort to help our country as lates has done in the past.

FD151
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AMARILLO COLLEGE 
M. KAREN RUDDY 
PAGE 2 OF 2

Wae cleborate with L MeAlmo., with the Loveince Institute. with the F. A prog=,, the DOE 
Reading Room program (Interactively with th one here at Amarillo College) aid witl the 
WIPP site through other reiocal ommunity collees (.e New Mexico Jundor College in 
Hobbs, NM) to obtain plutonlum-Matcd documtets and joint gramtproposals such as the I-LS 
(Institute ofMuseums and 1ibrary Services).  

I believe that additdin asmsi shoud come to Psmgc for the following reasons: 
I. You have incredibleonmanity support hi Amario and surrounding tat 
2. The wodcfoceis highly ,uklld in this eas due to the pa sad present program at Amarillo 

College (attested to by the recent announceen that Bell Hldicopter is 
going to iMd their new a•raft here In Amwllo.  

3. rhe pit; are a4ly here and as tunders•an• the ARIES (Advanced Recovery and 
CntegratedExsractios System) proms, it iucldes "nuclear weapons dinmsntlemswe, 
reduction, and pr•cessing with minimal additions to the nuclear waste swream. This quote 
omes ho rns document Roumd in te Electrounic ResoumrccLtry collection.  

4. The Pamec solMoan would meet the SPD-E-miS snion ofreducing the threat of 
niche weapons and the proliration threat by avoiding tansportation ofpits 

S. Spreading the dim-assembly program around (Le. So. ýCrolin Texas, New Mexico) 
would garner more mpport fryour ultimate program of storage eUn dIspositon.  

6. Cost is turning out to be a non disrininacing factor in the location decision.  
7. The Amaillo National Resoce Cenutr ar Plutonium MnLds the En project 

through eompeitdve grants) is & strategic social, political, education,], and research 
variabslein his area. as Ib just tree short yeara, the AN iCn has hlped "thinikingand 
masohs 0people ilds area sort through the mire snd conrftion of'xponenially 
exploding inuonmationto get to tho efcts, be more assured and make bettor decisions.  

8. The Texas Energy Conservation progr m teviromnAtelly monitors the Pantem 
operation and helpst erure a sat and env menmaly sound opertlo.  

9. ThesaUt and serity•r•• rd of(Peta.  
10. Most imporant I believe wemuat ACT SOONcon plutonium dispositiotwith all 

the ramifictaion; in Russia and fhe rest of the world -tmstatW you in 
the "drivers sat" offt great mission have secured our national futtre and atd 
with the Imowledge, that phetonium must indod be turned into plowshares for 
"planting and hrvesting ofthe entergysede oftheUltt.  

Thank you for this opportunity to coramet on this potendial progrant We love cur outry, 
support our gov=ent and want to worktoward world powc and prosperity.  

Sincerely, X.a A4w -01 4 
M. KarenRuddy. Ph.D.  
Director, •Elctronic Reo'ere.-brazy Project at Amarillo College 
Amarilo Coll-ge 
Amarillo, TX 79189 
(806) 371-5148 office 

-,nail: mkuddy@acn.edu 

FD 151

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support of expanded missions atPantex.  
Decisions on the surplus plutonium disposition program at Pantex will be 
based on environmental analyses (including analyses of transportation risks), 
technical and cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation 
considerations, and public input. DOE will announce its decisions regarding 
facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium disposition in the 
SPDEIS ROD.

FD151-2 Alternatives
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S AMARILLO ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 
d.DEBRA BALLOU 
0 PAGE1OF1

Amarillo Economic Development Corporation]

Comments of Debra Ballou Regarding the DOE Surplus 
Plutonium Disposition Draft Environmental impact Statement 

My concern today Is with our area's future. While I am proud of our area's 
accomplishments in the field of economic development, I am stilt concerned with the 
long-term future of Pantex. Pantex is such a large force in our local economy that 
negative impacts from Pantex can essentially take away the gains we may make in 
other areas.  

In essence, if the AEDC brings a new employer to town it may be like taking a 
step forward. However, if Pantex fails to grow, it may be like taking two steps backward.  
One step forward and two steps backward is no way to get where you want to go.  

Pantax has been a great employer in the Texas panhandle for many years. The 

spin off of Paitex dollars in the local economy provides employment opportunities In all 
sectors of the economy. The jobs at Pantex and the skilled service jobs that result in 
the economy are the kind of opportunities that keep people who are raised in Amarillo 
from taking their skills to larger metro areas where jobs are abundant. We cannot afford 
to take two steps back for every one forward.  

Pantex has operated safely for many years, and its excellent track record should 
weigh heavily in the decision making on the location for plutonium disposition misaions.  
This area, and its elected officials at all levels, support Pantex overwhelmingly.  
Considering this area's strong support for Pantex and the good fit between these 
missions and Pantex's current mission, I strongly urge the Secretary of Energy to 
choose Pantax for Pit Disassembly and Conversion and MOX Fuel Manufacturing.

1 

2

TXD53-1 Other 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support of expanded missions atPantex.  
Decisions on the surplus plutonium disposition program at Pantex will be 
based on environmental analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy 
and nonproliferation considerations, and public input.

TXD53-2 Alternatives

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the pit conversion 
and MOX facilities at Pantex. Decisions on the surplus plutonium 
disposition program at Pantex will be based on environmental analyses, 
technical and cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation 
considerations, and public input. DOE will announce its decisions regarding 
facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium disposition in the 
SPD EIS ROD.

Debra Ballou 
Secretary. Beard o oDirectors 

Amarllo econontic Development Corporation 
Bank One Center •elfte 1503 

00 S. "Tyler Street 
AmadnlaoTX 79101 

(S06) 379-Mal

TXD53



AMARILLO ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 
MICHAEL R. BouRN 
PAGE 1 OF 2

Amarillo Economic Development Corporation

Comments of Michael Bourn Regarding the DOE Surplus 
Plutonium Disposition Draft Environmental Impact Statement 

The Amarillo Economic Development Corporation is dedicated to expanding and 

diversifying the economy in the Amarillo area. We focus on basic employers, that is 

employers who derive their income from outside of our economic region. We have 

assisted many local basic employers and we continue to recruit new basic employers to 

our community. Because of our extensive work with hundreds of existing businesses 

and those that have considered Amarillo over the past eight years, we have gathered 

extensive, detailed knowledge of our area's business climate.  

Beyond the quantitative measures such as our very low utility costs, affordable 

and available labor, and low cost of living lies the real key to this region's success - we 

have a truly outstanding workforce. As I mentioned, the quality of our workforce 

transcends the quantitatively measurable. Nevertheless, our quality workforce is very 

real. Recently, Bell Helicopter announced plans to locate the assembly plant for the V

22 Osprey Tiltrotor Aircraft in Amarillo. In announcing that decision, one of the key 

factors mentioned was the great skill of our workforce. But Bell did not make that 

decision just based on our word, they had twenty years' experience with a facility in 

Amarillo from the late 1960s to thelate 1980s.  

The Department of Energy should likewise recognize the skill of Amarillo's 

workforce when choosing its location for plutonium disposition missions. And the 

disassembly of plutonium pits should rightfully be seen as a logical extension of the 

weapons disassembly work already performed by the highly skilled workers at Pantex.  

The MOX mission also makes sense to be performed within the high security areas at 

Pentex.

Michael R. Bourn 
Sxecuttve Director 

Amarillo coinomsk Developewent Corporation 
Bank Onm Center, SuiteI tO3 

600 S. Tyler Street 
Amarillo,'TX 79101 

(W6) 37"M41

TXD30

TXD30-1 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the pit conversion 
and MOX facilities at Pantex. Decisions on the surplus plutonium 
disposition program at Pantex will be based on environmental analyses, 
technical and cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation 
considerations, and public input. DOE will announce its decisions regarding 
facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium disposition in the 
SPD EIS ROD.
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AMARILLO ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 
"• MICHAEL R. BouRN 
t PAGE 2 OF 2

Mr. Michael I. Boum 
Page 2

The controversial aspect of using plutonium as a fuel should also be considered.  

As we look at our neighbors to the west who are trying to open the WIPP site, we can 

see that political controversy can cause enormous delays in scientifically sound projects.  

While I believe the MOX program to be technically sound and the best policy for the 

United States, I also believe that the current timetable for implementation of MOX 

manufacturing is not realistic. The program could be delayed for years over political 

controversy regarding our nation's policy toward nuclear energy.  

Given the likelihood of delays In the MOX program, the DOE should take an 

affirmative step in demilitarizing its surplus weapons components by putting the Pit 

Disassembly and Conversion Facility into operation as quickly as can safely be done.  

This work can be done best, and with the least likelihood of political delays, at the 

Pantex Plant. I therefore urge the Secretary of Energy to name Pantex as the sole 

preferred alternative for Pit Disassembly and Conversion. Furthermore, I would ask 

that Secretary Richardson to re-examine the decision made by Secretary Pefia to locate 

the MOX facility at the Savannah River Site. In light of the controversy likely to surround 

the MOX program, a final decision on site location for that facility should be made after 

the site for the pit disassembly mission has already been determined.  

Thank you for the chance to make comments on this very important Issue.

2

Michael R. Bourn 
Executive Director 

Amarillo Economic Development Corporation 
Ban k One Center, Suite 15M1 

600S. Tyler Street 
Amarillo,TlX 79101 

(O0N) 379-6411

1)UDSO

DOE acknowledges the commentor's concern over potential controversy 
surrounding MOX fuel fabrication. The goal of the surplus plutonium 
disposition program is to reduce the tfreat of nuclear weapons proliferation 
worldwide by conducting disposition of surplus plutonium in the United 
States in an environmentally safe and timely manner. Converting the surplus 
plutonium into MOX fuel and using it in domestic, commercial reactors is 
an effective way to accomplish this.  

Further, selection of the disposition technology (immobilization or MOX 
approach) should not impact the pace of pit declassification. Pit 
declassification would likely depend on the agreements reached with Russia.  
In late July 1998, Vice President Gore and Russian Prime Minister Sergei 
Kiriyenko signed a 5-year agreement to provide the scientific and technical 
basis for decisions concerning how surplus plutonium will be managed.  
This agreement enables the two countries to explore mutually acceptable 
strategies for safeguarding and dispositioning surplus plutonium.  

As indicated in the revised Section 1.6, SRS is preferred for the proposed 
surplus plutonium disposition facilities because the site has extensive 
experience with plutonium processing, and these facilities complement 
existing missions and take advantage of existing infrastructure.

TXD30-2 DOE Policy



AMARILLO EcoNoMIc DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 
GILBERT GUZMAN 
PAGE 1 OF 1

Amarillo Economic Development Corporation

Comments of Gilbeit Guzman Regarding the DOE Surplus 
Plutonium Disposition Draft Environmental Impact Statement 

Thank you for the chance to express the views of the Amarillo Economic 

Development Corporation regarding the surplus plutonium missions being considered 

for Pantex. The Amarillo Economic Development Corporation (AEDC) serves as the 

development arm of the City of Amarillo local governm'ent. The Corporation is funded 

by a half-cent sales tax and its board is appointed by the elected Mayor and City 

Commissioners of the City of Amarillo. As a public corporation our activities are carried 

out with the public interestfirst and foremost in mind.  

Since the early part of this decade, the AEDC has striven to bring new work to 

the Pantex Plant in order to enhance the manufacturing base of our community. When 

measured by payroll and economic impact, Pantex is the largest manufacturer in a 

region comprised of over 50 counties in the Texas panhandle and south plains. Our 

support for new missions at Pantex is contingent on those missions being done in a 

manner that does not endanger human health or the environment 

The AEDC strongly supports the selection of Pantex as the site for the Pit 

Disassembly and Conversion Facility and MOX fuel manufacturing mission. These new 

missions will provide jobs for Pantax employees who might otherwise not have jobs as 

the disassembly work the plant now performs winds down. Panlex has been an 

important part of this community for over 50 years. We hope thai with the addition of 

plutonium disposition missions, Pantex continues to be a major economic presence in 

this area for the next 50 years.

Gilbert Guzman 
P•esident 

Amarillo Eeonomle Development CorporiLon 
Bank One Center, Suite 1503 

600 S. Tyle StreeL 
Amarillo, TX 7910 

(M06) 379-Ml

1

TXD31

TXD31-1 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the pit conversion 
and MOX facilities at Pantex. Analyses in Chapter 4 of Volume I indicate 
that impacts of operating these facilities on health, safety, and the 
environment at Pantex would likely be minor. Decisions on the surplus 
plutonium disposition program at Pantex will be based on environmental 
analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation 
considerations, and public input. DOE will announce its decisions regarding 
facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium disposition in the 
SPD EIS ROD.
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S AMARILLO ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 
S. rrGLENN MCMIENNAMY 
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Amarillo Economic Devrelopment Cor oration 

Comments of Glenn McMennamy Regarding the DOE Surplus 
Plutonium Disposition Draft Environmental Impact Statement 

The people of the Texas panhandle are proud of the Pantex plant. They 
support the current plant operations and the expansion of the activities at 
Pantax. The payroll of Pantex pours hundreds of millions of dollars into the 
regional economy. All told, Pantex is responsible for about one out of every 10 
Jobs in the Amarillo metro area.  

Today, you will hear from many people who come from different 
perspectives. 'Let me remind you of the overwhelming support the Department of 
Energy has in this area. Repeated polling has shown more than 80% of the 
residents of the area support Pentax Our elected officials at the local, state and 
national level all support Panteax Pentexis supported by Republicans, 
Democrats, Labor and Business. All demographic groups in our area support 
Panex. I have been involved in local, state and national politics for many years 
and few of the candidates or issues with which I have dealt have ever had the 
broad support that Pantax enjoys.  

Strong support is important for the DOE. In years past, the pressures of 
the Cold War made big budgets standard for the Department. In the post-Cold 
War era, the DOE budget receives an enormous amount of scrutiny. Different 
sites in the nuclear weapons complex have been reduced to fighting one another 
for new work and even for funding for the cleanup of heavily contaminated sites 
in Idaho, Colorado, Washington, and South Carolina. With all this budgetary 
scrutiny the DOE should seek the help of its political friends.

1

Gleam McMennamy 
Vlce President 

An adlta S aii Develpment Corpmattian 
Bank One Center, Suite 15e 

40 s.rt, styet 
Amarillo, x 7X791 

(8W 37944111

"TXD33

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the proposed surplus 
plutonium disposition facilities at Pantex, as well as the observations 
regarding broad political and community support. Decisions on the surplus 
plutonium disposition program at Pantex will be based on environmental 
analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation 
considerations, and public input DOE will announce its decisions regarding 
facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium disposition in the 
SPD EIS ROD.

TXD33-1 Alternatives
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GLENN MCMENNAMY 
PAGE 2 OF 2

M.r Glnn MrMee'aey 
Pape2

The Texas congressional delegation overwhelmingly supports the 

expansion of Pantex. The Governor and Lt. Governor of Texas support the 

expansion of Pantex. The AFL-CIO supports the expansion of Pentex.  

These are very important constituencies to the Department of Energy.  

Their will should be carefully considered when deciding where to locate new 

missions. We know this workwill be done ina safe manner. We knowweare 

the right place to perform these missions. We will be very disappointed if the 

DOE fails to name Pantex as the site for this new work. The Texas 

congressional delegation will also be very disappointed if Pantax is not selected.  

I sincerely hope the DOE makes the right choice and decides to locate these 

new missions in Texas.

Glenn McMennamy 
Vice Preskient 

Amaello F-cio•en Development Cerpration 
Bamk One Center, Suite 153 

0r S. TylerSteet 
A8adoTXM 79101 

W56) 379-6411
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Amarillo Economic Development Corporation 

Comments of George RaffWind Regarding the DOE Surplus 
Plutonium Disposition Draft Environmental impact Statement

I appreciate the chance to speak with you today about the draft 

Environmental Impact Statement on Surplus Plutonium Disposition. The 

Amarillo Economic Development Corporation (AEDC) has worked for years to try 

to bring new work to Pantex. We have always insisted, and continue to insist, 
that new work coming to Pantex be environmentally sound and a good 'fit with 

the existing missions. The Pit Disassembly and Conversion and MOX fuel 

missions meeftboth those criteria. Therefore, the I strongly encourage the 

Secretary of Energy to name Pantex as the sole preferred alternative for these 

plutonium disposition missions.  

As a retailer in Amarillo, I understand the profound impact of agricultural 

income on the entire economy of this region. While I am not directly involved in 

agriculture, I know that my business' sales decline when times are hard for 
farmers and ranchers. I also know that for more than half-a-century, the 
presence of Pantax in Ihis area has never led to reduced crop yields or reduced 

prices for commodity crops or livestock The economy of all of West Texas is 

presently feeling the effects of drought and the subsequent decrease in farm and 

ranch Income. Sales growth in the retail sector in Amarillo and surrounding 

towns has slowed. Even though the airlines are carrying record loads onea 

national basis, airline loads are down in Amarillo, Lubbock and Midland. We all 

recognize that the rural and urban economies of this area are wholly and 

inextricably linked.

I

Geerge Raffkind 
Memnbr, Board ofrDimtma 

Amnartlo conomk iDeveloprment Corporation 
Bank One Center, Smile 1503 

0e .Sr.yl-street 
Amarillo, TX 79101 

90 54457-611

TXD32

TXD32-1 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the pit conversion 
and MOX facilities at Pantex. Analyses in Chapter 4 of Volume I indicate 
that impacts of operating these facilities on health, safety, and the 
environment at Pantex would likely be minor. Decisions on the surplus 
plutonium disposition program at Pantex will be based on environmental 
analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation 
considerations, and public input. DOE will announce its decisions regarding 
facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium disposition in the 
SPD EIS ROD.
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Mr. Gmoe5Ralffkhid 
Page 2 

The proposed new missions at Pantex will lead to economic growth in our 

area, without harming agriculture. I would not support a project that negatively 

impacts agriculture, because my own livelihood is affected by the condition of 

the agricultural sector of the economy. Moreover, the AEDC receives a great 

deal of sales tax revenue from persons who live in rural areas and shop In 

Amarillo. We have no intention of growing one part of the economy at the 

expense of another.  

I hope that the Secretary of Energy will keep in mind that the vast majority 

of the people in Carson, Potter and Randall Counties support agriculture and the 

Pantex Plant. Most people in this area recognize that both are essential to the 

well-being of our economy. I urge the Secretary to name Pantex as the sole 

preferred allernative for Pit Disassembl• and Conversion and MOX Fuel 

Manufacturing.  

George tlafficind 
Me1mb. 5Bofd fDiredo 

AmArllo Economic Development Copmrtion 
BankfLne Ceibt, SaLte 1S 

6 S. TylewSteet 
Amaolo, TX 79101 

(806) 379.511TX(D32 
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Remarks 
For DOE Hearings on Pantex 

August 11, 1998, Amarillo, TexAs 
By Garet von Netzer 

Publisher, Amarillo Globe-News 

Thank you for allowing me to 
present these remarks at today's 
hearing.  

My comments are very brief.  
They focus on the practical and 

cost-effective reasons the Pantex 
Plant should be awarded the 
mission of disassembly and 
conversion of nuclear weapons 
plutonium pits.  

First, the pits already are 
securely stored at the Pantex Plant.  
The plant's security force is one of 
the finest paramilitary forces in 
the world, and it's the highest 
rated among all the DOE complex 
facility forces.

1

TXD54

TXD54-1 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the pit conversion 
facility at Pantex. Decisions on the surplus plutonium disposition program 
atPantex will be based on environmental analyses, technical and cost reports, 
national policy and nonproliferation considerations, and public input. DOE 
will announce its decisions regarding facility siting and approach to surplus 
plutonium disposition in the SPD EIS ROD.
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Page Two 

Why would the DOE even consider 
the risks and added expense of 
transporting plutonium pits to 
another site? 

Second, the Pantex Plant already 
has the trained and highly qualified 
workforce to do the disassembly 
work. Workers at another site 
would have to be trained and would 
lack the background available 
already at the Pantex Plant.  

Third, the Pantex plant's track 
record with handling and storing 
plutonium pits is proven, over many 
years, and without incident. In 
fact, the Pantex Plant has the 
finest safety and environmental 
record of all the major DOE sites in 
the nuclear weapons complex.  

Fourth, consider the region's and 
city's strong support for the Pantex 
Plant, what it does and how it does

TXD54
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Page Three 

it. Polls have shown for many 
years that more than 8 of 1 0 people 
strongly support the Pantex Plant 
and its role in our national defense.  

These are just some of the 
reasons why the DOE should locate 
the disassembly mission at Pantex.

TXD54
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GILBERT GUZMAN ET AL.  
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Amarillo Hispanic Chamber of Commerce

mars do Comercio Hispana de Amarillo
P.O. Box 1861 Amarillo, Texas. 79105 

A RESOLUTION OF THE AMARILLO HISPANIC O C1AMBR OP FCOP24CE 
BOARD OF DIRECTORSI fN SUPPORT OF 

PANTEX 

WIHER.EAS, the Pantex plant currently employs 2869 Amarillo-area 
residents and puts $200 million directly into our area, and is 
responsible for about one out of every ten Amarillo area jobs.  

WHEREAS, the Pantex plant consistently employs Amarillo-area 
Hispanics at all levels, and consistently promotes minority business 
procuremscnt opportunities.  

WHEREAS, Pantex employees have more experience in handling plutoni-um 
pits than any other site in the complex.  

WHEREAS., Pantex has more than adequate storage space for converting 
plutonium.

WHEREAS, the Pantex guard force is the highest rated in the DOE 
complex. Pantex has an outstanding safety record. The employees at 
Pantex have full-time union safety officers to whom they can raise 
safety concerns, Mason & Hanger Corporation has implemented a 
Voluntary Protection Program to further enhance employee and public 
safety.  

WHEREAS, Pantex employees have safely handled, worked with, and 
stored pits. The Savannah River Site has a history of radioactive 
contamination of the enviro~mient.  

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Amarillo Hispanic Chamber of 
Commerce Board of Directors support the disassembly and conversion of 
nuclear weapons plutonium components (pits) program to be assigned to 
the Pantex plant.

1

TXD36-1 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the commentors' support for siting the pit conversion 
facility at Pantex. Analyses in Chapter 4 of Volume I indicate that impacts 
of operating the pit conversion facility on health, safety, and the environment 
at Pantex would likely be minor. Decisions on the surplus plutonium 
disposition program at Pantex will be based on environmental analyses, 
technical and cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation 
considerations, and public input. DOE will announce its decisions regarding 
facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium disposition in the 
SPD EIS ROD.

A~pnOPTEthisA/LIday ofAir , 199T 

GirLane 
Gilbert e sn 32imkoftf oxar %-rsdn 
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AMARILLO NATIONAL RESOURCE CENTER FOR PLUTONIUM 

. RICHARD HARTLEY SPAGE I OF 1 
TXD43-1 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the findings of the ANRCP's study in support of pit 

Amarillo National Resource Center for Plutonium disassembly and conversion and MOX fuel fabrication at Pantex. Decisions 
on the surplus plutonium disposition program at Pantex will be based on 
environmental analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy and 

nonproliferation considerations, and public input.  

Comments of Richard Hartley, Ph.D., Technical Director of the Amarillo National 
Resource Center for Plutonium, August 11, 199M, at the Amarillo, Texas Public 
Meeting to discuss the Surplus Plutonium Disposition Draft Enmyronmenstl mImpact 
Statement (EIS).  

It is tie-Centcr's mission to provide otiectivechnical advice to the elected officials, regulators.  
and citizens of Texas on missions, like pit conversion and MOX, that potentially could come to 
Pantex. This itdependent technical advice is obtainedby using academic experts from t[e 
eonsortium univetstties in Texas. (A&KM UT, "TIU). We also work closely with the, agricultural 

cnmnmtmity through the Agticulture Research & Ag Extension Service heme in the Panhandleof 
Texas.  

One project the Center was asked to performsby the governor's office W an independent 
safety and health analysis of bothithe plutonium comversion mission and MOX at Pantex and a 
review ofthe ELS on bebal"of the stale otTexas. Our technical team included: 

"* Dr. Ian Hamilton, Texas A&M Univcrsity, certififedhealth physicist 
"* Dr. Randy Charbenew. University of Texas, professional environmental enginmsr 

"* Dr. John Sweeten. agricultural enginee" with Ag Extension Sesvice 
"* Dr. Bobby Stewwat, West Texas A&M OUniversity. agricultural scientist 
"* Dr.Jtim Rock, TexasnA&M, certified indastrialihygienists 
"* Dr. Paul Vaughn, Temas TechU niversity, agricultural communications specialist 
"* Dr. James R, O rk, West Texas A&M, Dryland Wheat Institute 
"a Dr. Nolan Clark, Director, USDA Lab in Bushland, Texas 

The results of that independent study were provided to elected officials, Texan regulatuin, and 
citizens of Amarillo in Nov. of 1997. Therstudy was conducted bymaxptertprofmssional 
enviemmaotal iengineer., m,•aiwed health physicists, certified indussral hygienists, and agricultural 
engtneers and scientists. The conclusion of that study was that the risks as•nciated with the new 
missions is compaable to the risk of current operations at Pantex and there are noiimpacts on water 
renounces, water quality, no impact or soil or air ret•atrse.  

We were also asked by the governor's office to have the university principal investigators of tha 
study review the draft Surplus Plutonium Disposition Environmental impact Statement. As in the 
sskcharacteization effort presented in November, the researchers find that themr arc no significant 
environmental or safety impacts associated with the pit disassembly conversion or MOX mission 
coming to Pantex.  

The ANRCP coasortium representssutbantisi research capabilities that lnclad&4 1) 29 Campuses 
with 24.276 faculty, 259,534 studcnts, and a $6.5 B combn•ed budget, 2) academic credibility and 
independent verification, and 3) education based program that supports t e Secretary of Energy's 
education initialive.

600 South Tyler • Suitet800 • Amaillo.TXT79101 -3 06-376-5533 Fax 806-376-5561 
TXD43
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TXD48-1 Nonproliferation

Comments on the 
Surplus Plutonium Disposition Draft Environmental Impact Statement 

By 

IL L. Peddicord 
Amarillo National Resource Center for Plutonium 

Presented at the SPDEIS Hearing 
Amarillo, Texas 
August 11, 1998 

A key element in the surplus plutonium disposition mission will be provisions to allow for 
either bilateral inspections or multilateral inspection of excess weapons material. These 
functions contribute to important U.S. policy issues on transparency and openness relating 
to the disposition of surplus weapons materials both in the United States and the Russian 
Federation. Bilateralinspection with Russia will be important to develop a mutual level of 
confidence with the Russians for the entire disposition effort Such bilateral inspection 
agreements will also provide confirmation to the U.S. through our inspection of Russian 
facilities that their efforts are proceeding accordingly. Likewise, potential multilateral 
inspection under the auspices of the International Atomic Energy Agency in Vienna, 
Austria, will give assurances to the global community of U.S. leadership in this key 
endeavor.  

While the inspection function will be an ancillary enterprise, it also will have some 
environmental impact. Accommodations must be made for the facilities, equipment and 
individuals performing this role. These requirements can presumably be handled in a 
straightforward way with minimal environmental disruption.  

In terms of the inspection function and its relation to the Pit Disassembly and Conversion 
Facility (PDCF), the input material to the PDCF will be in forms which are classified.  
However, the output material will be either converted to a metal "hockey puck" or 
plutonium oxide powder. Subsequent storage of this material will not be of a classified 
nature and will be subject to intemational inspection. It is noted that by locating the PDC 
Facility at the Pantex Plant, the necessary Perimeter Inspection, Detection and Alarm 
System (PIDAS) is in place to guarantee the security of weapons grade material.  
Reconfiguration of the existing areas at Pantex could be done in a straightforward way to 

allow for the inspection requirements while assuring that classified information and material 

is not compromised.  
TX1D48

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the pit conversion 
facility at Pantex. Once the United States and Russia complete an agreement 
providing the basis for exchanging classified nuclear information, the 
procedures to be used for inspection of pits in storage could potentially be 
adapted to contribute to bilateral monitoring of the pit conversion facility.  
International monitoring and inspection of the unclassified plutonium would 
also allow the United States and Russia to demonstrate to each other and to 
the international community that disposition was being carried out under 
stringent nonproliferation controls, and that the excess plutonium was not 
being diverted for reuse in weapons. Accommodation for international 
inspection of the unclassified material was incorporated in the design of 
the pit conversion facility, as shown in Figure 2-7. The MOX facility would 
be a separate function and would only process unclassified materials.  
Accommodation for international inspection was incorporated in the design 
of the facility, as shown in Figure 2-14. Decisions on the surplus plutonium 
disposition program at Pantex will be based on environmental analyses, 
technical and cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation 
considerations, and public input. DOE will announce its decisions regarding 
facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium disposition in the 
SPD EIS ROD.
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A second aspect of the inspection requirements is also worth noting. As mentioned above, 

it is the material produced by the PDCF which will be subject to inspection. This precludes 

the possibility, which has been suggested elsewhere, that a fully integratedfacility might be 

used which will have weapons pits as the input and MOX fuel as the output. Such a 

facility would not allow for the inspection of the product of the pit disassembly and 

conversion steps. If it were to be proposed at a Russian installation, presumably such a 

fully integratedapproach with restrictions for the inspection of unclassified material would 

not be acceptable to the United States. We would want to be able to assure that the MOX 

fuel coming out was the result of the pits going in. As a result, separation of the pit 

conversion function from the MOX fuel fabrication will be necessary.  

The Pantex Plant provides the opportunity for a facility for pit disassembly and conversion 

which meets, ini a straightforward way, the requirements for key bilateral and multilateral 

inspection while minimizing the number of steps for the handling of sensitive weapons 

components. The selection of Pantex for the PDC Facility should assure expediency in 

carrying out U.S. and international nonproliferation goals. Bilateral and IAEA 

requirements could be more easily facilitated at Pantex thereby implementing pit 

disassembly and conversion more quickly, entering into an agreement to reach this same 

result with the Russians, and achieving the critical goal of timeliness which is a key factor 

in the surplus plutonium disposition mission.

TXD48
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MD175-1 Transportation 

DOE appreciates publication of the referenced report by ANRCP.  

Amarillo National Resource Center for Plutonium 

SctierS8, 1998 

Mr. Pert Stevenson 
NEJPAComnpliane Oficer 
US Department of EE

5
a' 

PO Bo 23786 
Washingtonn. 20026-3786 

D.ea Mr. Sleverox 

The Center is pleased to publish in its Cients Report Seeies ANRCP-1998-11I. "Routing of 
Rtateeiw Shipmenats With Tinse-Varying Costs and Crff " by Laarie A. aBowier and Dr. I 1 
lania S. MahmaL Trhis is key reeare then montains ltal iefnnatio for a key aeadience. antd is 
the type of research the Centersuppoerts 

Please do not hesitate to contact as ifany further information ffre the Center would be heWlpfl.  

Sincerely, 

Ang=a L Woods Tedhnicrat l e 

Enclosre 

600 South Tyler- Suite R800 Amarillo, TX 19101 - 80&-376-55B3 Pax 8?M-376-3561

MD175
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NMicha Andrw 
3512 Ititn 
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Ph. 906.359-670 

E,-Ma: maeo-umnemt 

Tlit: yrt 2000 cnasidulmiwa fiun Ihe udy.

Au mmond taxpayC and on• kloaegelcbt the Year 2000 a"!s I uamoonoc-vd with 

Un xeout that lidst Pasta and the Savannst River Sites as c'ualt• praofered su for tbe DOBs 

Pit Diwanasebly and Conversion Theilty.  

As a proponent ofl'Pmni and a resa•ldt or Amuaillo I have sem the praativa approach Pmnterc 

u had on avironrmetal jaispseeand Just a critical the appropriate ume ofour tax dollars. lcan 

mot y tli samn flr the Savannah River She. Specifivally I would like to cie two inwtanoes of 

mmy th edrive hm nmy point.  

"" F rmanh River was recently noted in seva national Federal Coamting publcatione 

hnvhgbadomd= a mull million dolls project to modernize their computer systems after 

"sending in ereh of@7l0 mlU oon theaffort Thiu upgrade was aim to provid replucemenla 

fore an erofsstenmsthsatwill not withstand theYlour 20
0 0 whichltis aJlittle moro than a yea 

away

Scondm , Savanaah River wae noted as havin major deficincies mneeti dates in sves-v of their 

systems¢ Mduid rithe Defntse Waste Proesing Control Systems. This prom•pted a specl 

wrte-iup in a recet quarterly upofl to the Office ofuantgetitst and Dndge from the DOlt 
notIng'the CIO determined that twn f ustli• tiona did not contain rconlelmainenm tyar 

ratting exceptions.' Savannah Rive•r•saion in part ed a tindinl renarirtinns ewThe 

Envi-onmnental )ansapat branch ofDOE imposed by OMRI to "min iM lt.

In summarsy Ido not believe both are 'qtall prepared tn cduat wr'k oan Jauary 1, 2000 

mtws loestcon" tlect Itstkiynd Mktoenly Recognlnng the amponance on Dmicroprocessors:1.  

t odays nm uit dt tttn ro oecm s and stl. unp lradl shle eff e ofignoing Y ar 2000 probl ems!I 

belierve that it finilrn evaluation were cnducted into the readlnem of tach facility for fte•coming 
millenmiuna thrat Plo r would he the wc hoice.  

Michal Andrew

1

FD110

FDIlO-1 Other 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the pit conversion 

facility at Pantex. DOE is working diligently to correctthe Y2K problems in all 

of its computer systems and will not operate any facilities subject to such 

problems. Construction of the pit conversion facility is scheduled to begin 

in 2001, and operations are scheduled to begin in 2004; therefore, the computer 

systems for the new facilities would not be affected by the Y2K problem.  

As indicated in the revised Section 1.6, SRS is preferred for the proposed 

facilities because the site has extensive experience with plutonium 

processing, and these facilities complement existing missions and take 

advantage of existing infrastructure. Decisions on the surplus plutonium 

disposition program at Pantex will be based on environmental analyses, 

technical and cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation 

considerations, and public input. DOE will announce its decisions regarding 

facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium disposition in the 

SPD EIS ROD.
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Keep Texas Panhandle water, air, and 
soil sire from radioactive pollutants 

To any plutonium processing in the 
Texas Panhandle 

To minimal handling and processing of 

plutonium and other nuclear materials

lNo! To converting military plutonium for 
! usV in ed oxide (MOX) fuel 

d, "m
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CD1328

CD1328-1 Alternatives 

Sections 4.17 and 4.26.3 describe the potential effects of the maximum impact 
alternative on air quality, water resources, and soil. These analyses indicate 
that the impacts of construction and normal operation of the pit conversion 
and MOX facilities on air, water, and soil at Pantex would likely be minor.

CD1328-2 Alternatives

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the surplus plutonium 
disposition program at Pantex. Decisions on the surplus plutonium 
disposition program at Pantex will be based on environmental analyses, 
technical and cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation 
considerations, and public input.

CD1328-3 DOE Policy

The goal of the surplus plutonium disposition program is to reduce the 
threat of nuclear weapons proliferation worldwide by conducting disposition 

of surplus plutonium in the United States in an environmentally safe and 

timely manner. DOE is committed to public and worker safety during the 

construction, operation, and deactivation of the proposed surplus plutonium 
disposition facilities, and would implement appropriate controls and 

procedures to ensure compliance with all applicable Federal, State, and 

local laws, rules, regulations, and requirements.  

CD1328-4 MOX Approach 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the MOX approach to 

surplus plutonium disposition. Pursuing both immobilization and MOX 

fuel fabrication provides the United States important insurance against 

potential disadvantages of implementing either approach by itself. The hybrid 
approach also provides the best opportunity for U.S. leadership in working 

with Russia to implement similar options for reducing Russia's excess 

plutonium in parallel. Further, it sends the strongest possible signal to the 

world of U.S. determination to reduce stockpiles of surplus plutonium as 

quickly as possible and in a manner that would make it technically difficult to 

use the plutonium in nuclear weapons again.

[- YES! 

IY NOI 

[- YES!

I
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CD1328-5 Cost 

DOE conducted a competitive procurement process to acquire MOX fuel 

fabrication and irradiation services. The selected team, DCS, would design, 

request a license, construct, operate, and deactivate the MOX facility as 

well as irradiate the MOX fuel in domestic, commercial reactors. However, • 
these activities are subject to the completion of the NEPA process.  

Although cost will be a factor in the decisionmaking process, this SPD EIS 

contains environmental impact data and does not address the costs associated 
with the various alternatives. A separate cost report, Cost Analysis in 

Support of Site Selection for Surplus Weapons-Usable Plutonium 

Disposition (DOFvMD-0009, July 1998), which analyzes the site-specific '.  

cost estimates for each alternative, was made available around the same 

time as the SPD Draft EIS. This report and the Plutonium Disposition 
Life-Cycle Costs and Cost-Related Comment Resolution Document 

(DOE/MD-0013, November 1999), which covers recent life-cycle cost analyses 

associated with the preferred alternative, are available on the MD Web site 

at http:llwww.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at the following 
locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS and Washington, D.C.



ANONYMOUS 
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Yes, I think that the petroleum, the whatever it is, should be 

located at Pantex. Thank you.  

PDO13

PDO13-1 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for the surplus plutonium 

disposition program at Pantex. Decisions on the surplus plutonium 

disposition program at Pantex will be based on environmental analyses, 

technical and cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation 
considerations, and public input.
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Yes, I think they need to get rid of Pantex. It's bad for our 
crops and bad for our drinking water. Thanks. 1 1

PDO19

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the continued operation 
of the Pantex Plant. It is inferred that this would include opposition to 
siting any of the proposed surplus plutonium disposition facilities at Pantex.  

The Final Environmental Impact Statement for the Continued Operation 
of the Pantex Plant and Associated Storage of Nuclear Weapon 
Components (DOE/EIS-0225, November 1996) was one of many 
references used during the development of this SPD EIS. Based on the 
information, analysis, and public comment contained in that EIS, DOE issued 
a ROD for the continued operation of Pantex. That EIS concluded that the 
continued operation of Pantex would have either minor or no impacts on 
the surrounding environment.

PD019-1 Alternatives

I
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Alternatives

Yes, I just wanted to give my input on the deal that's going on 1 
about Pantex. And I'm all for it. I

PDO20

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for the surplus plutonium 
disposition program at Pantex. Decisions on the surplus plutonium 
disposition program at Pantex will be based on environmental analyses, 
technical and cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation 
considerations, and public input.

PDO20-1
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I want to voice my opinion against Pantex. I think it is a 
dump about ready to explode and I think it is a hazard for the 
people that live in this area, not only for the people but for 
the cattle and the land. I think it needs to go, the sooner the 
better.

PD026

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to Pantex. The Final 
Environmental Impact Statement for the Continued Operation of the 

Pantex Plant and Associated Storage of Nuclear Weapon Components 
(DOE/EIS-0225, November 1996) was one of many references used during 
the development of this SPD EIS. That EIS concluded that the continued 

operation of Pantex would have either minor or no impacts on the 
surrounding environment. Based on the analysis and related public comment, 
DOE issued a ROD for the continued operation of Pantex.

PD026-1 Other
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Yes, I am an Amarillo resident since 1926 and I want to 
express my support for the Pantex and everything it has done 
and been in Amarillo. It has the best safety record of any 
company that's ever been here. I've toured the plant and 
enjoyed getting to see what we've heard about for many, many 
years. I also want to support the use of Amarillo facilities to 
do the plutonium research and the, something about making 
the MOX, what ever it is, the dissassembly that doesn't make 
sense to ship it all across the country when it's already here, 
and you just have my family, all of us, our support and we're 
proud of you. Thank you for being here.

11

PD028

PD028-1 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the proposed surplus 

plutonium disposition facilities at Pantex. Decisions on the surplus 

plutonium disposition program at Pantex will be based on environmental 

analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation 

considerations, and public input. DOE will announce its decisions regarding 

facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium disposition in the 

SPD EIS ROD.
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TXD25

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the pit conversion 
and MOX facilities at Pantex. Potential impacts from intrasite transfer of 
pits would likely be minor if Pantex were chosen as the site for pit 
disassembly and conversion because pits are currently stored there.  
However, potential impacts from transportation of plutonium dioxide 
between the MOX and pit conversion facilities would be minimized if SRS 
were chosen because SRS is the preferred location for both facilities.  
Transportation impacts are summarized in Chapter 4 of Volume I and 
Appendix L. As indicated in Section 2.18, no traffic fatalities from 
nonradiological accidents or LCFs from radiological exposures or vehicle 
emissions are expected. Decisions on the surplus plutonium disposition 
program at Pantex will be based on environmental analyses (including 
analyses of transportation risks), technical and cost reports, national policy 
and nonproliferation considerations, and public input. DOE will announce 
its decisions regarding facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium 
disposition in the SPD EIS ROD.

TXD25-1 Alternatives
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Ladle and Gentlemen. Strom Thsrrnond and the goodpeopieof South. Carolina would have you 
believe thae Savannah River is the place for aim Pit Disassembly and Conversion Facility. This is 
obviously a politica] issue and I will addat it as each, t will prov

4
3ouL that Pantex. from a 

political standpoint, is far and above stre only reasonable site for thePit Assembly and Conversion 
miasios. What is mnore political than safety at anyNudcar Faciity? The comnarsitiy and 
counutry as a whole scrautinize facilities sorh as Parstes and SavannahbRitver on a contisnual.has& 
hids has been the catse for"forfityoMy yeams. The threat of a radiation disaster is fir mors 

political than Strom Tharmond's curent and albeit short-lived political agenda for Savannah 
River. t bring to you and can prove to youtin. blackend white that the workers are healthier and 
thereforre sisfer than those at Savansnahr River. I am a physician hin the Occupationial Medical 
Department. AtParstex we have a stong, active and progressive preventive medicine programo 
whichanot only bensefits the health of the esmployee (DOE's greatest asset), bet the health of every 
mission at Pasient With a Wanrsg interactive preventive medicine programr my departmnsut has 
been abl to work rloselywth all aspects of Labor and Managcemenrt to insure the hecalth and 
safety of the workers. The hecalth of the workers translates lint the safe and healthy 
accompqlishmnent of the variety of'nedatss at Paretm The medical departmnst has worked 
diligently to interacton a continuous healis with every department on the plant. There are 
fresluet visits diractly wish the workers and first-line, aupervisors to evaluate and resolve safety 
and hecalthilaures. There is oneonione cossrtrdncatlonwkiththe employees and the medical 
departrenea Ifimeetings, are needed to resolve issues, sthar thereitaco hesitation to meet with 
allplayersihtvollved. The Medical detpartmrent is blessed with a wealth of knowledge in 
preventive and radiation mesdicine. Oar medical director ia doubhle boarded in both Preventive 
Medicine and OcarpationeallMedficine. Hs are of intereat is in radiation protection arid he 
ecerds in his ability to take care afttie employees at tPanierc The entire department is dedicated 
to the health of the workers end followo Dept. of Energr orders and regulations strictly. From a 
strong drug and alcohol program to the Gr3aded Cardiac Exercise tenting program, the 
Occupational Medical Dept can innare you that the worskforce is healthy. sife, and fornsuperior to 
sire worklborce in Savannah River in their ability to undertake the Pit Direassesibly and Cotivursioss 
M.asiatm And is not she commntsaity and the courstry's concern over sante and healthy operation 
ofe anmctar faciity POIJTICAL?? I tusk solli political fifty yearsago political today, and 
yes, political years from now. Lack and geolenien olDOE, I challenge you to comato our 
medfical depL at Pantcs, and aee how we ruan business, and thai I challenge yeu to go to Savannah 
Rilver and have than show yout that their woetkforon is AS healthy and sateas these at Panst=u 
And I don't ment lip service, I mean cold, hard, suabstantiated darta From a pottical standpoint 
that holds up maw arid far into the IlisurmIlam convinced that you will find that Partes is the 
ONLY politically correct site for the Pit Disassembly and Conversion Mission. Thankyos very 

much.

AD

TXD06

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the pit conversion 
facility at Pantex. Decisions on the surplus plutonium disposition program 
at Pantex will be based on environmental analyses (including analyses of 
human health risks to the public and workers), technical and cost reports, 
national policy and nonproliferation considerations, and public input DOE 
will announce its decisions regarding facility siting and approach to surplus 
plutonium disposition in the SPD EIS ROD.

TXD06-1 Alternatives
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To: 
From: 
Date: 
Subject:

:.l A•ý.:.=X'A . S7=" 6. - MA•J-A "':SA 

DOE, Fax 18008205156 
If Not Now: A Citizens Lobbying Tool, EMail rep-info@ifnotnow.com 
Sep 16, 1998 7:04 GMT 
Plutonium Disposal By Burning In Nuclear Reactors

If Not Now is a web-based citizen's lobbying tool. We are forwarding 
to you a letter from some of your constituents. At the end of this 
message there is a description of how our service works and how you 
can respond to your constituents.  

Signatures as of Sep 16, 1998: 

There were 2 new signers. Total signers to date: 4.  

TOPIC: Plutonium Disposal By Burning In Nuclear Reactors 

Dear DOE (Fissile Materials Program), 

I am writing to oppose the current Department of Energy plan for 
plutonium disposition, which is based on mixed-oxide (MOX) fuel. MOX 
fuel is a bad idea. It is unproven technology as far as commercial 
reactors in the U.S. are concerned. MOX techniques for plutonium disposal 
are also slower and more expensive than immobilization techniques. In 
addition, the treatment of plutonium as an energy source sets a dangerous 
precedent for nuclear proliferation and the development of plutonium 
fuel economies. It is essential that the DOE do everything possible to 
discourage this proliferation.  

New signers and comments: 

Krista Bradford. New York, NY 10033 
Danielle Benzinger, Arlington, TX 76006 

DESCRIPTION OF IF NOT NOW SERVICE 

Subscribers use If Not Now (www.ifnotnow.orm) to get information about 

political and social issues of concern to them. The service also enables 
them to sign letters about these topics, which we then forward in 
consolidated form to officials such as yourself. It is important to 
emphasize that our subscriber list is authenticated through credit card 
verification, and only those signers who belong to your specific 
constituency are Included in the signature list that you receive. FD312

FD312-1 MOXApproach 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to the MOX approach to 

surplus plutonium disposition. While it is true MOX fuel has not been 

produced or used commercially in the U.S., it has been produced and used 
in Western Europe. MOX fuel fabrication is not a new technology. This 

experience would be used for disposition of the U.S. surplus plutonium.  
Pursuing both immobilization and MOX fuel fabrication provides the United 

States important insurance against potential disadvantages of implementing 

either approach by itself. The hybrid approach also provides the best 
opportunity for U.S. leadership in working with Russia to implement similar 

options for reducing Russia's excess plutonium in parallel. Further, it sends 

the strongest possible signal to the world of U.S. determination to reduce 

stockpiles of surplus plutonium as quickly as possible and in a manner that 

would make it technically difficult to use the plutonium in nuclear 
weapons again.  

Any difference between the cost of the hybrid approach and that of the 

immobilization-only approach would be marginal. Although cost will be a 

factor in the decisionmaking process, this SPD EIS contains environmental 
impact data and does not address the costs associated with the various 

alternatives. A separate cost report, Cost Analysis in Support of Site 

Selection for Surplus Weapons-Usable Plutonium Disposition 
(DOE/MD-0009, July 1998), which analyzes the site-specific cost estimates 

for each alternative, was made available around the same time as the SPD 

Draft EIS. This report and the Plutonium Disposition Life-Cycle Costs and 

Cost-Related Comment Resolution Document (DOE/MD-0013, 

November 1999), which covers recent life-cycle cost analyses associated 
with the preferred alternative, are available on the MD Web site at 
http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at the following 

locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS and Washington, D.C.
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240 ARBORWAY, STE. 6, BOSTON, MA 02130-3522 USA 
(61 7) S24-1342 * rt, (607) 524-1347 - ,ont. @ifntno-.com 

An important feature of If Not Now is that we follow up on every action 
letter that we send, and we report how representatives, officials and 
others have acted on the issue. We also provide you with the opportunity 
to respond to your constituents (via a password-protected web server, 
to ensure that only legitimate responses are posted). Follow the 
directions below. Your letter will be posted without editing; your 
constituents will be able to view your response when they check the 
results of that action. (We regret that we cannot process responses 
received via fax or US mail.) We strongly encourage you to send us a 
response! Our subscribers are active, involved citizens who want to 
hear from you.  

To respond to an action letter: fill out the form at 
http:/Awww.ifnotnow.com/respond.html - you will need to use your 
special key: PeeTJIwV. This key is valid for one-time use only. Please 
send questions or comments via email to: rep-info@itnotnow.com.  

FD312 
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Yes, this is George Buckenal, and I live in Amarillo. It's 3:00 
on Monday afternoon the 17th of August and I want to call 
and let you know that I would much support the pit 
dissassembly work that is being considered for Pantex. This 
is a needed program at Pantex and for the area. I know that 
we have been a great support in the past for Pantex out of 
Amarillo and we certainly would continue to be so. But we 
need that here in Amarillo for the jobs it would bring to 
Amarillo and also the work force could certainly utilize the 
extra income that would come out of that. But we would 
certainly support the pit dissassembly work being considered.  
I wish you'd please bring it to Amarillo. Thank you very much.

PD027

PD027-1 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the pit conversion 

facility at Pantex. Decisions on the surplus plutonium disposition program 
at Pantex will be based on environmental analyses, technical and cost reports, 
national policy and nonproliferation considerations, and public input. DOE 
will announce its decisions regarding facility siting and approach to surplus 
plutonium disposition in the SPD EIS ROD.
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This is Patty Buckenal and I live in Amarillo, TX and I would 
like to state for the record that I support the pit 
dissassembly work going to the Pantex Plant here in 
Amarillo. Thank you.

11

PD029

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the pit conversion 
facility at Pantex. Decisions on the surplus plutonium disposition program 
atPantex will be based on environmental analyses, technical and cost reports, 
national policy and nonproliferation considerations, and public input. DOE 
will announce its decisions regarding facility siting and approach to surplus 
plutonium disposition in the SPD EIS ROD.

PD029-1 Alternatives
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U.S. Deparant olEnag 

Officeof Faie Ma•lts Diposition 

MD-' Forrestal Building 
1000 Independence Ave. SW 
Washngton. DC 20585 

Deer, Sh, 

I woud l Notot ake this opportunity to eAxpre my felinge about fte location at the jrasee'bly and 
concersn ot o nuclear weapons pcw unh €oponmes ("pitst) at the Amarllo Pante plar As a 
businees owne and a ckazen oAmstlo, I am lotei n suport oftts function and hope you witlcosder 

the eo ~ and the history ao the Panlex plant in your deciason ma•ing process for thi she.  

President 

O400Waa•Tlh * A-ai11o. Taa70106 . ('P0 374.4,262 -AX(p0)374-7474 - 1-800-657.7131 

FD149

FD149-1 Alternatives

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the pit conversion 
facility at Pantex. Decisions on the surplus plutonium disposition program 
at Pantex will be based on environmental analyses, technical and cost reports, 
national policy and nonproliferation considerations, and public input. DOE 
will announce its decisions regarding facility siting and approach to surplus 
plutonium disposition in the SPD EIS ROD.
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"TXD22

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for the surplus plutonium 
disposition program at Pantex, which does not entail the relocation of any 
existing Pantex facilities. Decisions on the surplus plutonium disposition 
program at Pantex will be based on environmental analyses, technical and 
cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation considerations, and 
public input.

TXD22-1 Alternatives
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TXD23

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for the surplus plutonium 
disposition program at Pantex. Decisions on the surplus plutonium 
disposition program at Pantex will be based on environmental analyses, 
technical and cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation 
considerations, and public input.

TXD23-1 Alternatives
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TXD07-1 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the pit conversion 

facility at Pantex. Decisions on the surplus plutonium disposition program 

UnitedStatsatPantex 
will be based on environmental analyses, technical and cost reports, 

DUn tentates national policy and nonproliferation considerations, and public input. DOE 
Departmen will announce its decisions regarding the facility siting and approach to 

of Energ surplus plutonium disposition in the SPD EIS ROD.
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Minis mna 
President

LA

Jay OBrien 
Managing Partner 

CATTLE COMPANY 
Box 15305 

Amarfllo, Texas 79105 

August 16, 1998

U.S. Department of Energy 
Office of Fissile Materials Dispotion 

Sirs: 

As the manager/operator of an 80,000 acre ranch twenty miles 
north west of Pantex and another 160.000 acre ranch 60 miles south 

east of Pantex and the owner of a 45,000 acre ranch 60 miles east of 
Pantex, I have a vested interest in maintaining the quality, as well as the 
perception, of quality of agricultural products produced in the 

Panhandle. Chernobyl was a catastrophe because of the radiation, hut 
also because it happened in Russia's bread basket.  

As a member of the National Cattlemen's Beef Asaociation's 
Industry Planning Group, I can tell you that beef prices are impacted 
more by perception of food safety than by fact. Pantex is within a few 

miles of IBP's large beef processing plant, in the center of an area that 

produces '/4 of the nations beef and within a few hundred feet of the 
Ogallals aquifer, which waters the nations grain supply.  

There has to be a better place to put a facility dealing with deadly 
hazardous materials tham on the incredibly small Pantex facility. Please 

consider the perception of food safety as you make your decision.  

Sincerely.  

Jay O'Brien

1

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to siting the proposed 
surplus plutonium disposition facilities at Pantex. The accidents analyzed 

for the proposed facilities are presented in detail in Appendix K, and the 

consequences are summarized by alternative in Chapter 4 of Volume I. It is 

impossible for DOE to predict how one of these accidents would be 

perceived by potential consumers of agricultural products from the Pantex.  
In the event of a severe accident, DOE would promptly take steps to interdict 

and contain any offsite contamination. Decisions on the surplus plutonium 

disposition program at Pantex will be based on environmental analyses 

(including analyses of facility accidents and the relative size of the site), 

technical and cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation 

considerations, and public input. DOE will announce its decisions regarding 

facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium disposition in the 

SPD EIS ROD.
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FD109-1 Alternatives
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I have worked at the plant for six years. I worked in the 

construction industry before that. I can honestly say this is 1 

the safest place I have ever worked at.  

WD010

WD010-1 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support. Decisions on the surplus 

plutonium disposition program at Pantex will be based on environmental 
analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation 
considerations, and public input.
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CLEMENS, CARLTON 
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STATEMENT REGARDING PIT DISASSEMBLY AND CONVERSION FACIUTY LOCATION 

AT PANTEX 

My name is Carlton Clemens and I have been in the Real Estate business in Amarillo for 

he past 3, years. In those years of business in the Amarillo cormunity, I hove met and worked 

with a large aoassseeton of residents, and the vast majority of those people have been strong 

supporters of Pantex. We long termn residents are confident that the Plant is operated in a mariner 

that places safety far above all other considerations, and I am happy to say that my children and 

my grandchildren are residents of Amarillo and I never have had a concern with Pantex being 

one of our neighbors.  

IF I had the slightest concern over the safe operations at Pantex, I would pack my family and leave 

Amarillo as fast as I could. But that is not the case. I have enjoyed living in Amarillo For the past 

34 years, confident that my family and I hove chosen a community thai is safe, progressive, and 

supportive of an instollation that produces weapons to keep our country strong.  

As a veteran and rational citizen of these United States, I believe that PITS should be J&

militarized as quickly as possible. The competition between Pantex and Savannah River Plants for 

the PIT conversion facility seems to be a waste of lime and tax payer money since the PITS ore 

already at Pont.x and can more sofely be converted than be shipped half way across the country 

to do the same thing. It just does not make sense to go to the extra expense and effort to satisfy 

the whims of politicians.

1

TXD44

TXD44-1 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the pit conversion 
facility at Pantex. DOE agrees that the surplus plutonium pits should be 
disassembled and converted in a timely manner. SRS employees and 
employees at all of the candidate sites are considered qualified to support 
the surplus plutonium disposition program. It is understood that at any of 
the sites there will have to be a training period since these facilities would 
require new processes and skills. DOE plans to move ahead with the program 
as quickly as possible, given the constraints of the U.S. agreements 
with Russia.  

Although cost will be a factor in the decisionmaking process, this SPD EIS 
contains environmental impact data and does not address the costs associated 
with the various alternatives. A separate cost report, Cost Analysis in 
Support of Site Selection for Surplus Weapons-Usable Plutonium 
Disposition (DOE/MD-0009, July 1998), which analyzes the site-specific 
cost estimates for each alternative, was made available around the same 
time as the SPD Draft EIS. This report and the Plutonium Disposition 
Life-Cycle Costs and Cost-Related Comment Resolution Document 
(DOF_/MD-0013, November 1999), which covers recent life-cycle cost analyses 
associated with the preferred alternative, are available on the MD Web site 
at http:/lwww.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at the following 
locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS and Washington, D.C. Decisions 
on future missions related to the surplus plutonium disposition program at 
Pantex will be based on environmental analyses (including analyses of 
transportation risks), technical and cost reports, national policy and 
nonproliferation considerations, and public input. DOE will announce its 
decisions regarding facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium 
disposition in the SPD EIS ROD.
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Both Pantex and Savannah River have trained technicians who are certified to perfor the work 

Ihat is required and no site can claim an advantage in the number of trained workers. Pantex, 

however, can claim the highest work ethic of any DOE installation and is represented by a strong, 

well managed and highly respected labor uniona- a statement that the Non-Union Savannah 

River Sie cannot claim.  

I would like to remind you that the fine employees at Pantex have more experience in handling 

pits than any other site in the DOE complex. The DOE should nal place classified weapons 

components in the hands aof employees at the Savannah River Site who have extremely limited 

experience in dealing with PITS.  

Thank you For your consideration, and Ilam confident that after you review all the FACTS in this 

importanttask, you will find that Pantex is the dear choice for the PIT Disassembly and Conversia 

FadWyl 

Thank you sincerely for your time.  

Carlton Clemens 

August11, 1998

TXD44
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We have had a safe and long history of handling plutonium.  

People in Amarillo back up the DOE and this will bring jobs 

to Amarillo. We need Pantex here and I totally support this.

WD014

WD014-1 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for the surplus plutonium 

disposition program at Pantex. Decisions on the surplus plutonium 
disposition program at Pantex will be based on environmental analyses, 

technical and cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation 
considerations, and public input.
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3805 Overlook Drive 
Amarillo, TX 79109 
September 11, 1998 

1.5. Department of Energy 
Office of Fissile Materials Disposition 
P.O. Box 23786 
Washington, D.C. 20026-3786 

Re: Draft Surplus Plutonium Disposition EIS 

I oppose any form of plutonium processing at the Pantex 
facility. The Plutonium Pit Disassembly and Conversion 
facility should be located at Savannah River for the 
following reasons: 

1. The number of sites with plutonium contamination should 
not be increased. Every site which has beon involved In 
plutonium processing is substantially contaminatcd. While 
Pantex has environmental damage, the contaminants do not 
include plutonium and it should not be introduced.  

2. Plutonium processing requires substantial 
infrastructure which already exists at Savannah River.  
It is not cost-effective to duplicate facilities at Pantex.  

3. The work force at Savannah River is trained and 
experienced in plutonium processing while the work force at 
Paotex has been confined to dismantling and storing sealed 
woapons components. Theme jobs require different skills.  
Retraining the Pantex work force would be expensive.  

4. It would be cheaper and safer to ship sealed pits from 
Pantex to Savannah River than to ship disassembled and 
converted pits.  

5. Pantex is located In an agricultural area and is 
situated over the Ogallala aquifer. The risk to the land 
and water by plutonium processing of any kind is 
unacceptable.  

The prospect of additional jobs and federal dollars at Fantex 
does not offset the valid reasons for locating the Plutonium 
Pit Disassembly and Conversion facility at Savannah River.  

In 1996. DOE stated that -plutonium would not be introduced 
into a site that does not currently have a plutonium 
infrastructure because of the hiqh cost and complexity of 
introducing plutonium operation into sites without current 
capabilities." This was a logical policy in 1996, and it is 
a logical policy now.

2 

3 

4 

5

Sincerely yours, 

Louise Daniel 

MD191

MD191-1 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to siting the pit conversion 
facility at Pantex. As indicated in the revised Section 1.6, SRS is preferred 
for the proposed facilities because the site has extensive experience with 
plutonium processing, and these facilities complement existing missions 
and take advantage of existing infrastructure.

MD191-2 Alternatives

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the proposed surplus 
plutonium disposition facilities at SRS. As indicated in the revised 
Section 1.6, SRS is preferred for the proposed facilities because the site 

has extensive experience with plutonium processing, and these facilities 
complement existing missions and take advantage of existing infrastructure.  
Although Pantex may not currently have the extensive plutonium processing 
infrastructure already present at SRS, analyses in Chapter 4 of Volume I 
indicate that impacts of construction and normal operation of the proposed 
facilities on infrastructure, health, safety, and the environment at Pantex 
would likely be minor. Decisions on the surplus plutonium disposition 

program at Pantex and SRS will be based on environmental analyses 
(including analyses of transportation risks), technical and cost reports, 

national policy and nonproliferation considerations, and public input. DOE 

will announce its decisions regarding facility siting and approach to surplus 
plutonium disposition in the SPD EIS ROD.

MD191-3 Other

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support of the SRS workforce.  
Experienced employees would be trained in the specific activities involved 
with the surplus plutonium disposition program regardless of where the 
facilities are located.

MD191-4 Transportation

This SPD EIS analyzes shipping surplus plutonium both in the form of pits 
(Alternative 3) and plutonium dioxide (Alternative 5) from Pantex to SRS.  
The transportation risks and costs would be slightly higher for Alternative 3 
because the required number of SST/SGT shipments are higher for pits.-3.  

01
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than plutonium dioxide. The radiological risk for both alternatives is about 

the same.  

MD191-5 Water Resources 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's opposition to siting the proposed 
surplus plutonium disposition facilities at Pantex. The analyses presented 

in Section 4.26.3.2.2 indicate that there would be no discernible impacts 

on the quality of water in the Ogallala aquifer from normal operation of 

these facilities. Other sections show, moreover, that the normal operation 

of these facilities would likely have minor impacts on human health, 

agriculture, and livestock: Sections 4.17.1.4 and 4.17.2.4 address the 

potential radiological and hazardous chemical effects of the 

maximum-impact alternative on workers and the public at Pantex; 

Appendix J.3, the potential contamination of agricultural products and 

livestock, and consumption of these products by persons living within an 

80-km (50-mi) radius of Pantex.
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Tuesday, August 11, 1998 

Department Of Energy 
Washington, D.C.  

To Whom It May Concern:

My husband and I wouldike to go on record in support for the pit disassembly and 
conversion facility at Pantex. We believe that the Pantex Plant in Amarillo has had a very 
good safety record over the yeara that it has been in the city.  

The city of Amarillo &4 Paatex have enjoyed a good working relantioship for many years, 
and we would like to see Pantex have a new mission in Ammilo.

Sincerl, s ,2 

Joe R. Day 

/f'

TXD16

DOE acknowledges the commentors' support for siting the pit conversion 
facility at Pantex. Decisions on the surplus plutonium disposition program 

at Pantex will be based on environmental analyses, technical and cost reports, 
national policy and nonproliferation considerations, and public input. DOE 
will announce its decisions regarding facility siting and approach to surplus 
plutonium disposition in the SPD EIS ROD.

TXD16-1 Alternatives
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TXD18

TXD18-1 Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the pit conversion 
facility at Pantex. Transportation impacts are summarized in Chapter 4 of 
Volume I and Appendix L. As indicated in Section 2.18, no traffic fatalities 

from nonradiological accidents or LCFs from radiological exposures or 
vehicle emissions are expected under any of the proposed alternatives.  
Decisions on the surplus plutonium disposition program at Pantex will be 
based on environmental analyses (including analyses of transportation risks), 
technical and cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation 
considerations, and public input. DOE will announce its decisions regarding 
facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium disposition in the 
SPD EIS ROD.
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Alternatives

To whom it may concern,

I would like to affirm my support of the Pit Disassembly and Conversion Facility being located at 
Pantex Plant I would like to speak first from the perspective ofa Pantex employee. I've worked 
in the Information Management Division for 16 years and have watched the Plant successfully 
face a broad range of challenges.  

These include changes in legal regulations, changes in mission, and reduced budgets and staffing.  
In each case, I've watched as the Plant's employees (bargaining, non-bargaining, and 
management) have rallied to address the critical issues at hand. One ofthe accomplishments that I 
am most proud of, is the safety culture at Pantex.  

The commitment to safety starts with the General Manager and is formally included as the #1 
performance objective of erv employee at the Plant. There is a high level of individual 
ownership in the area of safety and this is clearly evident by the improvements in recordable 
injuries made over the past 3 years. Safety is integrated into every activity carried out at the 
Plant.  

Another area of excellence at Pantex is environmental stewardship. The staffland program in 
place at Pantex are second to none, as evidenced by the pro-active approach to issues such as 
aquifer protection. Pantex has consistently been favorably evaluated by 3'd party regulatory 
agencies - groups who have nothing to gain from the Plant's continued operation! 

From the perspective of a long-term (39 year) resident of Amarillo and the Texas panhandle, I 
believe the new PDCF mission would be beneficial to the local community - from an economic, 
ecological, and social perspective. Obviously, the new mission would provide employment 
opportunities for local residents - our friends and our families. Also, we know these stable jobs 
have a ripple effect through the overall economy of the area.  

In addition, I would like to remind everyone that the ground water, soil, air, and other natural 

resources do not solely belong to the area's agriculture industry. Everyone who lives in this area 
is a benefactor of clean air and water. Asa citizen of this area, I am much more concerned about 
the ground water required and the waste stream created by industries other than Pantex.  

As other citizens, I am concerned by the potential for aquifer contamination from the over-use of 

pesticides and fertilizers, the run-offfrom stock yards, and the inappropriate use of industrial 
chemicals. I believe that the work represented by the PDCF creates much less environmental 
impact to the area than other industries (e.g. hog farms).  

The social impact of a business like Pantex is extensive. Employees of this Plant contribute 
financially to important social programs such as the United Way. In addition, they volunteer an 
in-numerable amount oftheir personal time to local schools, churches, and communuity service 
groups. Pantex provides employment opportunities for a wide variety of people ranging from 
High School graduates to Ph.D.'s - pipe-fitters to scientists. This mixture provides a balanced 
social climate, with ample room for our children to live and grow.

DTX017

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the pit conversion 
facility at Pantex. Analyses in Chapter 4 of Volume I indicate that impacts 

of operating the pit conversion facility on health, safety, and the environment 

at Pantex would likely be minor. Decisions on the surplus plutonium 

dispositions program at Pantex will be based on environmental analyses, 

technical and cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation 

considerations, and public input DOE will announce its decisions regarding 

facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium disposition in the 
SPD EIS ROD.
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DAY, RICK 
"- PAGE 2 OF 2 

In summary, the PDCF mission would allow Pantcx to continue providing stabieity to th local 
conmunity. This is healthy for everyone who wants to continue living in thisn area. For the are 
to remain a viable place to live, we can't just rely on more hog armsn, truck stops, and prisons.  
For the area to remain strong, there must be a patch work of businesses with diverse economic 
resources and business cycles, that employ a wide range of workers, with diversc educational 
bafrozunds and vocational skills.  

Thanks• fr your time..  

6101 CornellY" 
Amarillo, TX 79109 

(806) 358-2717

TXD17
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United States 
Department 
of Energy

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the pit conversion 
facility at Pantex. Decisions on the surplus plutonium disposition program 

at Pantex will be based on environmental analyses, technical and cost reports, 

national policy and nonproliferation considerations, and public input. DOE 

will announce its decisions regarding facility siting and approach to surplus 
plutonium disposition in the SPD EIS ROD.
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TXD10-2 DOE Policy

DOE acknowledges the commentor's concern regarding the reduction of 
Russia's plutonium inventory. The United States and Russia recently made 

progress in the management and disposition of plutonium. In late July 1998, 

Vice President Gore and Russian Prime Minister Sergei Kiriyenko signed 

a 5-year agreement to provide the scientific and technical basis for decisions 

concerning how surplus plutonium will be managed. This agreement enables 

the two countries to explore mutually acceptable strategies for safeguarding 

and dispositioning surplus plutonium. During the first week of 

September 1998, Presidents Clinton and Yeltsin held a Moscow summit 

and signed a statement of principles with the intention of removing 

approximately 50 t (55 tons) of plutonium from each country's stockpile.  

Understanding the economic dilemma in Russia, the U.S. Congress has 

appropriated funding for a series of small-scale tests and demonstrations 

of plutonium disposition technologies jointly conducted by the 

United States and Russia. For fiscal year 1999 (starting October 1998), 

Congress further appropriated funding to assist Russia in design and 

construction of a plutonium conversion facility and a MOX fuel fabrication 

facility. This funding would not be expended until the presidents of both 

countries signed a new agreement.
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August 10, 1998

U. S. Department of Energy 
Office of Fissile Materials Disposition c/o SPDEIS 
Box 23786 
Washington, DC 20026-3786 

REF: Location of Pit Disassembly and Conversion Facility

As an employee at the Pantex Plant in Amarillo, Texas, and a long term resident of the Amarillo, 
Texas, I want to see the pit conversion work done at Pantex.  

This is not just a personal issue. The real consideration should be safety, and of the two possible 

sites, Pantex is the safer facility. This can easily be confirmed by reviewing existing records for 
both facilities. At times it has almost seemed like Pantex was overlooked for additional 
weapons-related work because we are such a clean site.  

The safety record is directly attributable to the efforts of plant employees, who have worked very 
hard through the years to meet or exceed requirements. Even in the years before the creation of 

the various oversight agencies such as OSHA, the plant functioned safely. The technical skills of 
the employees who do hands on weapon work is another reason for the excellent record.  

The fact that Texas is not as strong politically - we don't have aggressive PACs or Strom 
Thurmond fighting for us - should not be the major deciding point. As a matter of fact, maybe 
politics should be left out of it altogether.  

The Pantex Plant has provided jobs for my family since 1959, and I hope that it will continue to 
provide employment for me and many others in the future. The Pantex Plant now has thousands 
of pits stored. Why risk shipping these items to another location? Why increase the cost to do 
the job? 

I sincerely hope that the DOE will look at all issues with an open mind with the major 
consideration being safety. The second and third considerations should be the technical skill of 

the employees, and the last consideration should be cost. Ifthese things are considered without 

PAC or other political influence, the only logical choice is for the pit conversion to be done at the 
Pantex Plant 

Respectfully submitted, 

Sarawosrack

MD019

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the pit conversion 

facility at Pantex. DOE believes that all the candidate sites are suitable 

from an operational, community support, and safety standpoint.  

Although cost will be a factor in the decisionmaking process, this SPD EIS 

contains environmental impact data and does not address the costs associated 

with the various alternatives. A separate cost report, Cost Analysis in 

Support of Site Selection for Surplus Weapons-Usable Plutonium 

Disposition (DOE/MD-0009, July 1998), which analyzes the site-specific 

cost estimates for each alternative, was made available around the same 

time as the SPD Draft EIS. This report and the Plutonium Disposition 

Life-Cycle Costs and Cost-Related Comment Resolution Document 

(DOE/MD-0013, November 1999), which covers recent life-cycle cost analyses 

associated with the preferred alternative, are available on the MD Web site 

at http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at the following 

locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS and Washington, D.C.  

Decisions on the surplus plutonium disposition program at Pantex will be 

based on environmental analyses (including analyses of transportation risks), 

technical and cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation 

considerations, and public input. DOE will announce its decisions regarding 

facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium disposition in the 

SPD EIS ROD.
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Transportation

United States 
Department 
of Energy
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The transportation requirements for the surplus plutonium disposition 
program are evaluated in this SPD EIS. The analysis showed that the accident 
risk would be slightly higher for plutonium dioxide than pits because the 
dioxide is in a powder form and therefore subject to more dispersal in an 
accident. However, this single fact cannot be used as the deciding factor in 
making a decision on the location of facilities. The number of SST/SGT 
trips required to transport these two forms and the mileage between facilities 
are also considered in the overall transportation risk analysis of each 
alternative. Decisions on the surplus plutonium disposition program will 
be based on environmental analyses (including analyses of transportation 
risks), technical and cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation 
considerations, and public input.
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ERWIN, INEZ 
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Alternatives

GOOD EVENING .......... MY NAME IS INEZ 
ERWIN......I AM AN EMPLOYEE AT PANTEX 
PLANT AND I WAS NOT BUSSED IN TO 
ATTEND THIS MEETING

......... I FEEL THAT THE WORK IN QUESTION 
CAN AND SHOULD BE PERFORMED AT 
PANTEX PLANT ...... NOT ONLY ARE WE 
SKILLED IN OUR JOB PERFORMANCE - AND 
AS WE DEFINITELY ARE NOT AMATEURS 
ADDITIONAL TRAINING WOULD NOT BE A 
MAJOR FACTOR ...... IN FACT, WE HAVE 
BEEN KNOWN TO TRAIN PERSONNEL FROM 
OTHER SITES -- SUCH AS- SAVANNAH 
RIVER .......... IT WOULD BE COST EFFECTIVE 
FOR THE MISSION TO BE PLACED AT 
PANTEX PLANT......AND AS WE ALL 
KNOW..........COStIS THE NAME OF THE 

PANTEX PERSONNEL ARE COMMITTED AS 
WELL AS BEING DEDICATED T03 
EXCELLENCE IN THE PERFORMANCE OF 
SUCH SKILLED ENDEAVORS.  

THANK YOU LADIES AND GENTLEMEN FOR 
YOUR ATTENTION.

"TXD34

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for the surplus plutonium 
disposition program at Pantex. Although cost will be a factor in the 

decisionmaking process, this SPD EIS contains environmental impact data 

and does not address the costs associated with the various alternatives. A 

separate cost report, Cost Analysis in Support of Site Selection for Surplus 

Weapons-Usable Plutonium Disposition (DOFdMD-0009, July 1998), 

which analyzes the site-specific cost estimates for each alternative, was 

made available around the same time as the SPD Draft EIS. This report and 

the Plutonium Disposition Life-Cycle Costs and Cost-Related Comment 

Resolution Document (DOE/MD-0013, November 1999), which covers 

recent life-cycle cost analyses associated with the preferred alternative, 

are available on the MD Web site at http:l/www.doe-md.com and in the 

public reading rooms at the following locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, 

SRS and Washington, D.C. Decisions on the surplus plutonium disposition 

program at Pantex will be based on environmental analyses, technical and 

cost reports, national policy and nonproliferation considerations, and 

public input.
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General Service Commission 
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August 11,199O8 

Mr. Bedt Stevenson 
NEPA Compliane= Officer 
U.S. Department of Energy 

P.O. Box 23786 
Washington, D.C. 20026-3786 

Dear Mr. Stevenson: 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Department of Energy's Swprsr 
PluorantimDisposrionDraft D n$wrmmmne ImpactSmtatemen The State of Texas 

continues to support ft Department's lecision to pumr a dual track approach for the 

disposition of surplus plutonium. However, we believe it is in DOE's best interests to 

proceed in a manner that ensures broad acceptanre for ultimate implementation of the 
dust dipsiit strategy.  

The State of Texa is very proud of the work carried out at the Pantex Plant Pantex and 

its thousands of dedicated, highly trained and motivated employees have made this nation 

a safer place to live, canying out their primary mission of assemblinagandidisasscmbliag 
nuclear weapons. This same skilled workforce can apply its proven productionmmultum 
and com nmitment to safety to the new mission of plutoniwn pit disassembly and 

conversion.  

Becausenasrrcct and future personnd of this new mission will require training on now 
promcdums Pantex bhas a unique safety advantage over other sites in that its worktobee 

will require training, not re-training. Clearly, it is preferable to train individuals on a new 
system, rather than re-train personnel who are used to older systern with outdated 
procedurem ad requitrznents.  

The highly trained and motivated Pantex woldorce has forged a strung relationship with 

the Amarillo community. Its commitment to maintaining the integrity of the 
cvironment, to implementing proper protocols to ensure the safety of waotem and the 
larger commumity, and to working closely with the local community have earned Pantex 
the role of a good neighbor. Pa e enjoys coasiderablo commamity support and 
enthusiasm for new mis•ions.  

T,�XD39

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for the hybrid approach to 
surplus plutonium disposition and for siting the pit conversion facility at 
Pantex. Analyses in Chapter 4 of Volume I indicate that impacts of operating 
the pit conversion facility on health, safety, and the environment at Pantex 
would likely be minor. Decisions on the surplus plutonium disposition program 
atPantex will be based on environmental analyses, technical andcost reports, 
national policy and nonproliferation considerations, and public input. DOE 
will announce its decisions regarding facility siting and approach to surplus 
plutoniumdisposition in the SPD EIS ROD.

TXD39-1 Alternatives
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This support extends beyond the local community as well. Pantex has ample resources 
through the state and through the continuing research at the Amarillo National Resource 
Center for Plutonium to ensure the protection of human health and safety and the 
environment.  

Pantex has another advantage in that itris currently storing more than 8,000 surplus 
plutonium pits. In addition to the compelling reasons such as the excellent safety culture 

and production culture already existing here at Pantex, it makes sense to cany out pit 
disassembly and plutonium conversion where the pits are already located. Selection of 

:z" 

Pantex for pit disassembly and conversion should ensure some expediency in carrying out 

U.S. and international nonproliferation goals.  

view ofPantexs highly skilled workforce, its sound safety and production cultures, its 

existing mission of pit storage, and the extensive support which Pantex enjoys from the 

local community and from the state, I respectfully urge DOE to designate Pantex as the 

site for pit disassembly and conversion.  

Thank you for the'opportunity to comment in this important decision making process.  

Sincerely, 

ROGER MULDER 
Director. Pantex Program

TXD39
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AM188-1 
Alternatives 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for siting the pit conversion 
facility at Pantex and appreciates the community's strong Support of Pantex.  DePcisions on the Surplus Plutonium disposition program at Pantex will be based on environmental analyses, technical and cost reports, national policy 
and nonproliferation considerations, and public input. DOE will announce its decisions regarding facility siting and approach to surplus plutonium 
disposition in the SPD EIS ROD.
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Irni ,Seu lmnifoin Ph.D., CHP 
Tocas A&M4Univesity 

DepartneutofNudleigineruii 
Colg.•g"Slaon, TX 77843-3133 

ENRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES: SECTION 4.6 

Chn of Basse Pit COe in Proem.  

Tbe pit eanov on p-oessdescribed asa bads for EIS analyses Is abachHYDOXproem. in 

this F ft agile pit is Converted ijtw hydride, d= a nieiding rewClion is pelthflaiO&and 

famly anoxidiieg gmacden. Eadc pIs f ed aessepmIsim p conveting i buch of 
plaodua from oneemlml aAe mto aother. In cons- the proeca demscred In the pit 

disassambly demonstratiwlon. ryollngefal assessuanet (DOE 1998) ha ft hehdzidog mand 

njitridi g sesoca~oncmrsifr.a blch -Wa quantity ofpowdered,p tttroUpbUo- pdo f 

hydrdeis•vacreted. T ha implications ilthe sart analysis since plutoluom hydride is 

mreadi ii aiR than plutonimeul nihide. si bmab qk sot pymxbotn plonimn 

tydride powderw mnot mentioned in• f te J, some qumtim remain s to. t tmoems apY 
assmsed for the IS alyses.  

Few Point FAIline t or Aeddmt Frul-ey mi.  

The SDPBISpeesnted pointesmatea ofamccdeot equences.Coansqueoeesto die public are 

m,.ia •dbyth•emiaedla fme•souu b•inodmfl os fOodt ail. r Thdmft SPD)IS 
(natc: SP not SD) eives only broad . 1nges for most accide••t ft i- la point ms f 

accident fiquenades shotul b made, mad socktal rI * calculated This would provde a basis 

on whkebtooOpqlpmAsks. from proposed facilities to those om existing facilities, W well as 

proving abasdis to onvjmp the riska £mln fdfMa siting daeisi0M . The draft SPDEIS st52s 
d frequencs tommted on. as bmad ftequey bl sines • nl ofhighlyv mm 

events can be on= e oder" of serl rderso*fnguitatdc. Ih is srs•ed diattbe drsa SP is 

sttgang *Athat ttm neislyasesocisted with so= tiv rqency eatimnatesIs onilfe crdetof sveral 
orde nfun•mitl. TimIB entisu•n ,anmd ses tba sco n e m hare bern 
peeservedatpstismy ac•ident alysisrmtswithhaccet fraqmoniss identified 

qenuitatively. toprovide spespectiveon risk without Iplying san uustiied iced of precision.  

Risk s.aheprodMdto-fi,=yquency mad c eqo,=mc. Presenting only a comnecen wth a very 

broad fieysmey amgna doesnot provide a pespective on risk. Additionally. since the puppoe of 

die EIS is to mid in selecting sites baed on relative characti•stics, absolute preeinon is les 
impuatant thannosixstent anabysis for different sies mid disposition options Bluring the 

frequncy tuoa brond sage, istead of presenting beat point lstatles consistentt wih o r 
do,•nventim preventri, rissfrom each site from being oni•npred. An ineorreet doclusion 

concetinioft desizablity of one site over mother may occcr due to te practic• adopted in tde 

EEL Othr eavirawnanal epomts and safty yabSe present poinlestunates for frequ-enci the 
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MD188-2 Pit Disassembly and Conversion 

The accident scenarios evaluated in this SPD EIS are based on the HYDOX 

process described in Section 2.4.1.2. A detailed discussion of the accident 

scenarios, methodology, and assumptions for the pit conversion facility is 

presented in Appendix K. 1.5.2.1. These scenarios and assumptions are based 

on information provided in the Pit Disassembly and Conversion Facility 

Environmental Impact Statement Data Reports (June 1998) for each of 

the candidate sites. These reports are referenced in Chapter 2 (Volume I) 

of this EIS.

-MD188-3 Facility Accidents

It is true that risk is the product of frequency and consequence. However, 
the decision to report frequencies in terms of a range does not prevent 

risks from each site from being compared. Instead, it recognizes the 

uncertainty (or range of uncertainty) in the frequency estimates. This is 

consistent with the guidance in Recommendations for the Preparation of 

Environmental Assessments and Environmental Impact Statements 

(DOE Office of NEPA Oversight, May 1993). Results are presented in 

such a way that risk differences shown in the results among alternatives 

reflect real, physical differences as opposed to definitional or 

methodological differences. Frequency differences arise primarily (1) when 

frequency estimates are different enough to warrant different risk categories; 

and (2) in the frequency of aircraft crashes. Pantex is the only site being 

considered where the aircraft crash frequency is greater than 1.Ox 101, thereby 

warranting a quantitative analysis. With respect to consequences, a great 

deal of effort has been made by DOE to develop a consistent method of 

source term estimation, as documented inAirborne Release Fractions/Rates 

and Respirable Fractions for Nonreactor Nuclear Facilities 

(DOE-HDBK-3010-94, October 1994). The differences among sites for 

meteorology and population characteristics also have a clear and supportable 

physical basis.
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Staras. Oms= hfrs 1l oulmOxide Powder (oba the moat mIIt issue 
ft theePahanle•i now) 

T seprduct oftdbe IYDOXpw-ocss Is pltnium oxide powder. Strage lssues were not 
addesed in the SDPIS 0 believe •d the lust I stands fore eAN ). Due• t the much geater 
Mmed posed utyplofuimoxide powder, seemrpered lthe solid metal pit, T-xas Repo- I 
comindt te monptio ans-en s msae mam wod ech cmna 100 kofpuoniwm o.idepowamP foratoi of 1,000ikg sto-d gon ste Lim loedins.ext 1nal o de pit cuon on, 
fi-ility). The"1 sftSPDtS reveals L Pluss m satn 4,000Its of ph iun oidde powder li 
the pit disemuly budng vh and 10.000 kgI d cteMOX Hihy storage wmh. It Isnot 
dcler itheinvsentomesecrespond to mammm design e umetie sof die vaults. Two initators 
la d, hs (MCEm an•d aeftcrmash) avo potautify an emsp* releases associated with the 
moragevaits.• s atd die public meez dat they would deftsely use the conversion 
pbocessta Pa)n edpoint radher *an just a Pitmea lendpoint with a declamisi d slipe.  
Therfeds d isdoheplace that needs to be giv e nthe stest ¢asderstio n othe - of 
poder dtad dlmectly • aects•hd• mount ofmaterial at sa kAirocmal disk md agnudlturid 
Imnpgact db eermlomu Thatis. Lnlatadonofpluniu k Is ie emos• hazardous route of Imtake 
iumdm e ibody. ThecerommlftedWmlvedowicusneualting bmor Inhalation ofa given 

anoum ofphsoniummis about 200 0 em that resultingffi - ingestion Es.0 x-OS Sv/Bq 
(abserptkmtypeMK Pa-239, Table 5.29.3(b) ofICRP 71, dulk) divided by 2.5 X-07 Sv/lq 
(admi. Pu-239, Table C-I1.2 of•CRP 67)M. Ptome ands ae•sgeption; that inmree the 
anmomt ofI'p ablenimateril available for dispersal mustbe Adopted cauiously. since the 
imaedal isia phscsl i&m=that is easily inhaled if ma accidedt should occur. Airaift impact 
ARFsd RF value 

The Draft SPDEIS Presents Las Conaservive ARU and RIP Values.  

On dhe basis ofij•e d da aconceming particle sss, -m aithmnefic averate of the particle sim 
esulng mm te trials is taken (a reference documen, hldma et.aWL, is so new flat we don't 
have it and it is used for the basis of this ciacullmion). Variation inthe fraction ofpowder less 
amu 10 mos AID vares by frworers of magnitude. Since process details we sill being 
developed, it would seem pudem to select a bowding value. lnstead, an avMa is t&An 
resulting in a ten-fold reduction In apparent comequeones and sisks. This is n•t o •n-vive, 
especially conidering the developmental adubr of thce Poctm.it is als not cornisson with the 
Pmtex Zoz.4 FSAR anl oth safety dummots dat typically take bounding values rather than 
ricapvalucs. Exclusiounfscnmic eventesbeyond DBEs. Ashin the SDPEIS. themppesarsto 
be c0091 once• n uing credible accidents and design basis accientsm hlea drft SPDhIS. The 
preomea du credible eardqudtes are only those with fiequencies greater than I in 10,000 is 
nconsisient with odher DOF safety milyses and stamdians. For e•anple, Db-8L7ID-)1023 

diffierintiates between the mmdnmn credible ,mthqeake (MCE) and design basils eartquake for 
a sit. The MC1 isimorenevue de n a desip basis emarhquake, but still credible. Effcts fiom 
credble erthquakesgnaksthmanthe design basis earthquake re considerd in the Rocky Flats 
Building 707 covitoazioatal assemsema and the Pnntex 7one 4 PSAR.
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MD188-4 Facility Accidents

The inhalation-of respirable plutonium from a plutonium dioxide powder 
release is of primary significance to doses resulting from accidents. The 
SPD EIS accident analyses recognized this and developed source terms 
conservatively by focusing on powder process areas appropriate to the 

. characterzation of bounding scenarios. The assumed quantities ofplutonium 
dioxide powder in storage at the time of accident initiation are anticipated 
administrative maximum quantities, and are therefore conservative.

MD188-5 Facility Accidents
As recommended by the commentor, and consistent with 
DOE-HDBK-3010-94, Appendix K.1.5.1 was revised to reflect the use of 
a respirable fraction of 0.2 for aircraft debris impact into plutonium dioxide 
powder. This SPD EIS does not exclude seismic events beyond the design 
basis earthquake. In fact, a beyond-design-basis earthquake was specifically 
postulated to account for the fact that ground motions in the extremely 
unlikely to beyond extremely unlikely range (i.e., in the range of 1.Ox 101 to 
1.0x10.7 per year) could be significantly larger than ground motions from a 
design basis earthquake, which has a defined annual frequency of5.0xl0
(1 .0x 10 atLLNL, since it isneara tectonic plate boundary). Appendix K. 1.5.1 
states that the magnitude ofpotential earthquakes with return periods greater 
than 10,000 years is highly uncertain. Forpurposes of this EIS, it was assumed 
that at all the candidate sites, earthquakes with return periods in the 
100,000-to 10-million-year range might result in sufficient ground motion to 
cause major damage to even a modem, well-engineered, and well-constructed 
surplus plutonium disposition facility.
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MD188-7 Facility Accidents

DOE acknowledges the importance of HEPA filter effectiveness in mitigating 
accident consequences. For the purposes of the accident analysis in this 
SPD EIS, only two of the three stages of HEPA filters are assumed to work 
during all the design basis accidents. For such accidents, the two stages are 
assumed to have a combined efficiency of 99.999 percent. One major 
consideration in the development of the beyond-design-basis accidents 
analyzed in this SPD EIS was the need to characterize consequences in cases 
where the building HEPA filtration fails. The beyond-design-basis seismic

-....... . . . . . . . ... . . . . ....a

AVJJJ100- ' - ''-': -T - icl~ CieflIsý 

In general, it is true that doses would be higher at 100 m (330 ft) than at 
1,000 m (3,281 ft). This trend is acknowledged in Appendix Y-1.4.1, which 
states that a worker closer than 1,000 m (3,281 ft) to the accident would 
generally receive a higher dose; a worker farther away, a lower dose.  
However, this trend is not absolute; for an elevated release (which many of 
the releases evaluated in this SPD EIS are), doses tend to decrease closer 
to the release point because the plume is above the receptor. Also, for 
ground-level releases from an existing building, the chaotic nature of 
building wake effects makes estimates of doses highly uncertain for 
distances less than approximately 100 to 200 m (330 to 656 f-). DOE 
.acknowledges fliatdoses to some workers may be higher than those estimated 
for the maximally exposed worker at 1,000 m (3,281 ft). However, there 
is no fixed distance at which doses to workers are maximized. Thus, a 
reference distance must be picked as a point of comparison among 
alternatives. This EIS selected 1,000 m (3,281 ft) (or the site boundary, if 
less than 1,000 m [3,281 ft] away) as reasonable, based on its use in the 
Storage and Disposition PEIS. A distance of 100 m (330 ft) is used in 
the transportation accident analysis to nominally define a public dose for 
purposes of comparison. This is appropriate for transportation accidents 
because it is assumed that the public is in the immediate vicinity of the 
accident (public roads). It is also technically feasible because the 
transportation accident is assumed to be a ground-level, nonbouyant release, 
and there are no significant wake effects at 100 m (330 ft) due to the bulk 
of the trailer.
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event assumes that building HEPA filtration is altogether unavailable; the 
beyond-design-basis fire also assumes that HEPA filtration is unavailable due to clogging ofthe HEPA filters from smoke or wetting. The statement is Z.  incorrect that the HEPA filter leakpath factor in this EIS is 20 times the corresponding t'actor in the Storage and Disposition PEIS; it is 5 times greater. As discussed in Appendix K. 1.5.1, Accident Scenario Consistency, the value of l.0xl0-5 was selected as the more conservative of the values 

. Sujpplied in-tthe data reports.  

MD188-8 
Facility Accidents 

Appendix K was revised to show that the suite of generic accidents in the Storage and Disposition PEIS was considered in the analysis of accidents :.  for this SPD EIS. However, the more detailed design information in the surplus plutonium disposition data reports was the primary basis for the identification of accidents because that information most accurately 
represents the expected facility configuration. Accidents such as the fire on the loading dock and the oxyacetylene explosion in a process cell were 
deemed to be unsupported by this information, so were not included in 
this EIS.



Rmidy Clmrbeocas Ph.D.  
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES: SECTION 4.6

Thea road teuue idmithis aectionm we easrmable mid show that the facility would not pm 
uveamuhle risk- I did not compare specific valtes for Pante vs. Saamdh•River. but I also 
did not • e direct biases •h•t wereereated. mmei"pt formanspoetsimoAsmi&be expected, 

sffin dat is provided to evalua th d•t Wed aalyses oir human hfth risk, air qmlty.  
9to.  

The ftanspostatinanalyses do appear to hawve om bilt-in bias. For MOXtransportation the 
analysis considers (1) depieted UF4 from one of DO's sites at a.sam= diffusion plat to a 
eomeansaleonversin faei•t, (2) U0, 2fm the conversion facltyto the led assembye 
fKality. (3) MOX AiW bundles to a domnsste. comn=e nuclear reactom and 4) the other 
eapeted tranport of pits, u0, te•. Possible gaseou difl'uits plant include lhaie in 

Kentucky, Ohio, or Tomm Possible sites for convertion to U11 include facilities in Missouri, 
Ncth Cuomsa Sou& Crolona. f Washingtto. This Steoffht COMnCa rec or is 
mupi&e For the calcutionas the aIS nsumes that Portsmouth (Ohio) is the site for depleted 
ugim and tattem *4 GENucearEneray Production Facility inWilmingOn, Nor&hCaroia
reIpesenltihconversionfacility. This is -smmed for allscenarios Fuert it isatnedatha 
tsssp dsim distunceof2,500 miles is mquired from aMe MOX fbAilty to th commerckl 
meacor. IfyWoulookat a omap, it is apparent that these selecdons pmeseabis against Pantx.  
How would the risks ehmge if the dfcletod umsium went from Ohio to Missouri to the MOX 
failitv7 FurthesmerM dmwa ircler that has a radim of 2.M500 iles around wh of the potential 
faciities. What fivaeonofthe US is covered Pamex, vany ofhe other potenmial facilities. One 
might assame that the distance of2,500 miles is too small for Savanah River and too Large for 
Prtex. 'While toRttonwrisks do not. ent a significant doseor risk. I would have 
expected thmn to be a greater differm•ial risk dteamixmlm than was rsnted in th m EIS.  
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MD188-9 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's remarks regarding risk. As discussed 
in Section 4.6.2.6, transportation activities that would result from the 
implementation of Alternative 4A would pose no significant risk to human 
health or the environment at Pantex. Information required for detailed 
evaluation of environmental impacts is provided in the references for 
Chapter4of Volume I and inAppendixes F through M.

MD188-10 Transportation

The GE Nuclear facility in Wilmington, North Carolina, was used for the 
purpose of determining the potential impacts of the conversion of uranium 
hexafluoride to uranium dioxide as part of the surplus plutonium disposition 
program. The radiological risks of shipping uranium dioxide would likely 
be minor, and would contribute little to the total risk of any alternative. The 
nonradiological risks (traffic-accident- and vehicle-related air pollution) 
are generally proportional to the distance driven. Appendix L was revised 
to include the impacts associated with shipping MOX fuel to the Catawba, 
McGuire, and North Anna reactors. This SPD EIS no longer includes a 
generic distance from the MOX facility to a reactor. As shown in Table L-3, 
the cumulative transportation distance for all MOX alternatives would be 
over 3.6 million km (2.2 million mi). Changing the location of the uranium 
dioxide conversion facility would affect the impacts by less than 10 percent 
Section 4.28 was revised to discuss the potential environmental impacts of 
operating the reactors that would use the MOX fuel.
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Immobilization

Dr. JanicaC Rock 
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Tea A&M Univmelty 
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uyers we o thotd ho osv al eIonhmdoua zopb me f tKit is noema'y, woshould am it in 
@ sise and haidM nmner. Inthe• Iac case, wehave Plutonium in storage at poatex. so it is 

ascessuytoworkwithit. I wanlnomake three pointshohcomo ii1.  

FRz a bltu 'rtbbo panel ofeapesta dby the Nai Ads.Anyo€l'ctnmeclm delermined 
that Plutmodum as hits presmly stoced at Pante ahould be z anasactmed to a less hazardous 
form. MW poas anled w ealo in thi EIS. The covs will produce a camicý, 
Plulonthan Dimxde6 that is naum safer thin the surplus weapoas-1pondo Plutonium alloys 

seesasflyinstorage. To luiustrethbeloftbriefly, I note thatihe Plutoniuamnandits alloysamn 
solauble I aquou acids mad will bumt kakundr proper conditions. wled•ld ceramic a2 is ueither solhble nar flammable under those conoifion.  

Seco my pmtson he eAi dup.uOt fior lki with ldou uoterl. All 
lsrwkvi riertnel and theick mnnmodtlea shoeuld be Iown and eonnoilal. The plrorides for aIs.ol, with the beet opticas EiMsta.1e: 1 1 design, administrative cotrtols A1 personia 
prolective equipen personal proeton such asglo wrespirators and covealle am used only 
wheat otheptions amsmaurailablc. Tie Draft SurplussPlutonm Dpoatlon EIES ,wa c€l y 
that DOE is following dii paadlgm. Many ectizens s e watchring DOE, and I beleve all in the 
room tx* am partiipatig with DOE to sure that we an stay an this beckL 

"Mhrldmypofensson believesr an inienablewibt" of woekeaWid citzens to imow. This drft 
EIS provides clar evidence of th iDOE commitment to full disclosue. Great efifrthas beem 
aetpnded tn explain Lth hazmds to workaes and to the community and to dc=ibe the pocee•ses 
md cquipment that ar bcing dcsigned to control these ham-d,. Some featue of the ldesign 
reMain inck mplteC . TlI draft EIS reflects tis reality.  

Let me tom now mid offer two comments about the draft 113. Some ncstions ofih draft EIS 
differ" am other sctions and from previously publshcd documents. I believe that reflects its 
drafti ttr. We arc hcre today to help DOE peer review the dra" EIS and make it s acurate 
uspendlu before iit Is finlA L Fhis!a that spirit. I reques• t O DOE review my sgpstions 
about howflayee Raleunderlies accident model used to develop emargency respo•mse plae.  
(.C. Rock end J. Kiffe: "Bayce Rule Underlies the DOE Standard faer Airaft Accident
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DOE is interested in converting plutonium pits and plutonium metal to an 
oxide because an oxide is more stable and is further removed from usability 
in a nuclear weapon.  

MD188-12 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's position regarding the safe handling 
of hazardous materials.

-.....MD188913 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process

DOE acknowledges the conmmentor's appreciation of this SPD EIS.

MD188-14 Facility Accidents

To understand the commentor's concerns, an additional paper (Improving 
Aircraft Accident Forecasting for an Integrated Plutonium Storage 
Facility [ANRCP-1998-6, June 1998]) by Dr. Rock, Dr. McNerney, 
Ms. Kiffe, and Ms. Turen was reviewed. DOE disagrees with the conclusions 
of the paper that a two-thirds reduction of crash frequency due to in-flight 
operations is appropriate because the details of the calculation in this EIS 
are not accurately represented in the paper. In any event, a frequency of 
1.Ox 10- per year is still in the same qualitative category as that of an aircraft 
crash at Pantex in this SPD EIS, and the frequency specification of "beyond 
extremely unlikely" would remain unchanged.  

Although cost will be a factor in the decisionmaking process, this SPD EIS 
contains environmental impact data and does not address the costs associated 
with the various alternatives. A separate cost report, Cost Analysis in 
Support of Site Selection for Surplus Weapons-Usable Plutonium 
Disposition (DOE/MD-0009, July 1998), which analyzes the site-specific 
cost estimates for each alternative, was made available around the same 
time as the SPD Draft EIS. This report and the Plutonium Disposition 
Life-Cycle Costs and Cost-Related Comment Resolution Document 
(DOE/MD-0013, November 1999), which covers recent life-cycle cost analyses 
associated with the preferred alternative, are available on the MD Web site 
at http://www.doe-md.com and in the public reading rooms at the following 
locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS and Washington, D.C.

MD188-11
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In the Nonproliferation and Arms Control Assessment of Weapons-Usable 
Fissile Material Storage and Excess Plutonium Disposition Alternatives 
(DOE/NN-0007, January 1997), DOE identified two potential liabilities of the 
immobilization alternatives relative to the Spent Fuel Standard. These liabilities 
involve ensuring sufficient radiation levels and removal-resistant 
can-in-canister designs. Since that time, DOE has modified the can support 
structure inside the canisters and has focused its research on the ceramic 
form of immobilization. As part of the form evaluation process, an 
independent panel of experts determined (Letter Report of the 
Immobilization Technology Peer Review Panel, from Matthew Bunn to 
Stephen Cochran, LLNL, August 21, 1997) that the can-in-canister design 

... would rmetthe Spent Fuel Standard. In addition, NAS is currently conducting 
studies to confirm the ability of the ceramic can-in-canister immobilization 
approach to meet the Spent Fuel Standard. DOE is confident that 
immobilization remains a viable alternative for meeting the nonproliferation 
goals of the surplus plutonium disposition program-

MD188-17 Feedstock

Pursuing both immobilization and MOX fuel fabrication provides the 
United States important insurance against potential disadvantages of 
implementing either approach by itself. The hybrid approach also provides 
the best opportunity for U.S. leadership in worling with Russia to implement 
similar options for reducing Russia's excess plutonium in parallel Further, 
it sends the strongest possible signal to the world of U.S. determination to 
reduce stockpiles of surplus plutonium as quickly as possible and in a manner 
that would make it technically difficult to use the plutonium in nuclear 
weapons again.  

DOE reviewed the chemical and isotopic composition ofthe surplus plutonium 
and determined in the Storage and Disposition PEIS ROD that about 8 t 
(9 tons) of surplus plutonium were not suitable for use in making MOX fuel.  
Furthermore, DOE has identified an additional 9 t (10 tons) for a total of 17 t 
(19 tons) that have such a variety of chemical and isotopic compositions that 
it is more reasonable to immobilize these materials and avert the processing

UM 
t4

MD188-16 DOE Policy
I
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complexity that would be added if these materials were made into MOX fuel.  

The criteria used in this identification included the level of impurities, 
processing requirements, and the ability to meet the MOX fuel specifications.  

Therefore, fabricating all 50 t (55 tons) of surplus plutonium into MOX fuel is 
not considered a reasonable alternative at this time.  

While it is possible to use impure plutonium in MOX fuel, the incremental 
burden to do so is unnecessary and complicates the MOX approach. A 
description of the types and amounts of plutonium currently planned for 
disposition can be found in Feed Materials Planning Basis for Surplus 
Weapons-Lfsable Plutonium Disposition (MD)-00 13, April 1997).

MD188-18 DOE Policy

As discussed in Section 1.7.4, Appendix D was deleted because none of the 
proposals to restart FFTF currently consider the use of surplus plutonium as 

a fuel source. In December 1998, the Secretary of Energy decided that FFTF 
would not play a role in producing tritium.

MD188-19 DOE Policy

As discussed in Section 1.7.4, Appendix D was deleted because none of the 
proposals to restart FFIF currently consider the use of surplus plutonium as 

a fuel source. DOE agrees withthe commentor that the LWR irradiation of the 
MOX fuel could be eliminated should there be a proposal to restart FFTF 
using surplus plutonium as a fuel source; however, the timeframe in which it 

could be accomplished is longer than that currently being proposed by the 
consortiumusing commercial reactors.

MD188-20 Lead Assemblies

The two DOE sites, ANL-W and ORNL, proposed for postirradiation 
examination conduct these types of activities on an ongoing basis. Impacts 
of activities associated with the postirradiation examination of lead 
assemblies are discussed in Section 4.27.6. Spent fuel after postirradiation 
examination would be the responsibility of the DOE spent nuclear fuel 
program. As stated in the ROD for the DOE Programmatic Spent Nuclear 
Fuel Management and Idaho National Engineering LaboratoryMD188
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Environmental Restoration and Waste Management Programs Final EIS 
(DOE/EIS-0203-F, April 1995), interim storage for this type ofspent fuel would 
take place at INEEL before eventual disposal in a potential geologic repository.  

MD188-21 Facility Accidents 
The oral response provided in the public hearing did not filly answer the 
question. The Final Environmental Impact Statement for the Continued 
Operation of the-Pantex Plant and Associated Storage ofNuclear Weapon 
Components (DOE/EIS-0225, November 1996) was used to determine the 
operations of each aircraft type. The other remaining factors were from 
the DOE standard, Accident Analysis for Aircraft Crash Into Hazardous 

- Facilities (DOE-STD-3014-96, October 1996), and calculations from 
equations in that standard. The aircraft crash evaluation used operations 
data from the Pantex EIS because it was the best available data at the time 
of the analysis for this SPD EIS.  

In response to the claims about having the "most accurate database of aircraft 
operations at Amarillo Airport," until those data are verified by DOE and 
made available in a published document, the Pantex EIS operations data are 
considered the best known published operations data for Amarillo Airport.  
This SPD EIS disregarded any contribution from general aviation aircraft 
because the proposed surplus plutonium disposition facilities would be 
designed to withstand a general aviation aircraft impact. Figure 4 in the 
DOE-STD-3014-96 data document describes at least 68 small military 
off-runway accidents around the U.S. These crashes are included in the 
basis for the crash location density function. The arguments for a reduction 
of the frequency of 9 or more for in-flight crashes are not provided. The 
analyses are based on DOE-STD-3014-96 and are considered to be 
appropriate and adequate for the comparison of the alternatives being 
considered in this EIS.
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General SPD EIS and NEPA Process

olun K. Swclm, Ph.D. P..  
TesasAwkuillspuiimtfirtio 

Texa m ,A Umiveity ArieauRaeuteb md Ebamkn Centr 
Amallo, i7X 79100

At the rquest ofibe Amarillo NationalReouroe Coat for Plutonium, a co .ortom of lhe 
Tomn A AM Univesity* • no, de University ofTxas Syste, and Texs Tech Untweuity, I 
have reniewedIke 41-pt doumuant A SurplusPlutontxn Disposition Draft lDwvomental 
Inpm Sutment suamtr, vo.mV l-PtXAV, volme I-Part 1, and Valumte !&, U. S.  
Depwtmeat of negy Washingon. D. C., July. 1998.1-,00 p. Wiliemy -view of tie S le 
P oni Dispcftion (SPD) Ea kem a ImpactS na t O(S) wm focused ontho puts 
messing spedfieally to the Ptntex Plant and to the environwmeoal quality assessmeontmadndmpa 
considersidas a gener -review was ervenalso to otha" locations s ke consideaticn.  

The snablIssof the 7tarualves articulated and poname• d for review was heroagb ad 
balance with respect to the varlou sItses u conldee rardo 1 understand t-tmuae orsisese 
altonw cs m o logr wundweormakieratioabPeqtto sIDOE rDEet E decision to locaTe he 
fuelro assem blyfbicationoprocess using Iotoaniu oxide atlSavammah River Sike(SRS) whicha 
is to point ofyropoped final tilmitonain an existing nucear power pln This decIii 
com ais the salection of altematlvee Involving Pantmex to only thoe involving (a) Ccureat 
mission of Iceg-tarmpnt lgonisn phi sorge viii, asadms.(h) pit riinsessmby. and(c) pit 
conversion of into plutonum dioxdde,. a coponce alongwith • mhnn dioxide oraevaeal 
MiuM Oxide (MOX) facl rods fabicatedat SRS. In essence the omnainig al•• satives involving 
Pwtex n mas follows (n-ro): Atars I. 4A 411..SA, 5B.1B1, 13 2, mad 12D.  

I do not view Aftertve I (NoAction) &asaviable option, In that isea stimated half-tie of 
plutonninaa is pswanI form issane 24,000 yeas. This Is a longtime fore ovemeaus, 
offitnes and tspayers to gWd aMd paroet from .tae acimdent, .enviremaeaal and natural 
rewsarc danat•aa • hmnaniraey a etna0 onat o ofmativ issile nate'ial that has 
comamucialvahwasi well as obviou s ttlvopoeilaL This po•ential Alepcy@ should no 
be left fbr future gi -nsarati f Texans.sod other Amerlcaiss.The 11i lrvesiangosssotaftsaicis 
withise" fssar Sovietrswtthlrepect to eirdssebled d stM d fIIt matedels wol be 
lost as well. The oaw 22 alternatives would put all thisabtiinrl us by the year2OlS or-fth 
typieal publicweek delasa by the year202P-202S at least The Padnl~dle, Tess., America and 
the world tan wyit e a "saer place.  

So Owe quedio really becomecs lwo-fol 
a) b e pmea.tlypmpoaed sts of technokoes adequt to pfortm o teplulonhun 

alinal and conversion seal tard detl•velyA -ad 
b) bit e oaretae lly secue? 

I will defe the ftmrnquestion tothe involved experts in nclearegineezing. nuclear physics 
chemical e ginig. occupational healt hnd mebty, mad other relevant fields.  

Rega ng the r endcodqucsatm my involvement o & rthe astIm noute with ANRCP 
tehniaild ffad a teem of rp b evalenift and providing risk assesmnent for the 
PuatMOX faionnvatson procea%" togewher with my reading ofthe SPD EIS document Itslf 

Sthat, with the dat ipresened so far.tlse cmantang ab involvng Pa-Can 
be e iaied omt In - navko sental aecu= manner. The prob•b•llle. expeose, and halth 
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DOE acknowledges the commentor's positions on environmental impacts at 
Pantex, as well as the interest of the organizations mentioned. The 
environmental analysis reflected in this SPD EIS involved the consideration 
of relevant and available information.  

Technologies proposed for the disposition of surplus plutonium are 
described in Sections 2.3 and 2.4; environmental impacts of the 
implementation of those alternatives, in Chapter 4 of Volume I. As more 

.. informnation becomes available it will be posted to DOE's Web site at 
http://www.doe-md.com.

I
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MD188-23 Socioeconomics
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Incident-free (normal) releases of radioactivity from the proposed surplus 
plutonium disposition facilities to the food production chain are explained 

for each candidate site in Appendix J. Current and future operations at any 

of the candidate sites are not expected to impact the soil used for agriculture 

and farming in any regions adjacent to these candidate sites. The potential 

impacts of the proposed facilities on prime farmlands are also evaluated in 

the Geology aid Soils portions of Section 4.26. All activities would be 

limited to each of the candidate sites, and any impacts on the surrounding 

areas would be within Federal, State, and local regulatory limits.  

..•ction 4.26 and Appendix K were revised to discuss potential impacts of 

radioactive emissions on agriculture and water resources.  

MD188-24 Candidate Sites 

DOE's preference for siting the MOX facility at SRS is not a decision. The 

alternatives cited by the commentor remain reasonable alternatives until 

the SPD EIS ROD is issued. However, DOE eliminated as unreasonable 

the 8 alternatives that would involve use of portions of Building 221-F 

with a new annex at SRS for plutonium conversion and immobilization, 

thereby reducing the number of reasonable alternatives to 15 that are 

analyzed in the SPD Final EIS. Table 2-1 was revised to reflect the deleted 

alternatives: 3B, 5B, 6C, 6D, 7B, 9B, 12B, and 12D. Alternative 12C was 

renamed 12B.  

DOE acknowledges the commentor's statement that every candidate site, 

except Pantex, has at least one river running through or adjacent to it.  

MD188-25 Socioeconomics 

Section 3.1 defines the ROI for the affected environment for human health 

risks to the general public from exposure to airborne contaminant emissions 

as an area within an 80-kin (50-mi) radius ofthe proposed surplus plutonium 

disposition facilities. The analyses in Appendix J consider the potential 

contamination of agricultural products and livestock, and consumption of 

these products by persons living within an 80-km (50-mi) radius of the
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-S-11-l 3AihPte Plth , Pges 341 eo 3-124-the tcnsiv* icIMW poducdon 
practices and programsithinaa 9-caunty ames around Pancox nor adjacent to the site were not discussed or data lRted. This nfomalion was provided todh ANRCPin Jimnuay I S ina hon prtoject findal report ad needsto be p-esented or summaizcd hcrc. The agricultal datA ho include: erops (typ m andceage). woil m-agementpratwic, 
livettod P n Qing gelands dwhenpatmme), cattle feedlos, Including soures; of 
f dadsupplies. beefsloughterin a! processing faciliftcs, and gain storage. Daeifis, hones swine, PoultY. and other species ofrelovare am not identified as wel. Potential secondar"ypaltways ofposs'l- e ocmmintion-e.g. non-polit source nmff, wind erosion, 
watecr iM o --.- emo taddessed. Similar itifnatnon should beprv•ided for all sie 
oeher mddadidu tcsin•o respective sections within the Regios, ofnImaL For exanPle.  
k*f ocait i gd cattle anddairyproducti we prombnessuin IdMOManid Washington statehin gemerl vicinity of INE and Hamnfgd plants respectively, and outl Carolina isa 
poultry production state. Aso,vmarentin isumad oflocal mangemet districts for groundwater and safacs wato resources. these include the panhandle Ground Wowa 
Cmsavution Disrict No. 3. White Deer., ich encompasses an 2$co1m[y area including 

.Z nvthremsatl Cosequenceo-The forgoiln commesi for Chapte 3 greraellU epplyt thi elh sipar m well.  

"- Sedtit 4.6NAllemaliv 4A-lndicates that the a s quality I cs will be minimal along with wast mangmeent, huma nheafh, or wat er ,souce d.ks. Increments aded by 
operion of the pit eonveeuion at Pantax will be no-ex-star or minimal (Table 4-5 vs.  

Table 4-.58)and resultantsite coancutr•tlons will be fhr below 1PA or TNR(,C ambient 
air quality standards for mo contaminan•tand below EPA NAAS for PMI f1on both an 
anula mnd 24-how averging time basis.
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candidate sites. The analyses of doses consider bioaccumulation of 
radioactivity in grain crops, forage, and animals (and the resultant effects 
on ingestion doses to humans), and all potential dose pathways including 
direct ingestion, inhalation, external ground exposure, and plume immersion.  
These analyses indicate that the potential impacts of normal operation of 
the pit conversion, immobilization, and MOX facilities on agricultural 
products, livestock, and human health at any of the sites would likely be 
minor. The analysis takes into account plutonium doses; bioaccumulation 
ofradioactivity in grain crops, forage, and animals (and the resultant effects 
on..igestion doses to humans); and all potential dose pathways including 
direct ingestion, inhalation, external ground exposure, and plume immersion.  
Transience consideration would have a negligible effect on dose results.  
Although specific agricultural data were not identified for each candidate 
site in Chapter 3 of Volume I, the 1987 Census ofAgriculture was used as 
the source to generate site-specific data for food production in Appendix J 
for each of the candidate sites.  

Section 3.4.7.2.1 states thatPantex is in the Panhandle Groundwater District 3, 
which has the authority to require permits and limit the quantity of water 
withdrawn. Impacts of releases of radioactivity from the proposed facilities 
at each candidate site on the food production chain are discussed in 
Appendix K. Section 4.26 and Appendix J were revised to discuss potential 
impacts of radioactive emissions on agriculture and water resources.  

The remainder of this comment is addressed in response MD 188-23.

MD188-26 

DOE acknowledges the conmment
Air Quality and Noise
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MD188-27 Air Quality and Noise

-AppenuiA P. Inspact Assesmamtt MethOds A . nlAppendliG. Air Quaue,

- Doma Moinclude infboimatio imftansy Slt conrdWng 

qv- W aa ruduction ponwde 
.acide rctmi T cl-p osion, •f•res, OUs, etc.  

dispersion model 
- armusaffected 

.r- nbtim ofp fruoatea hum Pattex by water or wind etmlon.  

*Appedh 1 SoeioeconomJl 

- Des mainldude discussion concerning agriceltmalteoductia, lmnausr, of nual 

resiens cludingishetheer or not they could be affected.  

"*Appendh J, Humsm Healthe Ps -.s 

-11• e siauftid datdmen ined (feom The 19M7 Census ofAgsct-) but n00 shown 

should be preented for all hur sites. This infornision should be presented mina seputa 
App-Ed _ Otlier mledtual i"sources o•r More recentntage than the C•ms of AgrculWt 

am ecadi&v vailsb uas well, firo .entite s •chs esthe State Lrop and Livestock Statistical 

Secetft Coopettve Emeslon Sewces(eg. TemZs A• tunmal Exhmsio Servce) 
the USDA-Fwm ServIs Agency, etc..  
- Andysis does not appear to take into aoummtPu dumsatrsiencv oreffecta on field 

gran copas, forages, or anbnals, m ocontamlnaom pathwvas ther than direct ingestiou

The Opporgtity to review and commet on te SPD EIS document isappreciated. I hope these 
mmweime useU in strntmIng the docucai mnd pmovide de binas for continuing 
drMlopmet of gmrftscientific iftrrnadom regarding the cvlhommeol quality fr- Pmitcx iand 

nther sites in other locations also.
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There are no changes in agricultural production practices associated with 
any of the alternatives. The remainder of this comment is addressed in 

responses MD188-23 and MD188-25.  

The accident analyses in this SPD EIS are considered to be bounding and 

address a representative spectrum of possible operational accidents. No 

major chemical accidents were identified. As discussed in Appendix K. 1.1, 

additional documentation on hazards and accidents would be developed for 

each facility during the design and construction process.  

Appendixes F, G, J, and K describe the methods used to model 

air-quality-related impacts, provide the emission rates for each facility and 

alternative, discuss the areas affected, and the treatment of particle 

deposition. Because the radiological analysis is concerned with the MEI, 

the initial deposition of radionuclides and its effect on this individual are 

analyzed. Appendix J was revised to include expected radiological release 

quantities from each of the proposed surplus plutonium 
disposition facilities.  

The remainder of this comment is addressed in response MD188-25.

MD188-28 Human Health Risk

Detailed agricultural data for each of the candidate sites are presented in 
the Health Risk Data for Storage and Disposition of Weapons-Usable 

Fissile Materials Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement 

(HNUS, October 1996). That data report supports this SPD EIS as well as 

the Storage and Disposition PEIS. A separate appendix is not needed to 

repeat these data verbatim; the data report is available in DOE public reading 

rooms. The agricultural data in this EIS are used to estimate the doses to 

the population in 2010. For these projected doses, DOE considers the data 

from the 1987 Census of Agriculture to be representative of the areas 

evaluated. These agricultural data are also consistent with those used for 

dose assessments in the Storage and Disposition PEIS.  

The remainder of this comment is addressed in response MD188-25.
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Dal* Klein, Ph.D., P.E.  

Vice chancellor r Spe•dc E ng Programs 
SAmarillo Natioia Resoxce Center for Puttouum 

The University of Ter, at Austin 
Austin, TX 78712

RUSS[AN ASPECIS OF THE SPDEIS AND THE SITING OF THE PDCF 

Tiamliness is the key issue. ft has been mo than 4 yea since the HAS dc•lared •e surplus 
pluirmiui ade .nm, mdpreset dang" "lhe United Sats needs to move quicdy to mmatain 

forward movecnrt In Russi. Financitg is not the emly Lkmelm Ruia;s hey will out disposition 

unless the U.S. does so as well 

ThenuaitedSte should psh f theeadlstpoaslbtedeniil ml on ofp• t gLau _ g putting 

U.&Mlmtiassiamtdl under [AEA safeguards, theeby creating -politicul revcrsibil~ty.'-gy 

doing this, it would show the world thai we me serious about NPT commitmats- Finally, we 

should separate demlitartization foam the disposition technologies whicham likely to experience 
s atdead eso oltical ssus Placingthe PDCF at Pantex proAdesthe quickest route 

toward dendlitaization.  

The U.S. would not look favorably on Russians shipping pits unnewssily; therefoe, we should 

pactice what we preach. Thee Is no reaon t uship pitsa can Pantex to SRS when the pits sm 
alreadybomed t Pasuex. Itjut makes sense to site the PDCF at Panex..  

ME
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The United States will continue to work with Russia according to agreed-upon 
paths and timing for surplus plutonium disposition.  

Potential transportation impacts of pit disassembly and conversion at Pantex 

are summarized in Chapter 4 of Volume I andAppendix L. Under any of the 

proposed alternatives, the risks to the public from the transportation of these 

materials are small as shown in Table L-6.

MD188-30 Alternatives
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X L Peddioced, Ph.D.  
Associate Viceaamtellcftfoe Stuategic Pmogram 

Tes OAMUnivecsty 
Colle Slotion.TX 77943 

A key elemmtin the suphmplutnflm dispostoumissi, ,will beroviuo t to alow for o4dieth 
blcaralk ipectiodscrmcfiusrl onpofa , e xcess wesai m L Thes 6onedo 
cmmIriaito imp oiy U.S. ol iy Issues on pasmpo -d opess da s to ft 
ds6 so- feuplu weqo material both inthe Uited S .tidesad tRussian Felra-tio 
filasc'al iqnspelto nwith Rsim .will be lempottant to dvdop a mmial levde oconfidence with 
the Rumsi••s &r the I dIspoflooeffort Sudc biltesul iuspection aimiesa wn•l aso 
pruvkConfrntuione ,Wdde U.S. through out specdte ofRumim fUciities th diirdeffora mwe preehiscsthsl. Likwise, potetal mutialtal i'upeetio ruderth aus pices ofthe 
ensatioa Aomntx lcEneweAgemy i n Viesia, AMamie, will give insaue to the global 

commusilty of U.S. leadeesip this key endleavo.  

While do lespectio function will besn aadllauy estmpese, it also win have som 
envfrcWWeeWs L pc.A ommdoeuminnt bemadlefortnh. bdile.equlpiescai 

Indulial pefanlg iiieee~These requitmsem spcesuntasly, be banded in a 
stsslhtirbarud way with mlnmousl a eomierntal disruptio.  

I enuofdejsct fcim Imad 1sreflailntothe Pit Dimsesift ad lymdCoveelo 
Faclty (PDCS), dsoktpomatdsl othePDCrwillbeIn feneswbihsceduilled.Howevec.  
dsmesat erlwiroll be cidlecanvetled toe md o"b pe oorpliton oxuie 
powder. Subsequccut ampg oofthIs material will not be ofacisasihc nue =and will be subject 
to 1len o lmspedia.. Itis totedlbm by locating the PDC Facility at the Pautex Plsat, the 
nmePedome sitereapedon et ctionndAlarmSys• m(PIAS) n pios to g•u•nmee 
the scueityof eo as demfai. Reaonigado ofeodt m at Paem ould be 
done sa a W~stOrWast WRY to allwfowr xdie hapectionxequiremeeats while asum&inthat 
clasifil infoinsln andmaterial It not compommismd.  

A scndapectof the inspeonmroptireeneissIsalso warhoedsst~Asmanmssoed aboveIt is 
the fme produced by the PDCF which will be suject to loecion. %s prcdudcs the 
possibiity. which has been susgested elsewhere, thata fuy Int ated ityt might be used 
which will have weo pi• theputa d MOX S u te t Such facility would Mnot 
allowsforthe inspection of the ioduet ofth pit disassmbly md coovesoamps."IfwItwe re to 
be pi osdat aRummimhimnsalleton, iaummasly web a fully integradw poahWith 
restictions ror the hispeelous of usaclusolid maeriarl would not be aeceptableto dhe Unilted 
Slates. We word dw be @a•e tomstu that die MOX fuel comine out wa the rnit of the 
pit goiEg i. As aceet sepm of the pit Coeverslon ficton fi omn the MOX rfue 
fabrication will be necessary 

ThePater Pslant provides the olppiml ty for aci'lity tor pit dimsembly and comvesion which 
meto a slralgbtlirward way. the sequtirmentsfEn key bilateral and multlateral inspection 

whiletaomin sleg the mimberof aeps Sarthe hauliNgofmcsetuive weaow s cosqiom&Tht le 
sclectionol''antex farthe PDC Facility should moste esedkeicy in wrle oust U.S. said 
intenseommi noplftai oe gods. Bilmaezml d IAEA requiom cold Nbe nmors easily 
fahlitattPa theeby in ementing pitdsasaonbly mod oversim more quickly, 

.. inglito t aeanesi to mach this same result wih thb *d ane d achieving the auical 
goal ofdmelinzs which is a key factr I ndie siapoia Oputriundispositio missio.
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MD188-31 Nonproliferation 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for Pantex, and appreciates the 
input on existing capabilities at the site. Further, DOE agrees that bilateral 
monitoring with Russia of the classified plutonium material and international 
inspection of the unclassified material would give assurances to the global 
.ommunity of U.S. leadership in plutonium disposition. Once the 
United States and Russia complete an agreement providing the basis for 
exchanging classified nuclear information, the procedures to be used for 
inspection of pits in storage could potentially be adapted to contribute to 
bilateral monitoring of the pit conversion facility. International monitoring 
and inspection of the unclassified plutonium would also allow the 
United States and Russia to demonstrate to each other and to the international 
community that disposition was being carried out under stringent 
nonproliferation controls, and that the excess plutonium was not being 
diverted for reuse in weapons.  

Accommodation for international inspection of the unclassified material was 
incorporated in the design of the pit conversion facility, as shown in 
Figure 2-7. The MOX facility would be a separate function and would only 
process unclassified materials; accommodation for international inspection 
was incorporated in the design of that facility, as shown in Figure 2-14.
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Facility AccidentsMD188-37
DOE acknowledges the commentor's conclusion that the societal risks posed 
by the proposed plutonium disposition facilities would be comparable to 

those associated with Pantex's current activities.
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F Cad A- Bewd.,Ph.D.  Nuclear ProgrOa Manager 

AmaliloNstlo md h RSuee Costar for Plutonium 
Amawillo,TX 79101

DOE gives 3esson• for leci fSRSfi n MOX: 

a Activity compleomts eicsting misioM.  

* -. adevanag of e ing n t 

- .pnn•.xdonwnotoffecraootpamble infianncturinebnolud g--- , rC 

* Staffesxperti 

No appogting information is gjvm to support onrohunm4 #1. Whai•trill missdons•we 

smpMWe ,Nowe se .obviom bm is eesnort"Icng dry plitoniw processing atSS...  

Nlo suppeating bformadonis ivn to support conclusion N3: 

"* lls sRS eve done MOX fed% Mwe•dio? 

" .tSR• S mt eve fulnicaedu standard ecramnrc to fl? 

"* is SiRS cmurety Wiarthg any reactr fuel? 

"* is SRSddotsn y dry Pu roc=I ng? 

"* What exi•orts u areetalking abeut? 

if we mmintue #2 mor• closely, we find outthi tho Paunte site does not tquireJOy dditiOtI 

nwknSion ovwr. SRS for the MOX facility (this ca be detm•e ned by looking at the wastes 

producedl during mmosucoMmimd the emuploymetleu requlred xing ootstructoflwhich atm 

Wmu& fo MOX for SRS and Pauc), sn what iinfintre in being taken advanage of that 

i.t Lat Patci?. Aisotlh document sc.atedl, s ahatibth wa should not have a major 

Ibpaor " at Pntixe, so what waftstr•eabent elitis a paolwalmgt In fct, in the sction 

on cumnslive resulmfat SRtS (sanmnypage S-36), th*e ulativ wage volume for hazardous 

wroeeictd& the tsmsettmd ato pwly die•a•nI• •tmt cqamat for LLW could be 

ereceded." Al, lprojeced watle rqui tra•o will exceed cment salso cUpLAty if APT is built.  

So ifwany . StSshoud be at adbmdventa6 Also, mo analysis was doneon the 

envitownental ~efiEctCof expandog the wea Capacity.  

ircoun vionisnotdonte eA• he1pits willhave •toberepac• d cdin AT40
0 (or some 

other appovedu•nmsprlaioti eontsai) and siJipedio SRS. This will •tnothavet o b• done if the 

faciitwe a e located Pasntex. TheiS eSimate a40% dos reduction to Paxe worrems due to 

dtis. Wer• ALA•.Aookcraortios evaluated as pus t of the decisin proccss?
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Phone: (806)376-5533 
Fax: (906) 376-5561 
e-mail: bewd@WP.OSS
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Alternatives
MD188-39
Complementary missions that are ongoing at SRS include plutonium storage, 
nuclear materials stabilization, waste management, and research 

and development.  

Existing infrastructure includes DWPF; waste management facilities such 

as the TRU waste certification facility, Consolidated Incineration Facility, 

and LLW disposal facilities; and safeguards and security systems. DOE is 

presently considering a replacement process for the in-tank precipitation 

(ITP) process at SRS. The ITP process was intended to separate soluble 

""high-activity radionuclides (i.e., cesium, strontium, uranium, and plutonium) 

from liquid HLW before vitrifying the high-activity fraction of the waste in 

DWPF. The ITP process as presently configured cannot achieve production 

goals and safety requirements for processing HLW. Three alternative 

processes are being evaluated by DOE: ion exchange, small tank 

precipitation, and direct grout. DOE's preferred immobilization technology 

(can-in-canister) and immobilization site (SRS) are dependent upon DWPF 

providing vitrified HLW with sufficient radioactivity. DOE is confident 

that the technical solution will be available at SRS by using radioactive 

cesium from the ion exchange or small tank precipitation process. A 

supplemental EIS (DOE(EIS-0082-S) on the operation ofDWPF and associated 

ITP alternatives is being prepared. Although the SRS staff may not have 

training in dry plutoniumprocessing, they are trained in plutoniumprcessing.  

In addition, reactor fuel fabrication was conducted in M-Area at SRS in 

support of production reactor operation, which ceased in 1992.

There would be advantages to siting the proposed surplus plutonium 
disposition facilities at sites with active plutonium facilities, or to collocating 

two or more surplus plutonium disposition program facilities at a site. As 

described in Section 2.3.1, some infrastructure such as that associated with 

safeguards and security could be shared. Although DOE recognizes that 

some savings could be realized by collocating facilities, this SPD EIS 

includes a conservative analysis that generally does not account for these 

advantages. Section S.6 of the Summary states that because TRU waste is
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not routinely generated and stored at Pantex, TRU waste storage space 

would be designated within the proposed surplus plutonium disposition 

facilities. Storage within the proposed facilities would only be required at 
Pantex because the other DOE sites have existing onsite TRU waste storage 
facilities. Section S.7 of the Summary states that although the cumulative 
volume of hazardous waste would exceed the treatment and storage capacity 

at SRS, major impacts on the waste management infrastructure would be 
unlikely because hazardous waste is generally not held in long-term storage, 

but rather is treated and disposed of at both onsite and offsite facilities. '.  
This section also states that although treatment capacity for LLW could be 

exceeded at SRS, major impacts would be unlikely because most LLW 

could be disposed of without treatment. The source of water for the 
accelerator, if built, would have been the Savannah River and it would not 
have affected the ability of the site to supply water to the proposed plutonium 

disposition facilities. The cumulative impacts section, Section 4.32, has 
been changed accordingly. The tritium production ROD that was issued in ," 
May 1999 chose the commercial light water reactors for tritium production.  

MD188-41 Transportation 

ALARA considerations were used by the engineering, technical, and safety 
and health personnel who prepared the source information upon which the 
environmental impacts in this SPD EIS were determined. ALARA 
considerations would continue to be applied during the detailed design, 

construction, operation, and eventual D&D of the proposed surplus 
plutonium disposition facilities. DOE acknowledges that any decision to 

locate the pit conversion facility at a site other than Pantex would result in 

additional repackaging for shipment, and thus, increased dose to workers at 

Pantex. Section 2.18 and Appendix L.5.1 were revised to discuss 
repackaging the pits.
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Transportation

PAul NeloU 
Crfmompeteritche, 

N cEsrlioajn ing aidbMathematics 
Team A&M Univetuty 

CollegeStatio,TX 771943

THE BiDLNIB TUKATNMENTOYPROLVIEATIO!4 CONCENS 
DUE TO TRA1IPOIr~ATION 

- It apears udcmaqmify oftlic ahiamentsthat involve ailpilleust volumes of materi ar.ad 
stiiutprolikuatiaacooncern(as defined lby andicaftin. hInTable S-3 on p6 S-20, to use 

SMr) WOuldocatrasi ollowa: 
- Camnuigm I: 17 metric asoa (0 of=Mm npuqA eiPa. from waious DOE sites to the 

- Camipaign,2: 33 tofomoepitad cleanmetal fom Pamexto dieph .  

- Compaipn3: 33 Lofvieapons-prade Kin hdscfoMIOfPVnOIIoMM &*Pit 
dinssaahWy vcmve ion Bilt7 usi mnotiintioncrMOX faciites 

- Cwapuie4: 33 tofw em VdeJ'ujaMOXfzab~mdlea. omtimMOX xfacityso a 
doesieatoommarod onuclew ractor.  

*u Thsordthe'equelly webd saeslng-ltua(P.. s-13)-usedtzeduoc te large 
j bcotpossiblefiftaoly ndl site eomabientiome to thesaio esnbeaenaie"p 

3-13) enis uled gofbuip . ontea dueto tUs! stica ofunistdals." heis applied in 
smarbiaWdduaW mahtiY *AliwtmlvO&Y ale~mpuigm 2,3 an4 iselimiated frm 
fintherconsidenUodon Bt ~NIIPA requires tant-sremablesaimmudvasbe onsidared' 
T~rhaem .i. e ctlwsppHealooof thiscriernpetetheDOE~eo rd r.beievig tit 
pruJowim oneCiwmaiIo~tdefred ftk a~wtiW~arfdn ffW.Wmateri altare zo greaw duaga 
,wdfa aim of S tini.oweetotld anow otfwsma.qrpaefe Am to be si~ppwd irs -glcf en to demit 
mat odrwimrese r amd~k afntwIv = wrawaonWzehe 

w But therwe alternatives tha would provide an even forther reduction Ins the amount Mn he 

- if oi l 9re fc Bulltbwa eate WdWat franTe.then only CAmpagn I1(17 0 would be 
necessarty.This is a33 treductionfai front50e totheomie reqluired underst07oilier 
intmobilizationonlY option.  

- ifahybrideptitus were deemed eaaeedd lflratheereaos(e-g., achieving an agremen 
with fthe Emalan). tdm colloeting thie pit conversion sod MOX facilities at Posiex would 
requime only Campaigns I andI 4, wWic is a 33 t reduction in the amount1Dobe shiPWe 

udrany oter hybrid cjiw 

3Thlsý A i vpise o dde .mwdxet dfbzdhsposmA m*uloalwe trd ais-Oa.341 
soplatead teaotaoe apsnowpit= cm=W~ny Joc" Iddwers(L~e..at Pasa).  
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DOE acknowledges the commentor's preference for Alternatives 9 or 10, 
which involve collocating pit conversion and MOX facilities at Pantex.  
The location of the immobilization facility was considered in the Storage 
and Disposition PEIS, and the ROD states DOE's strategy to immobilize 
at either Hanford or SRS. Therefore, this SPD EIS does not analyze 
immobilization at Pantex. Table L-6 shows the total transportation risks for 
all alternatives, including Alternatives 9 and 10. The transportation impacts 
for the preferred alternative, Alternative 3, are similar to Alternatives 9 and 10.

AM188-42
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Surpl Fluts m iti Dispot 11

P _oessin d•a nhandling oful! P r9a Rs l-gratitlutm represents a clear 

deputwue fli tithe histoical radialogical asamblyidisassfl bly operations mtdi yd at Pantex 

Plnrt. G tien t r osic of law and exlssng repslatons the 1T-3 DcpaMutt of Health baa 

actively naintained limited stuveillance of the FantePlnt boundary and at tadilyay sible 

preslect-ed monitoring points ausite Although by no mom coteid 0d o be optimum, and 

give thenarof opceratons involvin onlyhandling of pre-ftarblted radioactive compoonen, 

this nsdulam was considerdto be the best achievable under the ei• rcsulta " To date, no 

significant off-situ radiological degrudatir of thec nvrnmm nt has been deteted.  

Any change in to namue oftthoniteaotior operations sitte Pant= Plant inUstbe 

undemtakn with utmost sensitivity toeeds of te neigbboring community in addition to 
maxinitati atteloato tlcompllance with pu•tea s.andagds for protection against radiation.  

"Texam nsrt be assured the public health, the public safety, and the suromunding environment 

will be adequMtly F ctd.  

Whie fall Nuclear Reguslatory Commission licensing of the Mixed-Chide Fuel 

radcatlFal'cility should be aggressively pursued, external regulatory oversight of the 

Plutonium Pit Conversion Process is norxosible under existing law, nor is legislation o 

em.power er ..mal v datin- of' pumnentorEnergy Specia Ncla Materials operations 

likely s to orine freseeable f..- rt . There is, however, adiscrete step in the pit convrsion 

pmotosewben Special NuclearMaterialis emovedfmdo pit alto1and changed fom its 

clussitied amspe dwit do Depaetittent of Essergyshould exploreM asacandidate for external 

oversighl. This ste• inthe proocmss roughly coincies with the point ofponial workplace and 

environmental radiological -cot munlat90=e1fl A f The sueeeedii steps in the process should 

not by naturebePreluded from •xtrnal -rw. Cooperative activities eda mby • ie 

Deputntme ofEnmergy overlte past decade seve todicate that independent external oversight 

cant occur withinautional sccitt cotunits. The activities of the D1fmc NNIlaC Facilit 

SafetylBoal, Enwironmneital Protection • Agecy, Oeupational Safety and Health 

AddihisttOtm.and of staes hoting Departsent of Energy Facilities have produced some 

masure of copiane with accepted indutry practice and publshed regulatory standards.  

Independent extecnl oversight is clearly liasible, and would be in the best interest of the 

Dmamuncnt of Energy. the State of Texas, and theNation.bShould the Depsmtent tf Enetcy 

decide to site the Mixed Oxide Fuel fabrication facility, the Pit Disassembly and Conversion 

Facility, or both facilities at P'ctemx Plant, active saweparticipati•tn in the review of facility

43
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DOE Policy

MD188-43
DOE acknowledges the commentor's environmental and health-related 
concerns. This SPD EIS was prepared to provide a comprehensive 

description of proposed actions and alternatives and their potential 

environmental impacts. DOE believes that all activities that are part of the 

proposed action and alternatives are analyzed adequately in this EIS. Each 

of the proposed surplus plutonium disposition facilities would be subject 

to some form of independent oversight. The pit conversion and 

immobilization facilities would likely be subject to review by DNFSB, and 

&th MOX facility would be under the purview of NRC. As discussed in 

Section 2.4, it is likely that the United States would voluntarily offer to 

have the proposed facilities placed under international safeguards. However, 

the process of implementing international safeguards is not as yet fully 

defined. That process is part of ongoing sensitive negotiations between the 

United States and Russia.

I 

m00 

il.

As discussed in Chapter 5, DOE (or DCS) would have to obtain new or 
modified applicable State or Federal permits or licenses for construction 

and operation.  

Based on the decisions made in the SPD EIS ROD, site emergency management 

programs would be modified to consider new accidents not in the current 

program. Similarly, as discussed in Appendix L.3.2, the Transportation 

Safeguards Division has established emergency plans and procedures that 

would be invoked whenever special nuclear materials are being shipped.
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Surplus Plutonium Dposition Draft Enirenmental Impact Statement 

United States Department of Energy Ofice of Fissile MAterials 
Disposition 

July 1998 

Texas Natural Resource Conservation Commission Comments 

P1tmnik di onw fio ineludes three (3) ptuceus pit convetsion, inmobilization, and MOX fe 

fabricatio. Fo (4)c•ulidate silt seontidefdd f pltoit, dosit- in the EIS, nhcludint 

Hmtlfcru, INII., Pates, sand SRS. Pntexisth •preferred 6Wte for pitt uoerston. SRS is the 

.ncMedsiw for hwiamiiizati .and MOX fuel fiehrlictm- "The fomnng ewmimsa predsoaed 

on the aswausnon that immobiltzaen md MOX fuel fW tWeaolod will Indeed ocurmS a locatiou 

othr lhuptm nact ma t witth lir .afe rtdi 5al .outlined inSections 1.6 md 2..2.1 

.of the FT&.  

1. The volumne of hazadous wastes is mt included in Table 2.4, Sumuaimy of Inwmpa of 
Comuron and Operaton of SwphF Plat=mmn DMpoton Filtr s by Ahwtiw and 
.hs.  

2. A typogrplt c ewu ocans on page 3-110;. TWRCC shold be TURM .Anothe 

typographic enr occrts in Section 3A.7-11, page 3-114; TemsDevelynmit Board should 

be The Texs Waler fleveloMent Hoard.

3.  

4.

Drinkiongwater should b•etmexned i•saapuiblc rte of exposre forradsological impacts.  

We coaor with DOE's appesaind that the Pantex:Plait Fcdetal Facility Compluince Act 

mip awe Pb . d Orderd FCA) wiltbare to be modifiedwtoianeodatr then 

TRU in dLLW mixed wasft rea m The Haado•s Waste PeNrit will alms hme w be 

modified to ammm0 wenew w waftsireatr Pka le arify whether wastcs 

gecratidtduring d, on of the disposition 16cilities will be considered new waste 

stcams, We assume that DOE will provide a detailed lists otfwi-te compoents when the 

modifications ae submitted to the TNRCC for approval. We meoommerid that DOE not 

commingle TRU and LLW wastes with thei r esponding mixed waste streams.

S. The 13 -stat sthatll1e plutonium polishingprocess will cithec be attch1ed tohe plutonium 

eoavasioowroesorthieMOXfuie fabricationproceam(AppendixN.pagcN-I). Wcpoefer 

tam DOE olloote the aqueous platonium polishingp iucss with the MOX fuel fabrication 

faclitics. Wcsa r fa g MOXIlsl frihcition w l occur at SRtS, rather thins atPanite.

I44 
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MD188-44 Waste Management 

Table 2-4 was revised to include hazardous waste volumes for each of 

the alternatives.  

MD188-45 General SPD EIS and NEPA Process 

DOE acknowledges and appreciates the feedback on typographical errors 

in.the-SPD Draft EIS. The errors cited have been corrected.

MD188-46 Human Health Risk

If the proposed surplus plutonium disposition facilities were located at 
Pantex, a very small incremental annual dose to the surrounding public from 

normal operations would result via radiological emission deposition on 

agricultural products (i.e., food ingestion pathway). This dose (about 

0.56 person-rem/yr) would be 0.0006 percent of the dose that would be 

incurred annually from natural background radiation. There would be no 

discernible contamination of aquatic biota (fish) or drinking water, either 

from the deposition of minute quantities of airborne contaminants into 

small water bodies or from potential wastewater releases. Therefore, it is 

estimated that no measurable component of the public dose would be 

attributable to liquid pathways.  

MD188-47 Waste Management 

Neither the SPD Draft EIS nor this SPD EIS states that the Pantex FFCA 

Agreement Compliance Plan/Agreed Order would have to be modified to 

accommodate new TRU waste and mixed LLW. Although wastes would be 

managed in accordance with applicable laws, regulations, agreements, DOE 

orders, and permits, it is premature at this time to determine whether the 

FFCA Agreement Compliance Plan/Agreed Order would have to 

be modified.  

D&D is discussed in Section 4.31. DOE will evaluate options for D&D or 

reuse of the proposed facilities at the end of the surplus plutonium 

disposition program. At that time, DOE will perform engineering evaluations, 

environmental studies, and further NEPA review to assess the consequences 

of different courses of action, including projected waste generation quantities.

I
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PAGE 39 OF 47 DOE continues to work hard to minimize the generation of mixed wastes, and 

therefore will segregate the LLW and TRU waste from LLW and mixed TRU 

waste generated by the proposed facilities when feasible.  

MD188-48 Plutonium Polishing and Aqueous Processing 

DOE acknowledges the commentor's support for collocating the 

plutonium-polishing facility with the MOX facility at SRS. On the basis of 

public comments received on the SPD Draft EIS, and the analysis performed 

as part of the MOX procurement, DOE has included plutonium polishing 

-as-a component of the MOX facility to ensure adequate impurity removal 

from the plutonium dioxide. Appendix N was deleted from the 

SPD Final EIS, and the impacts discussed therein were added to the impacts 

sections presented for the MOX facility in Chapter 4 of Volume I.  

Section 2.18.3 was also revised to include the impacts associated with 

plutonium polishing.
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MD188-49 Waste Management 

Appendix H was revised to clarify that TRU waste includes mixed TRU waste.

6. tfw u)I be heipal iftheE[$ Somisc toy armowwdgedilmtTRUlwattalso inclades mixed 

(hazanlwa) TRUm w e. The mixed TPU wade ompoomt as often referred to as a footnote 

(e.g., the tables in Chapter 4) o rnot acknowledged at all (e.g., Appendix N). Incontrast. 49 

mixed LLW is consistently preseated as a separme wastc category.  

7. pkasewpeciy what wases will be gumsated during pit bisecion poces (Section 2.411) 5 

mad how DOE amncipates these wastes vib ee managed, e.g., recycled, treate d 50 

L gisiW oo tod Piatexaity fiom Patxs So R dawild bei p osted- -ttetS ra 

thfis is considered a security iserue and random rootm mill be used.

9. The risk dwhaateilon sWtat tht the Advanced Recovry and lmerated ixmactico 

SyvAm(ARIS) adhty %ill be licensed by the Depeotje twfEnfee y(DOB) and ovarsotn 

by the Defaen Nuclear Facmilites Safety Board(DNFS). Define what is meantby 

-owaseee.I

52

I Hza mnsdesioam been made for ogolng ra•diol*ic public health mretilh -and 5 . aI53 
caweenarsatal assesments thiougisat the life oftie 1xcjec?

10. Onp page J-23,. volume U of the SPD draft EiS, acalcalational asumptioni•wsm ade sta•ing 

that e oon ssaur , em at Putnex, weca smwned to have no previous deposition of 

eadim.vdies". Since data from ongoing projects at Pameis indicate that there has been 

previous dleposiso of radionucldes (4e-g. survey dat from Firl g Site S residing in the 

Radvoctive Manital Licensiag Section). please explain how th•t assumption was made.  

Will this haveany efet on the modeling resulls for exposums to members of the public? 

11. Page p -35 of the SPD ES ummary states that the number of lmat n cacer fatalities ind e 

genealpopian fronptts d aMisite ioeti woauld•bexpected to awe fomn 5--0xi01

5 to3xlOE-3 iftherposcd PDffahclitb mw located te Clarify this large inCr 

inthe aumbr of fatal r dueto SPD facility opeMra-s

12. There is no idicatimnthat the zarn-radioective or hazardo air quality inpacts will be 

significantly different from the current operaftin at Pantex. Hazardous sir pollutant 

ranasoco fror lpit dis•sembly mid conversion pocess and/or frm mixed oxide falbcatan 

poees will be minimuL. Sueus of potmk air qualty impacts will indud emissions from 

f].breel- ge raroton cpuipnte %sol disturbasrm by constfletion equtipmlentand other 

vehicles. the operation of a concrete batch plant, trucs moving matrials and wastes, and 

employee vehic. According to the EIS, airquality impacts during conastr ion would be 

mitigated by applying, as appropriate. sbtandd dust conteol practices such as watering or 

tweMping ofroals and watering of exposed areas. This will control the rxpelial increMs in 

the PMIO emissions due tu, mtasuiction activities.

54 
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MD188-50 Waste Management

Information on waste generated by specific pit disassembly and conversion 
processes is summarized in Appendix H and is available in detail in the 

supporting data reports, such as the Pit Disassembly and Conversion 

"-Facility, Environmental Impact Statement Data Report-Hanford 

(LA-UR-97-2907, June 1998). These supporting reports state that LLW 

and TRU waste would be generated by the pit bisection process. These 

wastes would be managed along with the other LLW and TRU waste as 

described in the Waste Management sections of Chapter 4 of Volume Iland 

Appendix H. Supporting reports are available in the public reading rooms 

at the following locations: Hanford, INEEL, Pantex, SRS, and 

Washington, D.C.

MD188-51 Transportation

The shipment of nuclear material (e.g., depleted uranium) using commercial 
carriers would be the subject of detailed transportation plans in which routes 

and specific processing locations would be discussed. These plans are 

coordinated with State, tribal, and local officials. The shipment of waste 

would be in accordance with the decisions reached on the Final Waste 

Management Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement for 

Managing Treatment, Storage, and Disposal of Radioactive and 

Hazardous Waste (DOE/EIS-0200-F, May 1997) and the WIPP Disposal 

Phase Final Supplemental EIS (DOE/EIS-0026-S-2, September 1997).  

The transportation of special nuclear materials is the subject of detailed 

planning with DOE's Transportation Safeguards Division. The dates and 

times that specific transportation routes would be used for special nuclear 

materials are classified information; however, the number of shipments 

that would be required, by location, has been included in this SPD EIS.  

Additional details are provided in Fissile Materials Disposition Program 

SST/SGT Transportation Estimation (SAND98-8244, June 1998), which 

is available on the MD Web site at http://www.doe-md.com.
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MD188-52 DOE Policy 

In this SPD EIS, the ARIES facility is referred to as the pit conversion facility.  

It is not correct to state that the pit conversion facility would be licensed by 

DOE because DOE does not issue licenses. However, DOE would be 

responsible for the safe operation of this facility. Before the proposed facility 

could begin operations, a safety analysis report would have to be prepared 

and an operational readiness review would likely be conducted; this is similar 

to the NRC licensing process. DNFSB would then periodically review DOE 

operations and report to the U.S. Congress and the Secretary of Energy on 

the safety of these operations. In this way, DNFSB oversees DOE operations 

at nuclear facilities.  

MD188-53 DOE Policy 

Each year DOE prepares a separate environmental report for each site with 

significant environmental activities. Each report provides a comprehensive 

summary of the site's environmental program activities. The sites for which 

annual reports are prepared include all those evaluated in this SPD EIS.  

Included in each report are discussions of the site's radiological surveillance 

programs and the results of environmental assessments. These reports, 

which are distributed to relevant external regulatory agencies and other 

interested organizations or individuals, would continue to be prepared 

throughout the life of the surplus plutonium disposition prograrn. In addition 

to these annual assessments, health effects studies would continue to be 

conducted to evaluate the health of the public in the vicinity of the sites, 

and of workers at the sites. These studies are discussed in Chapter 3 

(Volume I) of this EIS and in Appendix M of the Storage and Disposition 

PEIS. It is anticipated that these health studies would also continue 

throughout the life of the program.  

MD188-54 Human Health Risk 

The calculations in this SPD EIS were performed to assess the doses from 

operating the proposed surplus plutonium disposition facilities. The 

presence on the ground of previously deposited radionuclides does not 

affect the doses specifically associated with operating the proposed 

facilities. Doses from existing ground contamination are included in the
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13. Since no increase in the haeadous air pllutmt emissions are expected from the pit dimhsenmly and c••veson proeand/or fiommixedoxidef ulfaM•atio-actiAty, nowe ofdthe aaebe ves proposed for Panlex in Owe m p ljdi ston EIS woWd create a slgnirimchange in the no-radbactivea ulrquality at Pasx TNRCcvwowld revisilthe proposed impact of facility operations and emissions and conduct a detailed technical review shold DOE bubmit a apenitapplicatios for a plutonimn dspoqition facility.

14. In eneral. tdce ted non. adiologiai air sni ssiota Pantex .w. h are ]opould intbe PUPJS. am not expecte d Lu diltorer ig antly femu misting operations at the facility.  
sowevrer e * ..amcsevel issues olsich need to be addressed in the Finml PuFJS. The draft PulPpOrv-desPeidj s orh 24-howavemiaa) maximum €on. cnt fur"Hazadous and UlaeIrOm eConspouzsdsVA& concentrations ame predictd t0 IleM tIan the 1-hour Effect& Screening levels (po1. ,the pre-'ted24-Iur L-_n•-eaent.kn amc estimated to exceed the 24-bce, ESLs for bmzen and hydrogem elordle. While these ex cecnc fhr-am fShe D rPt o resultinadversce ffects, infonsaiasmn was M aw'ilajil ingrding anual(hug--)ter)prdctedlonnoenteatis&Whl hesot-e ESIsafo mand hydg enhloride ,' ' aIblishetd to pretect thoisageralp pblic from acute adverse effects. it is also nfce*sBWyto evaluate the annmal predicted impacts far these VMOUsipoida.For coowomftamem* ,e,,,=.a knownhuman donil npsas oe..... a pedcted impacts with rspec to loDn-term or anmnal e xposure ydrogen chloride, the a sm al ESI. w aq derhted to prev tnt roran s of pnme t l yr c npo uds such 

as the e md dcpemdlng on The specific ch mmtae de teceel review a, y t largely 
Cm lung-tm exposumrM

56
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Pantex site doses reported in Section 3.4.4. The total doses from existing contamination and from operating the proposed facilities are reflected in the cumulative doses given in Section 4.32.

The increase in the number of LCFs from 10 years of operating the proposed surplus plutonium disposition facilities at Pantex is the difference in the two numbers cited by the commentor, i e., 0.003 minus 0.000055, which equals about 0.00295. This amounts to an increase of about 1 chance in 340 of an LCF in the total population within 80 kmn (50 mi) from 10 years of operation.

MD 188-56

For the purpose of this SPD EIS, toxic air pollutant concentrations were compared with the Texas effects screening levels which are based on short-term (1-hr) and long-term concentrations. The concentrations compared with the long-term effects screening levels in the SPD Draft EIS were 24-hr values. The concentrations compared with the long-term effects screening levels were changed to an annual average value, which is consistent with current TNRCC guidance. The exposure to benzene is analyzed in the Human Health Risk sections of Chapter 4 of Volume I for each of the hybrid alternatives (e.g., see Section 4.3.1.4). No emissions of hydrogen chloride to the atmosphere are expected from construction and operation of the pit conversion or MOX facility.
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Revie eimtph.s IPhllmatumDtlspeaid, Dnaft Knviroameuttal mpaet Stateaenut

My review foamed on the site description and an alternative 9A.  

1. Section 3.42.6 Nonhanzmdoo Waste 
Pa. t3-K6 _pararaph 3, lces 3-4, -Aproposedupprde to the san ctawy wastc er treat-f mt system would conmse wthat efflucatd limitationsare met." 
The DEIS hould address re = &prdewi ecoACeCorth 
odds tbatitvdillnot ake phee te ikeood Dtdhat efiluenIimt UmWit". not be met i the upgrade does not take place or has a delayed schedule6 and the impact on water 

i allty•dupgrade does net leplace or has a delayed sc Table on pwage 4 219 impliseathat dischargewivll increase b 'aot 0prent is this correct? Is the upgrade foreasumrin ompliance with existing discharge orwilh t•he 10 pce increase -- g. aidsaxe Why is th -up laude eedod if the wastewater tse. mentplaot is olf 
o p e r •ati g a t s o 5 0 p er s o f e e c• ity ,au d o n ly e x p e c ts a n i n c r e as .o f`5 b e ra s , ' 4-221)? 

The tex shoul~d identify the number and frequec, y ofo crene when the discharge pernits exam ceeded-underothejFw lOperations.  
The pathway for contaminan migration through Playa I to the perched ground water has in.the past been a critical one for round water contamnnatilon actinfthesot Onth DEIS needs to wthooughly, address implications such as the one raised. In the preceding Comment 

2. Section 3.4..1 Gener Site Despn~ 
Page 3-108, paragrap,, lines 1-2,yThe OgallalayFormaion ofTeriary age conssts of fluvial sands and gravels as well as eoliao sands and silts.  
The designation offth Ogallala as I luvW iaad eolims is a Wite simple and overlooks oexansve geloic studies done in support ofl'~agPantexP operafions (~. utv~nT 
C..1996, oflo nomi Ceolo Report of Invcesiatios No. 239). Gstavson (19d9) stated that thre gIla Inclauesa•a ftyuvial fhics azd that p fill fades of heterogeneou gars sndchneldeostsadvaneW lay a nk0= eos am inteebodded with depsit mi sadeadicmendepsit 

3. Section MAL6. General Sifte Description 
Page 3-11l0, paragrnph I naplayshdy 
Texton Limes2-3 overlook te actthat teplys cambedry because inifiltration rawe exceeds waler Inflow rate and thus peepettistes the myth that plays basins a- evaporation ponds.

4. Section 3.4.6.1 (leneral Site Description 
Pag 3-110! pargrhp2 on Plays I water Inflow Textstates inflow of 946,000 Uday. which Is equivalut to -345,000 cubic mctcr per year(CMY. This is only 72 percent, o fI h473,)010 CMY cited in table 3-28 m generaiionerateof mnhazardousu wastec. a is the difference between these numberss?lIs 128.000 CMY offiqmdweate dischare elsewhere than Plays I Tcrxt on PW39,paragraph 3. states sewage and industrial wasewater am dischiaged only to
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MD188-57 Waste Management 
The Pantex Wastewater Treatment Facility upgrades described in Chapter 3 
of Volume I would occur regardless of the proposed discharges from the 
proposed surplus plutonium disposition facilities. These upgrades are needed 
due to the age of the facilities, changing regulations, and problems with 
compliance, and are not related to the capacity of the facility. An EA, Final 
EnvironmentalAssessmentfor Wastewater Treatment Capability Upgrade, 
Project No. 96-D-122 (DOE/EA- 1190, April 1999), for the treatment plant 
upgrade was completed in April 1999. If necessary, wastewaters would 
undergo treatment within the proposed facilities to meet influent requirements 
of the WastewaterTreatment Facility. Section 3.4.2.6 was revised to update 
the status of the treatment facility upgrade. As described in the EA, the 
upgraded and expanded facility would no longer discharge effluent to Playa 1.  
Instead, effluents would be stored and used to irrigate crops grown on the 
site in cooperation with the Texas Tech University Research Farmi. The waste 
management impacts table in Section 4.17.2.2 indicates that the 51,000 m3/yr 
(66,708 yd 3l/yr) of liquid nonhazardous waste generation would be 5 percent 
ofthe existing capacity ofthe Wastewater Treatment Facility. This additional 
wastewater would increase the 473,125 m3/yr (618,848 yd3/yr) of current 
discharges to the Wastewater Treatment Facilityby approximately 11 percent.  
Section 3.4.7.1.1 describes the December 2, 1997, Administrative Order issued 
by EPA regarding the Pantex Plant NPDES Permit. This section notes that a 
comprehensive corrective action plan was developed. Corrective actions 
include upgrade of the Wastewater Treatment Facility, soil stabilization and 
erosion control, and operational, maintenance, and monitoring program 
modification. The engineering solutions are scheduled for completion in 2003.

Section 3.4.6.1 was revised to include the description provided.

Geology and Soils

Section 3.4.7.1.1 was revised to incorporate the concept that playas may 
become dry because the infiltration rate can exceed the water inflow rate.
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MD188-60 Waste Management 

The rate that wastewater enters the Wastewater Treatment Facility is different 
from the rate at which treated water is discharged from the facility due to 
evaporative losses, losses through the liner of the lagoon, and water that is 
retained in the moist sludge from the treatment plant.  

The remainder of this comment is addressed in response MD 188-57.  
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Text on paoe 4-221 states that the wv caWterteaetntt plant cqapaity is 2.6 million 
11day. Is that brwrect? Given the number of OS milUlo•t day (pap 3-110) tor inflow to 
Playa 1. and assuimpioo that all Playa I Inflow is frmm the treatment planttham the plant 
prevently minut he opratin at-35 xpme of capacity. Ithis or:rctOr iste treatment 
PlanstOperating at 5Opecet apciy(iMdng tab~le 3-29 numnber on generation rate instead 
ofplaysI inflow rate? 

5. Section 3.4.6.1 Gneal St•.Descripton 
Pa_ 3-113. paragraphS depth to the Ogalala groundwater aquifer varies from..........  
T-his flw direction .....  
Thisasection is poorly writtat and should be wwritstctodemnstratse that the DOE 
amodersatmds grounchwelr hydrology at the site. First, the word asquifer' in Ogallala 
Smanyt aaquifxris redundant and oonfning;i sathe reere.nc to the water lable or t 

formson sructre. Senn Shem flow dkectieoW is not stated; the word 'this' starting the 
Best vsenotec has no antecedent. ihiAd the apparent eomporlson of the water table dip to 
the •egienal .•othwestto.-sautheast trend (2) ofthe remaining portion ofthe Southern 
High Plaina' does not make sense 

6. Section3A4.6.1 General Site Description 
Page 3-113, p M ag* 6 ext hicknss. ad ydrmulicdi ssaretertrs of (the Doek 

Statemen is vague or inaccurawe For a regionl. study theat includes the Pantaxr Plant and a 
list of elder references refer to Dutton A. R., and Sim•wiri W. W., 19.6.  
Hydrogeochemlatryand Water Resoucem of te Tikiamsi Lower Dockun Group in .the 
Teoma Patandle and Eastern New Mexico, Burea of Economic Geology Report at 
lnvesItgsloes No. 161.  

7. Section437.2.2 Waste Management .. ... ..  
pa. e4219,ipargrah4, Nonaz .uhquid waste generation mi expecteds o Increase 

by 5 perrentof r tarmetplant capacity 
Se conmments no. I ard mm. 4 abov.  

Whether a5 Peren t Increase in vwaslewatvr generattonh-s enimpact - on rudwater Of 
susface ~wte quality has not been addressed. See comment no.1I Above acgartling the 
need fr m ioly)s of past experience in mneting ot violating liquid waste dish•rg.  
permits. Should osamsum e that the rae of Violafion will increase by 5 percent? Would 

that have a major impact Is the lawim here the Impact on the treatmrent systmOr on 
sarface water and ground water quality? What imnp would a 5 pe•ret increase in 
wistewater generation have on waterquality in Playa I and in grounid water? Would that 
be a minar impact or a major impact?'Is a minor impact on the treatment aystem or wtter 

quality acceptable? 

Regssdl esofwhethertklsaddressedin la the Storage and Disposition Final PEI$ (DOE 

1996a),tbtis needs toube addressed here.  

9. Section 4.17.
2

.
2 

Waste Management 
Pag 4-324, paragraph I lines 3-5 
It is ont acceptable to A; to the Storage nid Disposition Final PIS (DOE 1996a-3

4
98) 

with the . tatement that wastewater discharge would haenoimpa ah finding needs to 

bea gued her A similtare-n•eAnt o• in usmelated matter was raised at pubLic hearing in 

Amarillo August I I by a member of the public.
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MD188-61 Waste Management 

As discussed in Section 3.4.2, the capacity of the Wastewater Treatment 

Facility is approximately 946,250 m/yr (1,237,700 yd3/yr), with current 

wastewater discharges to the facility of approximately 473,125 m3/yr 

(618,848 yd3/yr). Therefore, current use is approximately 50 percent of capacity.  

MD188-62 Water Resources 

Section 3.4.7.2.1 was revised to incorporate corrections based on the 
commentor's observations.

MD188-63 Water Resources

Information on the Triassic Dockum Group found in Section 3.4.7.2.1 was 
taken from the information on Pantex provided in Environmental 

Information Document: The Continued Operation of the Pantex Plant 

and Associated Storage of Nuclear Weapon Components EIS 

(ES:96:0156, September 1996). The particular reference in this SPD EIS 

to the Triassic Dockum Group underlying the Ogallala aquifer was taken 

from Hydrogeology and Hydrochemistry of the Ogallala Aquifer, 

Southern High Plains, Texas Panhandle and Eastern New Mexico (Texas 

Bureau of Economic Geology Report of Investigation No. 177, 1988) and 

Natural Phenomena Hazards Assessment for the Pantex Plant, Amarillo, 

Texas (Jacobs Engineering Group, Contract 05-GO10-S-91-021 1, Task 35, 

October 1993). However, the referenced report given by the commentor 

was reviewed, and Section 3.4.7.2.1 was revised.

MD188-64 Waste Management

The Waste Management sections of Chapter 4 of Volume Itdescribe impacts 
to the waste management infrastructure. Impacts on water resources 

(including surface water and groundwater) are discussed in the Water 

Resources portions of Section 4.26.  

Section 3.4.7.1 was revised to reflect the status of the Pantex sanitary 

Wastewater Treatment Facility upgrade. As described in that section, 

beginning in 2003, the Wastewater Treatment Facility will no longer 

discharge effluents to Playa 1. Effluents will be used to irrigate crops grown
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9. Section 4.17.2.2 Waste Management 
Page 4-324, paragraph 3 
28 million 1-yr of additional groundwater withdrawal is 4.5 percent of 1995 production 
rate (617 million Ltyr [page 3-113D. Where does the number on 23 percent of 
groundwater capacity come from? 

It is not acceptable to refer to the Storage and Disposition Final PEIS (DOE 1996a:4-686 
to 4-687) with the statement that groundwater demand would have no impact. This 
finding needs to be argucd here. Groundwater levels are declining because withdrawal 
exceeds recharge. Does the DOE assume that the Panhandle Groundwater Conservation 
Dis-ictjNo. 3 will allow Pastex to exceed 1995 production rates? Is this assumption valid 
or founded on discussion with the District? The same comment applies to the statement 
on impact from operations in section 4.26.3.2.2.  

10. Section 4.32.3.3 WasteManagement 
Page 4-401, Table 4-280 
Table gives 15 yr production of 554,900 cubic meters of liquid nonhazardious waste. This 
averages -37,000 CMY. Table 4-157 gave a nmmber of 50,000 CMY for operations 
liquid waste generation. How has the savings of 13,000 CMY or 195,000 cubic meters 
during 15 e been achieved? If Table 4-280 understates waste generatim rate by 35 
percen, what impac does that have on te findings?
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on the site in cooperation with the Texas Tech University Research Farm.  
Therefore, beginning in 2003, effluents from Pantex facilities will no longer 

impact the surface waters of Playa 1.  

The remainder of this comment is addressed in response MD1 88-57.  

MD188-65 Infrastructure 

Note that page 4-324 of the SPD Draft EIS is part of Section 4.26.3.2.1, Water 

Resources, and notpart of Section 4.17.2.2, Waste Management This SPD EIS 

references the Storage and Disposition PEIS for impacts on groundwater 

quality, but does not rely on that EIS for impacts on groundwater capacity.  

The percentage cited in this SPD EIS is calculated from the addition of the 

construction-related water demand plus current usage divided by the site 

groundwater supply production capacity. Both the current usage and site 

capacity figures are cited in Table 3-36. Section 3.4.7.2.1 was revised for 

clarity and updated; it now better describes the relationship between the 

Panhandle Groundwater District 3 and groundwater use at Pantex.  

MD188-66 Waste Management 

Section 4.32.3.3 describes waste generated during both construction and 

operations. The total presented in the Cumulative Impacts section cannot 

simply be divided by 15 to determine the annual waste generation rate for 

each alternative. During construction of the pit conversion and MOX 

facilities at Pantex, 25,000 mn3 (32,700 yd3) of liquid nonhazardous waste 

would be generated annually, for a total of 75,000 mn3 (98,100 yd3 ) over the 

3-year construction period. During operation of the pit conversion and 

MOX facilities at Pantex, 51,000 mn3 (66,708 yd 3) of liquid nonhazardous 

waste would be generated annually, for a total of 5 10,000 mn3 (667,080 yd3) 

over the 10-year operating period. Thus, if both the pit conversion and 

MOX facilities were at Pantex, a revised maximum total of about 590,000 n3 

(771,720 yd 3) over the combined construction and operating period would 
be expected.
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